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To the City of Waukegan:
We are pleased to submit to you Lakeside Casino LLC’s proposal for the
development of a spectacular attraction for the City of Waukegan. Our proposal
for the elegant North Point Casino demonstrates our ability to maximize the
value of the casino license for Waukegan and honor the City’s foresight and
leadership that advanced this opportunity to transform our community.
Lakeside Casino LLC is an enterprise formed by Michael Bond, Warner Gaming,
LLC, Prashant Gupta and Clairvest Group Inc. This partnership includes local
business leadership, secure access to capital and represents an exceptional
team of veterans of casino finance, development and operation.
The North Point Casino ownership team meets every requirement of the Gaming
Expansion Law – including ownership representation by minority persons and
women, and we’re certain you’ll find that our strategy is unmatched for
furthering minority interests and partnering with local stakeholders.
From ownership, to construction, to workforce development and recruiting, our
dedication to diversity is indisputable. We’re including letters of support that
validate the steps we’ve already taken to engage community partners and put
Waukegan First.
Our team includes professional developers and seasoned gaming operators who
have all held licenses or have applications in progress before the Illinois Gaming
Board. Having already laid a large part of the groundwork, we are positioned to
execute on our plans quickly. Being first to market is an advantage for the
success of the development and the City. If we are the only proponent selected
by the City, we believe we can be the first New Casino to submit our application
to the Illinois Gaming Board and we can open the doors 11 months sooner.

We fulfill every qualification to make Waukegan the first of the new casinos
if we’re the City’s sole selection.

Our proposal for a $
million phase I development, and a $
million total
development, features resort amenities with first-class style and standards,
including authentic casino action and a thrilling sportsbook experience. Our
sustainable design promotes the health and wellness of our environment, our
guests, team members and neighbors. Our development plans create revenue
for the City and offers flexibility for funding community initiatives.

.

We asked Spectrum Gaming Group, a global research firm with an impeccable
reputation, to conduct an independent market analysis of our plans. Spectrum
determined that the cumulative economic impact of North Point Casino over
their five-year analysis period is estimated to add
million of net new
economic activity,
million of personal income and $
million of taxes to
the State of Illinois from gaming revenue alone. The entire Spectrum report is
also included in our proposal.
Our projections are based on the Spectrum analysis and our approach to scaling
up operations is measured to ensure we deliver on our promise.

.

You’ll find all the details of our offer inside. We thank you for your time and
consideration of our proposal. We’re confident you will embrace our vision and
feel our passion for this opportunity. This is more than another development
project for us – this is our vision for investing in Waukegan!

Sincerely,

Michael Bond
Executive Chairman
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Includes adjusted revenue from table games and slot machines; excludes sportsbook and all other
revenues
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Lakeside Casino LLC (“Lakeside”), a diverse team of veteran businesses from
the gaming, hospitality and finance industries brought together by founding
partner Michael Bond, is pleased to present to the City of Waukegan its proposal
for North Point Casino, a regional entertainment, dining and casino gaming
destination planned for the City’s Fountain Square site on Lakehurst Road.
NORTH POINT CASINO
With North Point Casino, Michael and the Lakeside team will deliver to
Waukegan a state-of-the-art, first-class development that offers far more than
casino gaming, and that will draw visitors from throughout Chicagoland,
southern Wisconsin and beyond. The $
-million Phase I portion of the
project will include:


square-foot casino, offering
table games positions



5,300 square-foot sportsbook offering on-premise and mobile
wagering



Two-acre world-class outdoor amphitheater entertainment venue



Variety of dining options, including a brand-new upscale steakhouse
concept by local restaurateur Mark Khayat; Lakeshore Café – a casual
3-meal dining venue; a coffee shop; La Canoa Mexican restaurant; Big
Ed’s BBQ; and The Quonset Pizza.



Five-level parking garage with a total of
parking with an additional
spaces



Targeted LEED-Gold certification sustainable building



Designated smoking patio

gaming machines and

spaces and surface

Plans for future-phase expansion include:


Second-phase AAA Four Diamond hotel, with
rooms (including
suites), a spa/salon, fitness center, coffee bar and a spectacular
rooftop pool



Second-phase expansion of the casino by an additional
feet (bringing the casino to
total square feet)



Third-phase
square-foot conference center, including an
square foot ballroom and
square feet of break-out meeting
space



Third-phase retail entertainment district and parking garage on the
Western parcel
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We envision that we would be able to deliver the full scope of Phase I, as
described above, within about one year after receiving all required state and
local regulatory approvals for the project.
In order to realize employment and tax revenue benefits as soon as possible,
Lakeside proposes to first open a temporary gaming facility at or near the
project site.
Further details of the project site, as well as the scope and amenities of North
Point Casino are provided in Sections 1 and 2 of this Proposal.
THE PROJECT TEAM
Michael Bond has a strong familiarity with Waukegan and Lake County. Through
his public service as Senator for Illinois’ 31st state senate district, and more
recently as chief executive officer of Tap Room Gaming, which has conducted
business as a licensed terminal operator in Lake County since 2013, Michael has
a long history of working with the area’s civic and business leaders.
In forming Lakeside Casino LLC, Michael has joined forces with:


Prashant Gupta, a Chicago-based private investor active in the gaming,
real estate, energy and technology sectors. Prior to starting his own
investor group, Prashant served as the Chief Financial Officer of LAMB
Partners, a Chicago based Forbes 400 family office with significant
investments in gaming, hedge funds and real estate. Prashant oversaw
all aspects of investment financing, structuring, accounting, taxation
and estate planning for LAMB Partners. Prashant has been licensed by
the IGB as a minority investor in Rivers Casino in Des Plaines, Illinois,
which he held from 2009 until the investment was sold in March 2019.



Clairvest Group, a Toronto-based private equity firm with over $2
billion in capital under management and a successful 30+ year track
record of private equity investing. Clairvest’s investment efforts are
directed towards select industries of which gaming and entertainment
are focus areas, as represented by multiple investments in the
Americas including Rivers Casino, Accel Entertainment, Centaur
Gaming, New Meadowlands Racetrack, Chilean Casino Holdings,
Casino New Brunswick, Grey Eagle Resort and Casino, Gateway
Casinos and several facilities in Ontario. Clairvest Group has been
licensed by IGB while holding approximately 40% ownership in Rivers
Casino in Des Plaines, Illinois until the investment was sold in March
2019.
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Warner Gaming, an experienced casino operator headquartered in Las
Vegas, Nevada, which currently operates six casino properties in four
states, with a total of 4,095 gaming machines, 133 gaming tables and
2,283 hotel rooms under management. Warner Gaming developed the
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City in 2014 and still manages and
holds ownership in the property. Warner Gaming also managed the
fabulous Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada for seven
years.

Warner Gaming1 will manage the day-to-day operations of North Point Casino.
While Warner Gaming’s executives have experience working at the world’s
largest gaming and hospitality companies, the company’s focus is on localized
operations, relying on strong customer service to create a neighborhood or
“locals” feel, and becoming an involved civic partner in each community where
the company operates.
A prominent example of Warner Gaming’s recent success is provided by the
Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Sioux City, Iowa, a Midwest community of about
80,000 residents. Opened by Warner Gaming in 2014, the Hard Rock Hotel &
Casino Sioux City was named by the Iowa Tourism Office as the “Outstanding
Attraction” for the entire state in 2015. In 2018, the Global Gaming Exposition in
Las Vegas, Nevada named the property’s Battery Park venue as the
“Outstanding Casino Arena/Amphitheater” for all casino properties nationwide.
The Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City features a AAA Four Diamond hotel,
various restaurants that have become local favorites, a retail store, an indoor
venue for live music and comedy, and Battery Park – the award-winning outdoor
concert venue featuring world-class entertainment such as Chris Stapleton,
Willie Nelson, Boston, Journey, the Counting Crows and Collective Soul. In less
than five years, this venue has staged 563 shows and sold almost 300,000
tickets, with ticket purchases tracked from all 50 states in the U.S., six Canadian
provinces, and a variety of countries throughout the world.
The accolades received by the property, as well as the quality of the amenities
and customer service, have helped its host community to develop and diversify
its economic base. As the local newspaper Sioux City Journal wrote in a May
2019 testimonial for Warner Gaming:
Since the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino opened, we have become a tourism destination,
seen growth in our downtown entertainment district and witnessed an uptick in the
reach nonprofits have had . . Additionally, Siouxland businesses have benefited from
the traffic Hard Rock has generated. A summer concert series has been wildly
1 The management entity will be an Illinois-licensed subsidiary of Warner Gaming, LLC. For ease of
reference, Warner Gaming and any of its subsidiary companies are referred to in this Proposal simply as
“Warner Gaming”
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successful, making Sioux City a must for both artists and fans. As a business in Sioux
City, Sioux City Journal Communications has seen the excitement, income and
expansion Hard Rock has afforded.2
Further details of Lakeside’s casino experience is provided in Section 3 of this
Proposal. The team’s financial resources, capabilities and plans for financing
development of North Point Casino is discussed in Section 4.
COMMUNITY IMPACT
Few types of commercial development can offer the economic impact of a new
mixed-use casino, dining and entertainment complex. In addition to the
construction jobs, North Point Casino will require permanent jobs covering a
range of disciplines including marketing, finance, accounting and information
technology professionals; facilities engineers; and security and surveillance
professionals, in addition to dealers, servers, cooks, room attendants and desk
clerks, just to name some of the positions that we’ll need to fill. None of these
jobs can be exported overseas.
In order to support the first-class guest
experience that we will deliver, everyone must be present at the property.
To provide for an objective analysis of our project’s economic impact, Lakeside
engaged Spectrum Gaming Group3, an independent gaming consultant
operating in New York, Atlantic City, London, Bangkok and Tokyo, to review our
plans for North Point Casino. Spectrum estimates that our project will create
jobs during the construction phase alone. Once open, North Point Casino
is expected to support
jobs per year, both at the casino itself as well as
“ripple effect” jobs – for example, jobs created by vendors and suppliers.
Further, Spectrum estimates that for every $1 in revenue realized by North Point
Casino, area businesses will realize an additional
of revenue. This multiplier
effect has been demonstrated repeatedly in communities where Warner Gaming
has operated casinos. As a case in point, consider the Claussen Group, a
property maintenance company that provides services to Warner Gaming’s
hotel/casino property in Sioux City, Iowa. As Claussen CEO Stephen Jones
stated in a written testimonial:
The addition of Warner Gaming’s Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City to the City
of Sioux City’s local economy is what I would consider a “Game Changer.” The
amount of economic development growth the local economy has seen from the
addition of this entertainment district has been astonishing. Warner Gaming develops

2

May 7, 2019 Sioux City Journal Communications letter to the Arkansas Racing Commission
Spectrum’s market assessment and economic impact report is being provided to the City along with
this proposal.

3
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relationships with local vendors and suppliers….. If you want to see a miracle develop
in your local economy, you would embrace Warner Gaming with open arms.4
With the multiplier effect factored in, Spectrum Gaming estimates that North
Point Casino will deliver $
million in economic activity for the Waukegan area
over its first five years of operation.
In addition to private sector benefits, local governments in the Lake County area
will receive millions of dollars in tax revenue from North Point Casino every year.
$

million to Local Governments in the First Seven Years

We also expect more than a

gaming visitors in the first year
Below is our projection of
taxable gaming revenues, together with tax payments to the county and
municipal governments:

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Taxable
Gaming
Revenues
5% of
Taxable
Gaming
Revenues
City of
Waukegan

10, 2019 Claussen Group letter to the Arkansas Racing Commission
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The Lakeside team has carefully reviewed the City’s RFP and has taken note of
the City’s desire to support community values such as inclusion of women- and
minority-owned businesses, as well as sustainable building goals. Our team
shares these values, and in Section 2 of the Proposal we will discuss in detail
how North Point Casino will accommodate these goals, as well as support our
project has received from local groups like the Black Chamber of Commerce of
Lake County, the Lake County Building & Construction Trades Council and local
minority-owned businesses like Integrity Developers, Inc. and Chicago Bears Hall
of Famer Richard L. Dent. We will also discuss our commitment to responsible
gaming (in Section 6 of this Proposal) and regulatory compliance (in Section 7
of this Proposal).

5 Includes adjusted revenue from table games and slot machines; excludes sportsbook and all other
revenues
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CONCLUSION
Through its collective experience in past projects, the Lakeside team knows very
well the importance that local residents, businesses and civic groups place on a
casino project. These stakeholders are interested for a number of reasons,
including job creation, business opportunities for local contractors and
suppliers, diversification of the local tourism base, and insuring that the local
casino license is granted to a reputable and responsible operator. Further, and
certainly not the least important consideration, local officials and citizens alike
want to see a quality project developed for their community – something
offering amenities that the local population wants, and something that the entire
community can take pride in.
We believe that this Proposal will demonstrate, in detail, that North Point Casino
will deliver on all of these community goals.
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Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City

Developed, owned and operated by Warner Gaming since 2014.
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SECTION 1 – PROPERTY SPECIFICATIONS AND LOCATION
Identify the proposed location for the development, including whether
located on City-owned or privately held property, and describe the plan to
acquire the development location. Provide detail of property size and access
requirements, and any other pertinent specifications. If purchase of City
property is contemplated, an offer for the selected site(s) should be
provided. Because of the 120 day limitation on local vetting described above,
the Project Teams are cautioned to consider zoning and special use issues
that may require public hearings and to investigate entitlements on specific
parcels under consideration. Additional property research can be conducted
using the Lake County online mapping system
(https://maps.lakecountyil.gov/mapsonline/).

Lakeside Casino, LLC wishes to apply for a land-based casino gaming license
and is submitting the requisite application fee. We propose siting North Point
Casino on the parcel described in the RFP as the “casino site,” which is the parcel
owned by the City and located on Lakehurst Drive, such parcel designated by
the Lake County Assessor’s Office as PIN 07-36-104-001. The Lake County
assessor’s website indicates that this parcel is 31.76 deeded acres. This parcel
is referred to in this Proposal as the “Project Parcel.”
As discussed in more detail in Section 2 of this Proposal, the Project Parcel
enjoys ready access to Interstate 94 and Illinois Highway 120, as well as
convenient public transit access.
The Project Parcel is sited within the Western Gateway Redevelopment Overlay
District, a district that was created by the City, and made part of the Waukegan
Zoning Ordinance, in 2008. As such, casino gaming is already a permitted use
for the Project Parcel.
Lakeside Casino, LLC proposes purchasing the Project Parcel from the City of
Waukegan for $
,

Our proposal also includes
additional payments to the City of
million in donations towards a
community Learning Center or other community projects approved by the City,
as further described in Section 2,
.

1 Includes adjusted revenue from table games and slot machines; excludes sportsbook and all other
revenues
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In total, the voluntary contributions to the City and Community could
exceed
million over the first 20 years.

Figure 1: Fountain Square location

Section 1 - 2
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Inn of the Mountain Gods Resort & Casino
Managed by Warner Gaming since 2010.
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SECTION 2 – DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
A. Describe, in detail, the proposed casino development. Include the number
and types of gaming positions, sports betting plan, the physical layout of the
space, the parking plan, and a description of any included restaurant, hotel,
convention, retail, entertainment, or other accessory or adjacent facilities. If
available, include any site plan, elevations, renderings, floor plans, etc.
A city like Waukegan wouldn’t settle for anything less than a sensational
entertainment experience with authentic casino action that will entice visitors
from miles around. In North Point Casino, we promise to deliver the excitement
locals have been waiting for: a regional entertainment destination for the far
North suburbs of Chicagoland.
$

million of net new economic activity in the first 5 years! 1

We promise to deliver an entertainment destination that will include the
following features and amenities:
•

First-phase
square-foot casino, offering a total of
gaming
3
positions, including
gaming machines and
table games
positions. The casino is designed to be able to quickly expand to
square feet. We want to be prudent in our plans and design in phases to
take advantage of the business should it be greater than expected. To
enable this expansion opportunity, we are proposing to pay the upfront
per position privilege fee for 2,000 gaming positions as noted in this
submission.

•

5,300 square-foot sportsbook offering on-premise and mobile wagering.

•

Two-acre world-class outdoor amphitheater entertainment venue.

•

Variety of dining options, including:
o A brand-new upscale steakhouse concept brought to you by local
restaurant developer and operator Mark Khayat.

Source: Spectrum Gaming Group. Gaming Market Analysis: Proposed Casino in Waukegan, IL prepared
for Lakeside Casino LLC. July 19, 2019.
2 ibid.
3 When discussing gaming positions, we use the industry-standard formula, which is different from the
use of the term in the Illinois Gambling Act. Please refer to the Glossary of Terms for a complete
explanation.
1
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o Lakeshore Café – a fast-casual, unique blend of local and national
menu items offering breakfast, lunch and dinner at a price point to
serve a high volume of value-oriented casino customers.
o Big Ed’s BBQ – another local favorite owned by local Army veteran
and BBQ master Ed Nero featuring made-from-scratch barbecue
that has been featured in both local and national publications.
o And a food hall including local names La Canoa, a Latin cuisine
restaurant with authentic seafood dishes, The Quonset Pizza owned
and operated by Waukegan High School graduates Jeremiah
Johnson and Tyler Shadden and a coffee shop.
•

Five-level parking garage with a total of
with an additional
spaces.

•

Designated smoking patio.

•

Second-phase

•

Spa/salon, fitness center, coffee bar and a spectacular rooftop pool.

•

Third-phase
square-foot conference center, including an
square foot ballroom and
square feet of break-out meeting space.

•

Third-phase retail entertainment district and parking garage on the
Western parcel.

-room hotel, including
.

spaces and surface parking

suites,

In the design and planned construction of North Point Casino, an important
priority is sustainability. Various sustainable-development components – such
as integration of solar and green roof, energy efficiency, landscape and
stormwater management, local food, sustainable waste and material
management, and water resources stewardship – are under consideration and
will be included in the project however feasible. The aspiration is to achieve
LEED Gold certification of the building.

Section 2 - 2
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Figure 1: North Point Casino (first phase)

Figure 2: North Point Casino (all phases)
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We’ll walk you through our project and the strategies and methods that support
our approach. We are made up of partners and principals who have invested
in, or overseen the successful development and operation of, multi-faceted
resort casino projects throughout the western hemisphere that have generated
billions of dollars in revenue combined. We have seen the pitfalls of over
building too early and lacking the flexibility to adapt, so we’ve applied our skillset
to craft a smart phasing program.
We are confident you’ll find that North Point Casino is the ideal project for the
City of Waukegan, and Lakeside Casino LLC is the complete package and the
right choice to deliver the best outcome.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
We’re in the business of creating the “Wow!” factor, and North Point Casino will
capture that reaction from the moment you see the property. Collaborating
with the team from HBG Design, which has transformed skylines and innovated
for the entertainment and hospitality industry for 40 years, we’ve conceived a
captivating design that will trigger that “Wow!” reaction and deliver on your
expectations throughout the space.

Figure 3: HBG Design profile

In this section, we describe some of the advantages of the Fountain Square
location and explain our plans to maximize the appeal of the site. Visualize the
property developing to its potential as we take you through the design elements
– from your first impression of the exterior to the interior features and
entertainment experience.

Section 2 - 4
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Accessing North Point Casino
As you approach North Point Casino from any direction, you’ll immediately
notice the clean white lines accented with natural colors and the aesthetically
pleasing façade that blends the natural elements found within the Lake County
region with a modern yet timeless design. At night, the tasteful up-lighting will
highlight the design geometry, and you’ll know this is no ordinary place.
As you can see in Figure 4, Fountain Square is highly visible and accessible from
all directions, and we are attracted to its proximity to major thoroughfares IL120, IL-43, US-41, and I-94. Fountain Square is already encircled by a walking
and bicycle-friendly path. The great Ray Bradbury, Waukegan native and
celebrated futurist, imagined a world where bicycles were the transportation of
choice. In honor of this Waukegan visionary, our master site plan balances the
need for efficient vehicular ingress and egress with the desire to keep
pedestrians and cyclists safe and free to travel throughout the complex.
Figure 5 reveals the master plan of North Point Casino and the optimal use of
the Project Parcel that creates a landmark to become synonymous with the
Waukegan skyline.

Figure 4: Fountain Square location
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Figure 5: Fountain Square location

“Access to the site is outstanding.” 4 – Spectrum Gaming Group
We believe the Fountain Square location is the optimal choice for many reasons
and a demonstration of the intuition and thoughtful strategy of Waukegan
leadership. The integrated Lake County and regional mass transportation
systems offer a very diverse selection of transport services. Fountain Square is
already serviced by two fixed bus routes that also connect to the Metra rail
station. 5
The 2017 annual average daily traffic count (“AADT”) on Interstate 94 at the
interchange with IL 120 was 121,400. Just west of the entrance between I-94 and
the primary site access, the AADT was 38,800. For Skokie Highway (US 41), it
was 33,500; for IL 120 between US 41 and the site entrance, it was 20,300; and
for Waukegan Road (IL 43) near the east entrance to the site, it was 20,600. 6
Through the bus and rail systems, Fountain Square is conveniently reachable for
millions of people outside the county, including visitors from the Loop and other
large population zones to the south and west. Complementing its suburban bus
Source: Spectrum Gaming Group. Gaming Market Analysis: Proposed Casino in Waukegan, IL prepared
for Lakeside Casino LLC. July 19, 2019.
5 http://www.pacebus.com/pdf/full/FP-564.pdf and http://www.pacebus.com/pdf/full/FP-568.pdf
6 Illinois Department of Transportation Annual Average Daily Traffic Counts.
http://www.gettingaroundillinois.com/gai.htm?mt=aadt
4
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services, the Pace transportation services include a variety of other options:
Dial-a-Ride, On Demand Service (formerly called Call-n-Ride), ADA Paratransit
Service and Vanpool. North Point Casino’s site plan is carefully arranged to
accommodate and encourage the use of mass transportation choices.
We believe a traffic light in front of the main entrance would be prudent for safe
traffic control and convenience for motorists. The entire complex will have at
least half a dozen vehicle entrances and will be approachable on foot from any
direction.

North Point Park Outdoor Entertainment Venue
When you arrive on the evening of a major entertainment event, you will feel the
energy emanating from North Point Park before you even step foot on the
property. North Point Park is a two-acre outdoor entertainment venue with a
capacity to thrill 4,000 guests, and it is modeled after the wildly successful
Battery Park amphitheater located at the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City.
As owner and operator of the Hard Rock in Sioux City, Iowa, Lakeside Casino
LLC partner Warner Gaming established Battery Park in 2014, which was named
as the nationwide “Outstanding Casino Arena/Amphitheater” in 2018 by the
Global Gaming Exposition in Las Vegas, Nevada. The local Sioux City
community was buzzing when they heard their hometown venue had been
recognized on a national scale, “Due to the hard work of the team and the
excellent season of concerts, Battery Park beat out every other casino in this
category.” 7

Figure 6: Journey at Battery Park

Lebowitz, Ari. “Battery Park claims top award at the Global Gaming Expo” Sioux City Journal. October
18, 2018.

7
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North Point Park will follow the recipe for Battery Park, where we have
programmed world-class entertainment such as Chris Stapleton, Willie Nelson,
Boston, Journey, the Counting Crows and Collective Soul. In less than five years,
Hard Rock Sioux City entertainment venues have staged 563 shows and sold
almost 300,000 tickets, with ticket purchases tracked from all 50 states in the
U.S., six Canadian provinces and a variety of countries throughout the world. 8
North Point Park is designed with versatility that we plan to leverage. Our plans
to integrate the thrill of sports betting with big game viewing parties will be a
major game changer for the industry.
You can see in Figure 6 that crowds gather on nearby streets during events, and
neighboring businesses are flooded with customers. The Battery Park concept
is an immense win-win for the fans, the City and local businesses.

Figure 7: Battery Park in Sioux City, Iowa

You can see the excitement of a Battery Park event at https://www.facebook.com/IowAerial/?fref=nf
(courtesy of Iowa Aerial), and catch a look of Post Malone’s performance at Battery Park in the beginning
of his “Better Now” video https://youtu.be/UYwF-jdcVjY
8
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Figure 8: Pitbull at Battery Park

Figure 9: Jake Owen at Battery Park

We are one of the country’s premier entertainment programmers. Warner
Gaming managed the famous Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas for more
than seven years, and in that time, we have booked the greatest music and
entertainment acts around. Las Vegas is a highly competitive environment
where world-renowned acts are performing nightly.
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In Sioux City, Iowa, our approach to entertainment programming is somewhat
different. Directly across the street from the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux
City is a city-owned event center, and a few blocks away is the historic Orpheum
Theater. 9 As a good community neighbor, we have coordinated with these
operators every concert season to create the best shows for the City in the best
venue. We would manage our programming the same way in Waukegan to
support and complement local venue operators like the historic Genesee
Theatre.
We want to make Waukegan the next premier destination for
one-of-a-kind outdoor events!

Convenient Parking
From our combined decades of experience developing and operating
resort/casino properties and listening to our guests, we know that convenient
parking cannot be compromised when designing a casino destination.
Following our own formula to ensure we deliver on this commitment, 10 our first
phase of North Point Casino includes
total parking spaces – comprised of
an 800-space 5-floor parking garage and
spaces of additional surface
parking.
We also plan clearly marked ride share drop off and pick up areas, and we are
designating spaces for electric vehicle charging stations. Or for the ultimate in
convenience, pull right up under our porte cochere to our front door and receive
first class valet service at no charge.
You’ll feel safe and secure in our well-lit parking accommodations and secure
pathways, which is another component critical to transitioning the experience
of the guest arrival from when they enter the property to when they step into
the casino. Security at North Point Casino will be managed like other casinos
managed by Warner Gaming and will involve well-trained security officers
outfitted and scheduled to patrol all parking areas. Designing bright, open
spaces that are safeguarded operationally will allow our guests to stay focused
on the fun without safety concerns entering their minds. 11

The Orpheum is listed on the National Registry of Historic Places
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/index.htm

9

10

.
In a 2008 study conducted for Pacific Gas and Electric, Heschong Mahone Group, Inc. found that the
perceived safety of women walking alone after dark in a re-lit area was one of the only statistically
significant improvements when compared to several other factors.
11
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Interior Design and Flow
Your impression after arriving only gets better as you enter the casino to an
exciting and inviting environment. The interior layout of North Point Casino
provides open space inside the entrance allowing you to take several paces
before reaching casino games. 12
As you traverse the facility, you’ll appreciate a highly efficient design with clear
sightlines and aptly placed signage to self-navigate to your favorite game
section or the amenities you’re seeking. The floorplan of North Point Casino
disburses the energy throughout, eliminating dead zones and facilitating energy
to flow in and out of various venues throughout the day.
North Point Casino will be outfitted with the most efficient continuous, clean air
system. Our unique in-floor HVAC system constantly filters fresh outside air into
the casino and keeps the ambient air fresh and clean. Proper calibration of air
circulation allows adequate, disbursed flow without over-concentrating it in
gaming areas. 13

Figure 10: Interior venues of the North Park Casino Master Plan

In his best-selling book “Why We Buy: the Science of Shopping” Paco Underhill refers to this space as a
“decompression zone,” and his research suggests that guests need this space for the transition from
exterior to interior to re-gain their focus.

12

13
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You may not even notice – which is the point – that every ambient feature is
measured and controlled with precision.
We deploy the most reliable
audio/visual technology to control lighting and audio throughout the property
– for both the interior and exterior.
Guest comfort is paramount to us as seasoned operators. We like to say, “the
most important seat in the house is the gaming chair,” so we prioritize capital
for the purchase of slot and table game chairs to ensure the best quality and
most comfort. You’ll appreciate a snug seat cushion with adjustable seat, handle
to move the chair, protective edge for durability and a gliding chair base for
easy repositioning. You will also enjoy the ergonomics of the seating and careful
measurement of chair height to slot base height so that you won’t have to reach
too high to play the games.
With our accomplished team of gaming professionals,
no detail will be overlooked.

THE MODERN-DAY GAMING EXPERIENCE
In today’s casino environment, players want more than just a slot machine. They
want the latest games, the best service and more value for their gaming dollar.
Seasoned gaming operators know that this doesn’t mean “more is better” – it’s
not always about adding more games but about having the right games. 14 In
this section, we list the number of games we propose, we discuss our
methodologies for determining the types and themes of games, we provide a
description and visual diagram of the casino floor and we briefly describe our
North Point Casino Rewards program.

North Point Casino Gaming
North Point Casino features a state-of-the-art,
square-foot casino floor
with
gaming machines,
table games positions (
), and a
sportsbook with mobile betting throughout the State. We plan for
total
phase-one gaming positions with the ability to expand to the maximum
allowable by the Illinois Gambling Act. 15 Our second-phase expansion will add
square-feet to the casino floor to give ample room for the extra gaming
positions.
Evidence supporting the evolution and increased sophistication of game mix analysis can be found in
the trend between 2000 and 2017 in Nevada where slot machine units fell by 50,535 but win increased
more than 20% over the same period. (Based on data published by the Nevada Gaming Control Board in
annual Nevada Gaming Abstracts).
15 When discussing gaming positions, we use the industry-standard formula, which is different from the
use of the term in the Illinois Gambling Act. Please refer to the Glossary of Terms for a complete
explanation.
14
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The term “game mix” refers to the selection and variety of games and can be
broken down by many features.

Figure 11: Estimated Table Games Mix
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Warner Gaming President Bill Warner himself has been involved in the new development of more than
10 casino properties.

16
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It sounds simple, but sometimes all you have to do is ask!
Even the most comprehensive data analytics isn’t going to capture every
variable, and attention must be given to the “human” factor. Warner Gaming
has sent surveys to literally tens of thousands of customers and conducted
countless guest focus group studies. A typical casino property under our
management sends out 385 surveys per month and receives a 73% response
rate. Upper management, including the CEO, receives and reviews every single
survey response. Feedback from known players is fed into our proprietary
player profile database and reviewed by casino hosts and management. The
customer is always right, so we always listen.
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Key design elements incorporated into the North Point Casino gaming floor
configuration include: 18

18

Statistics provided in the chart are based on Warner Gaming’s internal research and experience.

19
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North Point Casino Rewards Loyalty Program and Promotions
Adding value for loyal customers is critical to the overall success of a casino, our
North Point Casino loyalty program will give players more value for their gaming
dollar. For every dollar they spend anywhere in the resort, including the casino,
they earn points. Points can then be redeemed inside the resort for food,
beverage and entertainment. Local businesses will have the opportunity to opt
in to become part of the North Point Casino Rewards community partner
program.

Exciting promotions and events keep casino goers entertained. North Point
Casino will feature a robust monthly promotional calendar with complimenting
special events catered to our most valuable guests.

THRILLING SPORTS BETTING EXPERIENCE
North Point Sportsbook invites all sports enthusiasts to enjoy a comfortable
setting to catch the game. Our fully integrated sportsbook folded into a classic
sports bar creates the perfect setting to bet and catch all the action. Located
directly off the casino floor featuring mobile sports betting and large screens
viewable from every seat in the house, North Point Sportsbook is sure to be a
local favorite.
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As legal sports betting expands to the State of Illinois for the first time, the
premier operators will make the most of the opportunity while some
inexperienced operators may find it more challenging than anticipated. 20
Lakeside Casino LLC is an owner with the ability to equip a sportsbook with all
the entertaining betting options players expect while prudently managing the
risks.

Clairvest Group Sportsbook Operations
Clairvest is active in the sports betting industry through its investments in New
Jersey based Meadowlands Racing and Entertainment (“Meadowlands”) and
United Kingdom based FSB Technologies (“FSB Tech”). Through these
investments, Clairvest has deep industry knowledge and is a leader in the US
legal sports betting market. Clairvest intends to leverage its insight to maximize
the value of sports betting for North Point Casino.
Meadowlands is a horse racing track in East Rutherford New Jersey, which is
licensed for sports betting. It is by far the leading retail sports betting location
in New Jersey and is partnered with the market leading FanDuel Group,

Since the May 2018 Supreme Court ruling that the Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act is
unconstitutional, at least ten states have some form of active, legal sports wagering, and at least another
eight, including Illinois, have passed recent legislation to legalize it.
20
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PointsBet and CG Technology. In
total, it is estimated the Meadowlands
has a 60% market share in the state
and is known as the market leader – it
was quick to deploy and facilitates a
great product and customer experience.

Clairvest’s investment in FSB Tech demonstrates their outlook on the expanding
sports wagering industry.
“We are impressed with FSB’s leadership, technology platform and tremendous growth track
record to date. Having spent over two years evaluating the sports betting space, we view FSB
as a strong leader with a promising opportunity to expand into new regulated sports betting
markets. We are excited to back the Company’s co-founders and partner with proven and
strongly aligned gaming entrepreneurs.” – Michael Wagman, President of Clairvest
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Warner Gaming Sportsbook Operations
Warner Gaming has managed six casino properties with active or in-progress
sportsbooks. Most recently, Warner Gaming opened the sportsbook at Inn of
the Mountain Gods Resort & Casino located in New Mexico, which involves a
partnership with bookmaker William Hill.

In response to recent legislation in Iowa, 21 Warner Gaming has moved quickly to
construct an on-site sportsbook and prepare for in-state mobile wagering for
the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City. Live wagering is expected to begin
shortly after the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission pass final administrative
rules.

21

On May 13, 2019 Governor Kim Reynolds signed SF 617, making sports wagering legal in Iowa
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The North Point Sportsbook
Offering sports wagering will require the coordination of multiple distinct
services, including a real-time feed of official league data, core betting platform
software and geolocation technology to ensure that wagering remains within
the confines of the state lines. 22 Lakeside Casino LLC has begun discussions
with FSB Technology on supporting a North Point Casino branded sports
betting platform.
Founded in 2007, FSB Technology is the creator
of a scalable, flexible and efficient sports betting
and gaming platform. Utilized by operators on
four continents, the award-winning platform
provides owners the ability to run a responsible
sports betting and gaming business, complete
with infrastructure management, social responsibility tools, player segmentation
and customer relationship management tools, payment processing and data
analytics.
Since sportsbook operations will implicate a number of regulatory matters,
including compliance with anti-money laundering laws 23 and responsible
gaming standards, 24 the decision to partner with third-parties for these services
should be given adequate due diligence and care. Lakeside Casino LLC is in the
process of determining the right third-party sportsbook partners to provide a
sports betting platform that can support on-premise and mobile sports betting.
Together, with a reputable provider under the management of Warner Gaming,
we will develop a sportsbook that is secure, stable and entertaining.

“As the only sports betting operator in the area stretching from
Milwaukee, WI, to Arlington Heights, IL, Spectrum believes that North
Point Casino will have the potential to capture
of the
sports betting in this market.” 25 – Spectrum Gaming Group

Section 25-25(e) of the Illinois Sports Wagering Act
Reference is made to Chapter X of Title 31 of the USC
24 Reference is made to Illinois Administrative Code Title 86 Chapter IV §3000.750
25 Source: Spectrum Gaming Group. Gaming Market Analysis: Proposed Casino in Waukegan, IL prepared
for Lakeside Casino LLC. July 19, 2019.
22

23
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Figure 18: Map of North Point Sportsbook market area (Source: Spectrum Gaming)
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RESORT AMENITIES
The State of Illinois has responded to the nationwide trend of conversions to
land-based casinos, as well as the growing rate of tribal casinos, with the
initiative to promote land-based casinos with modern, fully-integrated resort
schemes. Today’s casino design is the result of an evolutionary process. The
most successful casinos create open, accessible spaces that allow gambling
patrons to interact with the non-gaming activities surrounding the casino floor.
Customers in the casino area should have the ability to see the energy in the
sports bar at game time, to smell what’s on the grill and to hear the band
warming up in an adjacent venue. Visitors arriving at the hotel should be excited
by the sights and sounds of the casino and surrounding amenities.
We have worked diligently to engage local Waukegan proprietors to secure
partnerships we will feature inside North Point Casino. One of our prime
objectives is to complement the neighboring Fountain Square proprietors, so
our planning started with this goal in mind.
North Point Casino features several amazing restaurant options accessible
directly from the front of the structure, which means family-friendly access for
all of our neighbors to enjoy. Future phases include all-ages facilities offering
retail outlets and beautiful, open public spaces.
Our world-class outdoor amphitheater will be unlike anything the City has ever
experienced. Please refer to our complete description above to learn more
about North Point Park.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Two-acre world-class outdoor amphitheater entertainment venue
Variety of dining options, including a brand-new upscale
steakhouse concept brought to you by a local name you’ll know;
Lakeshore Café – a casual 3-meal dining venue; a coffee shop; La
Canoa Latin cuisine restaurant; Big Ed’s BBQ; and The Quonset
Pizza.
Five-level parking garage with
spaces and surface parking with
an additional
spaces
Designated smoking patio
Second-phase
-room hotel, including
suites, that will meet
the coveted AAA Four Diamond standard
Spa/salon, fitness center, coffee bar and a spectacular rooftop pool
Third-phase
square-foot conference center, including an
square foot ballroom and
square feet of break-out
meeting space
Third-phase retail entertainment district and parking garage on the
Western parcel
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Lakeside Casino LLC understands the importance of building a resort and casino
that will complement the City of Waukegan and our Fountain Square neighbors.
Each of these local partners will bring its own style and history of quality service
in the Waukegan region to North Point Casino in Phase One.
The restaurants throughout the development will consist of a combination of
owned and tenant-operated venues. The approach taken was to identify local
food operators of varying cuisines and develop concepts unique to the project
and provide the local operators the first opportunity to grow their business and
local footprint. The project Team spent months working through an overall
project plan and identified objectives and criteria to assist with finding the ideal
suitors for the tenant locations. In doing so, the project will provide options to
already established restaurants in the immediate area and grow the overall
dining experience throughout the Waukegan market.
Lakeside Casino LLC has entered into agreements with several local food
operators to participate in the project and operate various components of the
Food and Beverage operations. The project will consist of the following:
o A brand-new upscale steakhouse concept brought to you by local
restaurant developer and operator Mark Khayat
o Lakeshore Café – a fast-casual, unique blend of local and national
menu items offering breakfast, lunch and dinner at a price point to
serve a high volume of value-oriented casino customers
o Big Ed’s BBQ – another local favorite owned by local Army veteran
and BBQ master Ed Nero featuring made-from-scratch barbecue
that has been featured in both local and national publications
o And a food hall including local names La Canoa, a Latin cuisine
restaurant with authentic seafood dishes, The Quonset Pizza owned
and operated by Waukegan High School graduates Jeremiah
Johnson and Tyler Shadden, and a coffee shop
North Point Casino, in conjunction with the local operators, will work to create
exciting concepts that are of appropriate size and scope for the development.
The following paragraphs highlight the local operators and tell their stories.
While each operator has built a reputation based on a brand, the team will
collaborate on the final brand and scope of each venue that will ultimately be
presented to the public upon the opening of the casino project.
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Local Operators to be Featured in North Point Casino

Quonset Pizza is named after the half-domed Quonset huts used by the military.
Two returning WWII veterans Steve Mirretti and Joe Ambrogio started the
business in 1946. It is a local thin crust pizza staple in Waukegan and has always
been family owned until the latest sale in 2016 to current owners Jeremiah
Johnson and Tyler Shadden.
Jeremiah and Tyler first met 28 years ago when Tyler’s mother decided to draft
Jeremiah on the Cubs little league baseball team, not because of his ball playing
skills, but because she liked his name. Since then they have been attached at
the hip. Together they went to Waukegan High School and worked at Quonset
Pizza. Jeremiah worked the front of the house and Tyler worked in the front
and the kitchen. During their college years they went on to Illinois State
University.
In 2016, Jeremiah and Tyler joined forces and bought the legendary Quonset
Pizza. They run and operate the business. The recipes have never changed.
The sausage, mushroom, peppers, and onion pizza is a must try. Their Italian
beef sandwich is legendary and will become a staple at the new casino.
Together these two brothers will bring to the table the local Chicago land thin
crust pizza and sandwiches that have fed the locals in this region for more than
60 plus years.
Quonset Pizza will provide full pies, “by-the-slice”, as well as legendary
sandwiches.
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Established in 2008, Big Ed’s BBQ had moved between North Chicago and
Libertyville before finally settling in Waukegan in 2012.
The principal owner Ed Nero is an Army veteran, a published poet, and an
award-winning BBQ master. He has won best rib tips and pulled pork in the
North Chicago Rib Cook Off. Big Ed’s has been featured on WGN and ABC 7
and was voted best BBQ in Chicagoland. He has been listed as one of “10
essential barbeque bites,” in the Chicago Tribune.
Originally from the South Side of Chicago, Big Ed learned how to cook at a very
young age from his father. After leaving the Army in 1988 he worked in
Corporate America and received culinary training at Kendall College. In 2000
he started Nero Catering as a part time business. He catered for multiple
companies in Chicago as well as Chicago Bears football players who were as big
as he was. That’s how he got the name Big Ed’s for the BBQ restaurant.
In 2007, he left his corporate job and began catering full time. In 2008, he
opened Big Ed’s with his wife Kimberly Nero (she makes a mean pound cake)
and former co-workers Rhonda Gage and Katie Sullivan whom he met in his
corporate career. They encouraged Big Ed to open his own place and if he ever
did, they would join him.
Big Ed and his partners deliver authentic dry rubbed, hickory smoked BBQ in a
friendly environment. The smoke rings on the ribs are an art form within itself.
The BBQ is served dry and there are six different homemade sauces for you to
choose from on the tables. It is an order at counter style of service and when
you get to the front of the line, they chop up the BBQ on a seasoned cutting
board of a true BBQ Pit Master.
Big Ed will provide a unique barbecue operation within the project and bring
the same high-energy styled operation he currently operates.
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From the creators of Austin’s Saloon and Eatery, local restaurateur Mark Khayat
will bring Austin’s Chophouse to North Point Casino. Since 1990, Austin’s has
been a food and entertainment establishment serving the locals in Libertyville,
Illinois. Owner Mark Khayat got his start with bars, clubs, and restaurants back
in 1982. He owned and operated: Kracker’s, and Cagney’s in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
In Illinois he owned Delaney’s, Rockland Road House, and Halfday Inn. He was a
partner in multiple Baja Beach Club operations in Chicago, Vernon Hills, and
Denver. He sold everything in 1997 and Austin’s became his main focus.
Mark Khayat has a passion for food and entertainment. He is involved in all
details of the business which is his recipe for success. He has also promoted live
music venues working with artists like Pantera, Vince Neil, Gavin Rossdale,
Dierks Bentley, and Justin Moore to name a few. He has won numerous “Daily
Herald Reader’s Choice Awards” and was awarded from that list “Best Music
Venue in Chicago Land.”
Austin’s Saloon and Eatery has won “Chicago’s Best Fajitas” on the “Chicago’s
Best” list. The eatery has also won the “How America Burgers” contest by
Jennie-O with their “Turkey Slider Stack” recipe. The recipe was featured on the
Jennie-O ground turkey wrapper and listed on their website.
Mark Khayat and his team at Austin’s will apply their local knowledge of the
market and utilize their food and beverage expertise to and create a social, and
modern steak house that will rival the classic steak houses in Chicagoland.
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La Canoa, a Latin cuisine concept owned by Mr. Fernando Bahena, a highly
motivated entrepreneur, who migrated to this country in search of a better
opportunity at the age of 17 years old comes from a small village in Mexico that
has approximately 60 family homes. As a young child he was forced to work on
the fields due to poverty, growing corn, beans and taking care of the cattle while
still attending school to help provide an income for his family. His work ethic
was formed in his early years and is evident in the success of his business today.

Dedicated to creating, designing and implementing successful businesses for
the benefit of the community, employees and family.
In 1997 Mr. Bahena achieved the American Dream and founded his own
company Rainbow Cleaning Systems, Inc with headquarters in Waukegan, IL
who operated in Illinois, Wisconsin and later expanded to Missouri, Minnesota
and Kansas. Rainbow Cleaning provides high level maintenance services for
corporations. Since its inception in 1997, the Rainbow Cleaning Systems
companies have grown to over 250 employees. Rainbow Cleaning Systems, Inc.
follows Mr. Bahena’s general mission statement by emphasizing strong
community service and good benefits to employees. The success of Rainbow
cleaning companies has enabled Mr. Bahena to invest in other businesses.
Fernando ventured on to the restaurant business in 2010 where he started off
as an investor for a Restaurant called La Canoa located in Milwaukee that was
founded by his former business partner in 2008. In 2012, Mr. Bahena became
the sole owner of La Canoa located in Milwaukee, WI and in 2013 he decided to
open a new location for La Canoa in Waukegan, IL. La Canoa is a unique Mexican
restaurant with a cuisine concentrating on authentic Mexican seafood dishes
that offers over 100 Mexican dishes. La Canoa uses many sauces and secret
recipes which are the creation of Mr. Bahena that gives them the original and
authentic Mexican taste that is unique and stands out from its competition. La
Canoa Restaurants are currently operating with much success and continue to
draw new customers from 60 miles radius. They offer the community a
comfortable atmosphere with an attractive menu for the entire family.
A comprehensive review of Mr. Bahena’s experience and successful in business
ventures indicates that he has the motivation, energy and skills to manage
multiple business entities. He is attuned with customers’ needs and knows how
to grow a business for the benefit of a community.
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North Point Casino-Owned Food and Beverage
Lakeshore Café

Lakeshore Café will provide a fast-casual, unique blend of local and national
menu items designed to accommodate the gaming crowd and provide an
alternative to the traditional casino buffet. The Team is working with local craft
beer providers to carry a unique selection of craft beers and alternative dining
options. The menu will complement the other venues with limited overlap of
the tenant operations. Unique burgers, salads, grill items, appetizers, and many
other items will entice guests to enjoy the many options offered and the service
standards of “the best service always” will drive repeat visitation.
Weekends and key nights will feature “all you can eat” specialty nights tailored
to the market. To rival a typical seafood night at competitors buffets, Lakeshore
Café will feature Friday Night Fish Fry’s taking advantage of seasonal favorites
such as Lake Perch and Smelt. Steak nights and Asian nights are two other
options that will be launched to drive in the locals with a unique twist designed
to change the market offerings from traditional to cutting edge.
Lakeshore Café will be a new destination restaurant to the market and will
further grow the culinary footprint of the Waukegan market.
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B. Provide a phasing plan and timeline for all project components.
Our combined experience developing dozens of casino projects of similar size
has informed our prudent planning for phasing the North Point Casino. We
spend significant time researching and poling the market before we open our
doors, but the opportunity to open a temporary facility in the immediate vicinity
of the permanent structure site allows us time to more accurately gauge our
audience. Flexibility to modify our permanent scope is “baked in” to our
development strategy – for example, our intention to pre-fund all 2,000
available gaming positions – which will allow North Point Casino to open its
permanent facility to the public under optimal market conditions.
Also under consideration related to timing is our hope to be the sole developer
selected by the City of Waukegan to go before the IGB. In the event there are
multiple respondents selected by the City, we are preparing for the potential
delays that could result from that decision. A protracted process could also
cause the construction cycle to shift back if underground and slab work is
delayed due to weather and frozen ground conditions. Please also refer to
Section 2(E) for more details regarding phasing and timing.

Temporary Facility
Lakeside Casino LLC is motivated to open North Point Casino as early as
possible. In this respect, we are aligned with community stakeholders, who
would like to see jobs, tax revenues and other economic benefits coming on line
sooner rather than later. At present, we are reviewing a short list of alternatives
for a temporary facility in close proximity to North Point Casino. The plan is to
be operational in such temporary facility within 4-6 months after a
determination is made that North Point Casino is the sole proponent for the City
of Waukegan.
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The temporary facility will include
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Initial Phase
We present two timelines outlined below: (i) a fast-track timeline scenario in
which North Point Casino is chosen by the City of Waukegan as the sole
developer for the casino development; and (ii) a timeline scenario depicting a
prolonged approval process and the consequences of potential weather cycle
delays.
These timelines focus on the construction and opening of the initial phase of the
permanent facility. As presently contemplated, this initial phase will include the
following:
•

•
•
•

•
•

First-phase
square-foot casino, offering a total of
gaming
gaming machines and
table games
positions, 26 including
positions. The casino is designed to be able to quickly expand to
square feet. We want to be prudent in our plans and design in phases to
take advantage of the business should it be greater than expected. To
enable this expansion opportunity, we are proposing to pay the upfront
per position privilege fee for 2,000 gaming positions as noted in this
submission.
5,300 square-foot sportsbook offering on-premise and mobile wagering
Two-acre world-class outdoor amphitheater entertainment venue
Variety of dining options, including:
o A brand-new upscale steakhouse concept brought to you by local
restaurant developer and operator Mark Khayat
o Lakeshore Café – a fast-casual, unique blend of local and national
menu items offering breakfast, lunch and dinner at a price point to
serve a high volume of value-oriented casino customers
o Big Ed’s BBQ – another local favorite owned by local Army veteran
and BBQ master Ed Nero featuring made-from-scratch barbecue
that has been featured in both local and national publications
o And a food hall including local names La Canoa, a Latin cuisine
restaurant with authentic seafood dishes, The Quonset Pizza owned
and operated by Waukegan High School graduates Jeremiah
Johnson and Tyler Shadden, and a coffee shop
Five-level parking garage with a total of
spaces and surface parking
with an additional
spaces
Designated smoking patio

26 When discussing gaming positions, we use the industry-standard formula, which is different from the use of the term in the
Illinois Gambling Act. Please refer to the Glossary of Terms for a complete explanation.
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Subsequent Phases
Lakeside Casino LLC believes in substantial revenue potential of North Point
Casino and is designing a master plan that contemplates future casino and hotel
expansions, but no timelines for these future phases have been established.
The master plan includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Casino expansion to
square feet
Second-phase
-room hotel, including
suites, that will meet the
coveted AAA Four Diamond standard
Spa/salon, fitness center, coffee bar and a spectacular rooftop pool
Third-phase
square-foot conference center, including an
square foot ballroom and
square feet of break-out meeting space
Third-phase retail entertainment district and parking garage on the
Western parcel

Figure 21: North Point Casino Master Plan
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C. Describe all sustainable development components incorporated into the
development, including LEED standard to be met, integration of solar and
green roof, energy efficiency, landscape and stormwater management, local
food, sustainable waste and material management, water resources
stewardship, etc.
Waukegan has always been forward thinking in commerce, proud in strong work
ethic and thoughtful in economic development. A new casino development for
the City of Progress should live up to these standards, which is why we are
proposing an efficient structure respectful of local resources that aspires to
meet LEED Gold certification standards.
In order to encourage previously under-utilized strategies toward LEED
certification, the United States Green Building Council (“USGBC”) in its recent
release of LEED v4.1 guidance has increased credits for certain design and
construction methods, such as rainwater management and materials selection. 27
As referenced herein, the master site plan for North Point Casino contemplates
designated charging stations for electric vehicles and clearly marked ride-share
space, both of which may qualify for additional LEED credits. Our strategies are
evolving and improving as we advance through the development process.
We’re committed to employ many of these plans, and some may depend on
factors unknown to us at this time.

Sustainable Design - Building Science
Sustainability will be an integral component of the North Point Casino
development. This development strives to create a responsible, inspirational
design to highlight the importance of being a good neighbor – both to the local
community and the global one.
Sustainable design encompasses a broad range of technologies allowing for
development that is both efficient in its use of resources and aspirational in its
contribution to human health. The design team is using an integrated plan to
incorporate, to the extent feasible, high-tech approaches and fundamental,
time-tested building science to produce a building site that reduces the impact
on water and energy use.
The following is a sample of various sustainable-design options and features
under consideration for North Point Casino:
•

27

Study of site orientation and massing to determine the most efficient
building solar orientation, which will allow natural daylight to bathe indoor

https://new.usgbc.org/leed-v41
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•
•

•
•
•

spaces, thermal gains to be strategically incorporated, and shading
structures to be maximized.
Incorporation of high-insulation performance values of the building
envelope to reduce winter heat loss and allow a highly efficient
mechanical system to operate at peak performance.
Green roofs and living walls, which could contribute to insulating the
building from hot, summer sun as well as provide meaningful habitat to
pollinators. (Cool roofs to be planned exclusively to aid in heat-island
mitigation.)
High efficiency lighting in conjunction with daylighting and occupancy
sensors to minimize energy consumption.
Building-integrated photovoltaic, which could be installed to supplement
energy use.
The mechanical system designed to maximize comfort while minimizing
resource consumption. As a non-smoking facility, demand-controlled
ventilation could contribute greatly to reducing mechanical system
energy usage. High-efficiency, reduced-flow water fixtures incorporated
throughout the building could save water usage by as much as 30
percent. Additionally, water collection systems can be incorporated at
the building and across the site to capture and store valuable rainwater
for reuse.

The aspiration of the Project Team is to earn a LEED Gold certification in
recognition of its effort to create a more efficient building.
While the building’s energy and resource use are of critical importance to the
success of the project, it is the second track of this sustainable plan that will
directly affect the most important part of the equation: the people.

Sustainable Design - Health and Wellness
The most important focus for the North Point Casino development will be the
engine that drives it: the people who contribute to this thriving community.
Neighbors. Employees. Guests. The individuals who contribute to the success
of the project. The Project Team recognizes multiple findings that show
sustainable design components to be a valid tool to improve health and wellness
benefits and intend to make health and wellness a key focus of the building
environment.
Several studies have established the link between an individual’s environment
and his or her health. One found that 70% of the chronic diseases that
accounted for 90% of all deaths could be directly attributed to an individual’s
environment and behaviors. Given this strong link and considering the amount
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of time we spend indoors (around 90%), our indoor environment, especially our
workplace, has a significant influence on our health.
The Project Team will prioritize healthy indoor environments, as much as
feasible, by incorporating materials that contribute to a beneficial indoor air
quality. Paints, adhesives, flooring, wood products and furnishings considered
for the development will be subject to strict standards aligned with the goal of
minimizing indoor air pollution.
The design will also aim to incorporate biophilic elements to take advantage of
the ability of natural elements to enhance the well-being and health of
employees. Biophilia – or love of life and living things – is introduced through
images, colors, textures and materials that mimic the natural world. Plants,
natural materials, water and sunlight aren’t just pleasing to the eye, there’s
compelling research to suggest they can improve productivity, lower stress
levels and enhance cognitive function. Results found in CBRE’s “The Snowball
Effects of Healthy Offices” suggest that those people exposed to nature murals
and live or artificial plants perceived their work performance to be 10% better,
while 76% felt more energized, 78% felt happier and 65% felt healthier. A
comprehensive Biophilic Design Plan that meets the Biophilia Design Guideline
is a contemplated roadmap for the incorporation of healing design features.
Guests to the property will also benefit from the incorporation of the biophilic
plan and healthy indoor environments, and it doesn’t take long to feel the
benefits. A new study notes that people who spent only 120 minutes outdoors
each week reported being in significantly better health and had a greater sense
of wellbeing than those who didn’t. The best way to incorporate biophilic design
into an interior space — and allow the inhabitant to reap the benefits — is to
provide access to the outdoors. Restaurants at North Point Casino will give
priority to indoor/outdoor relationships, following the directive of the Biophilic
Design Guidelines. The spaces will include patios and large wall expanses that
open to the outdoors during temperate months. Natural daylighting will be
incorporated and will reinforce the indoor/outdoor relationship. Outdoor
gathering areas are incorporated into the building site design of North Point
Casino. These areas will provide multiple opportunities for neighbors to interact
and enjoy the outdoors.
The North Point Casino project will also aim to incorporate WELL Building
Standards for all office environments. The WELL Building Standard represents
a new paradigm for supporting and advancing human health through better
buildings and guides the design toward a healthy, robust place that can optimize
human health.
In future phases, hotel guestrooms will be designed as sanctuary for guests,
where they can be surrounded by natural materials and be re-energized in
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healthy indoor environments. A percentage of all guestrooms are contemplated
as “wellness rooms;” and the operations intend to follow Green Key certification
to confirm environmental responsibility and sustainable operations standards
are met.

Sustainable Design - Community / Outdoor Gatherings
North Point Casino intends to be an anchor of the Waukegan community, a
gathering place for the local neighbors to reap the benefits of the outdoors
within an urban location. The property aims to contribute to community
engagement and encourage public health.
As noted above, periodic exposure to nature has the extraordinary potential to
provide multiple health benefits. There is a mountain of research on how time
in nature impacts people’s physical and mental health, from lowering stress and
blood pressure to increasing life expectancy. Yet, for those living in urban areas,
without access to natural environments, it can be difficult to benefit from these
natural “therapies.”
North Point Casino seeks to be a true community partner and good neighbor.
The building site will provide Waukegan residents a versatile outdoor
environment where they can absorb the many benefits of spending time in
nature. Using sustainable landscape and sustainable site practices, the building
site can support multiple community engagement opportunities – opportunities
that could have far-reaching effects on the surrounding community.
Community interaction opportunities could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running/walking/biking trails
Splash Park/Play Plaza
Summer Outdoor Movie Series
Food Truck Rodeos
Farmer’s Markets
Outdoor Exercise
Natural Habitats, Bioswales and ponds
Butterfly/Flowering Gardens
Public Outdoor Art

Community feedback will help gauge which site amenities are most appropriate
and are ultimately incorporated at North Point Casino. Our plan delivers the
greatest boost to the property tax base while transforming the surrounding
community.
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D.

Describe the target audience and marketing approach.

North Point Casino has outlined a strategic marketing plan designed to cater to
each of the casino’s target markets. The plan aims to drive customer visitation
and spend across all segments, from the casual entertainment seeker to the
high-worth gaming customer – all under a firm commitment to promoting
responsible gambling.
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The 2017 annual average daily traffic count (“AADT”) on Interstate 94 at the
interchange with IL 120 was 121,400. Just west of the entrance between I-94 and
the primary site access, the AADT was 38,800. For Skokie Highway (US 41), it
was 33,500; for IL 120 between US 41 and the site entrance, it was 20,300; and
for Waukegan Road (IL 43) near the east entrance to the site, it was 20,600. 29

Marketing Approach
North Point Casino’s marketing plan is designed to leverage its premier location
on a highly visible and easily accessible site close to the target population. After
laying the foundation for success with a world-class gaming facility, state-ofthe-art gaming products, optimized gaming mix, and first-class service, the
marketing strategies aim to increase local and non-local guest visitation and
spending across all segments, from the casual entertainment seeker to the highworth gaming customer. The marketing plan encompasses the following major
initiatives:

29 Illinois Department of Transportation Annual Average Daily Traffic Counts
(http://www.gettingaroundillinois.com/gai.htm?mt=aadt), as quoted in the [Spectrum Study].
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E.
Describe the timeline for the development, including temporary
operations.
Our combined experience developing dozens of casino projects of similar size
has informed our prudent planning for phasing the North Point Casino. We
spend significant time researching and poling the market before we open our
doors, but the opportunity to open a temporary facility in the immediate vicinity
of the permanent structure site allows us time to more accurately gauge our
audience. Flexibility to modify our permanent scope is “baked in” to our
development strategy – for example, our intention to pre-fund all 2,000
available gaming positions – which will allow North Point Casino to open its
permanent facility to the public under optimal market conditions.
Also under consideration related to timing is our hope to be the sole developer
chosen by the City of Waukegan to go before the IGB. In the event there are
multiple respondents selected by the City, we are preparing for the potential
delays that could result from that decision. A protracted process could also
cause the construction cycle to shift back if underground and slab work is
delayed due to weather and frozen ground conditions. Please also refer to
section 2(E) for more details regarding phasing and timing.

Temporary Facility
Lakeside Casino LLC is motivated to open North Point Casino as early as
possible. In this respect, we are aligned with community stakeholders, who
would like to see jobs, tax revenues and other economic benefits coming on line
sooner rather than later. At present, we are reviewing a short list of alternatives
for a temporary facility in close proximity to North Point Casino. The plan is to
be operational in such temporary facility within 4-6 months after a
determination is made that North Point Casino is the sole proponent for the City
of Waukegan.
The temporary facility will include
slots,
table games and a food &
beverage outlet. The plan is to close and decommission the temporary facility
2-4 weeks prior to the grand opening of North Point Casino.

Initial Phase
We present two timelines outlined below: (i) a fast-track timeline scenario in
which North Point Casino is chosen by the City of Waukegan as the sole
developer for the casino development; and (ii) a timeline scenario resulting from
the City of Waukegan selecting multiple casino developers, a prolonged
approval process and the consequences of potential weather cycle delays.
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The timelines focus on the construction and opening of the initial phase of the
permanent facility. As presently contemplated, this initial phase will include the
following:
•

•
•
•

•
•

First-phase
square-foot casino, offering a total of
gaming
positions, 30 including
gaming machines and
table game
positions. The casino is designed to be able to quickly expand to
square feet. We want to be prudent in our plans and design in phases to
take advantage of the business should it be greater than expected. To
enable this expansion opportunity, we are proposing to pay the upfront
per position privilege fee for
gaming positions as noted in this
submission.
5,300 square-foot sportsbook offering on-premise and mobile wagering
Two-acre world-class outdoor amphitheater entertainment venue
Variety of dining options, including:
o A brand-new upscale steakhouse concept brought to you by local
restaurant developer and operator Mark Khayat
o Lakeshore Café – a fast-casual, unique blend of local and national
menu items offering breakfast, lunch and dinner at a price point to
serve a high volume of value-oriented casino customers
o Big Ed’s BBQ – another local favorite owned by local Army veteran
and BBQ master Ed Nero featuring made-from-scratch barbecue
that has been featured in both local and national publications
o And a food hall including local names La Canoa, a Latin cuisine
restaurant with authentic seafood dishes, The Quonset Pizza owned
and operated by Waukegan High School graduates Jeremiah
Johnson and Tyler Shadden, and a coffee shop
Five-level parking garage with a total of
spaces and surface parking
with an additional
spaces
Designated smoking patio

30 When discussing gaming positions, we use the industry-standard formula, which is different from the
use of the term in the Illinois Gambling Act. Please refer to the Glossary of Terms for a complete
explanation.
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Subsequent Phases
Lakeside Casino LLC believes in substantial revenue potential of North Point
Casino and is designing a master plan that contemplates future casino and hotel
expansions, but no timelines for these future phases have been established.
The master plan includes the following:
•
•

Casino expansion to 81,500 square feet
Second-phase
-room hotel, including

•
•

Spa/salon, fitness center, coffee bar and a spectacular rooftop pool
Third-phase
square-foot conference center, including an
square foot ballroom and
square feet of break-out meeting space
Third-phase retail entertainment district and parking garage on the
Western parcel

•

suites

Figure 24: North Point Casino Master Plan
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F.
Describe any plans for community reinvestment, including (without
limitation)
i.
local hiring and job training initiatives,
ii.
organized labor commitments,
iii.
minority, woman, veteran, disabled person owned business
commitments,
iv.
buy-local commitments,
v.
sponsorships, contributions, and event participation,
vi.
foundation establishment or investment,
vii.
other community-oriented plans.
The entirety of the North Point Casino project represents our values and our
commitment to building a strong community partnership, promoting
responsible gaming, developing a skilled workforce of local residents and
assuring the long-term viability of a casino the City can be proud of. In this
section, we describe our plans for creating a mutually beneficial relationship with
the community. We introduce new ideas for advancing the prosperity of
Waukegan residents, and we present ways we can build on some of the terrific
programs and associations already benefiting the community.
In this section we offer our detailed blueprint for North Point Casino to
contribute $
million to the City of Waukegan for community reinvestment
as part of our overall $
million in funding to the City.

Black Chamber of Commerce Training Academy
Michael Bond has built a solid foundation of cooperation with the Black
Chamber of Commerce of Lake County (“BCC”) and the BCC Training Academy.
This BCC program is designed for disadvantaged as well as underserved females
and minorities in Lake County from ages 18 to 32. The BCC Training Academy
is focused on preparing young people for entering apprenticeship programs.
Michael has collaborated with BCC to form an innovative training program for
video gaming technician positions. This partnership helps fill critical jobs
repairing slot machines and provides an alternative career path for participants
in the program.
Following Michael’s lead, North Point Casino will continue this relationship with
the BCC and work together to provide permanent, well-paying jobs for aspiring
young people. A letter from BCC supporting the North Point Casino project is
attached as Attachment H.
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Constructing North Point Casino with Integrity Developers Inc.
We have selected Integrity Developers Inc., a Waukegan based minority
certified construction firm, to help build North Point Casino. Stacy Bullard,
President of Integrity Developers, holds a bachelor’s degree in construction
management and a master’s degree in business. Mr. Bullard formed his
company in 2006. In 2008, Mr. Bullard served as the chairman over the
construction and union board for the NAACP. In 2009, Mr. Bullard worked
closely with the Lake County Black Chamber of Commerce to start the preapprentice training academy program for the youth. In this program Mr. Bullard
was successfully able to assist the Black Chamber in creating the program
course curriculum outline, selecting and training qualified local minority
contractors to teach different trade courses, and offering on the job training
through each contracting firm. Mr. Bullard also teaches blue print reading at the
Black Chamber of Commerce and two community colleges. 31
“This will most certainly be an exciting experience for me and my
employees. I trust Michael and his partners to prioritize the needs of this
community throughout the process.” – Stacy Bullard, President/CEO of
Integrity Developers Inc.
Stacy Bullard and Integrity Developers have an outstanding track record of
employing minority labor and subcontractors, and we are delighted to be
teaming up with them. A letter from Mr. Bullard supporting the North Point
Casino Project Team is attached as Attachment H.

Teaming up with RLD Resources, LLC – Electricity Supply & Energy
Management
RLD Resources is a minority-owned business founded by Chicago Bears Legend
Richard L. Dent to supply tailored, strategic energy. We have entered
discussions with Mr. Dent to access natural gas and electricity from RLD
Resources for North Point Casino.
The North Point Casino Project Team and Mr. Dent share a common vision for
making a positive impact on the Waukegan community. 32 We look forward to
a productive working relationship with Mr. Dent and have entered an agreement
with him to further explore energy and food & beverage development
opportunities for North Point Casino.
Our marketing and sportsbook
development teams are ecstatic with the concept of a Bears Hall of Famer
alongside the North Point Sportsbook!

31
32

http://idi2006.com/index.php/about-us/minority-excellence
Richard Dent has provided a letter supporting the North Point Casino project.
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Unanimous Support from Lake County Building & Construction Trades Council
Established in 1959, the Lake County Building & Construction Trades Council
(the “Council”) is a highly respected association of organized labor groups and
a community partner known for giving back. Lakeside Casino LLC is committed
to negotiating toward project labor agreements with relevant trades for the
construction of North Point Casino. The Council has demonstrated its support
and appreciation for Michael Bond and the North Point Casino Project Team by
voting unanimously to provide a letter of support, which is attached with other
support letters as Attachment H.

Achieving Success through Diversity Plan
Lakeside Casino LLC is dedicated to the principles of diversity in every aspect
of our business operations including ownership, construction, management,
casino operations and business partnerships. We are also dedicated to
attracting, recruiting, employing, training, and maintaining a diverse workforce
without regard to race, color, gender, national, origin, marital status, family
status, ancestry, age, citizenship status, sex, sexual orientation, religion, military
and veteran status or disability.
We also recognize that attracting a diverse pool of talented people and retaining
them in positions at all levels of the company is essential to our success. In
addition, we believe that we must be able to contract for goods and services
with diverse vendors and suppliers in order to be successful. These values are
the underpinnings of our Diversity Plan. Each component of this Diversity Plan
is designed to enable North Point Casino to be a standout example to the
gaming industry and achieve its goal of being a leading community partner for
Waukegan.

Diversity Mission Statement
The following mission statement summarizes North Point Casino’s commitment
to diversity. It communicates the foundation of our diversity mission to everyone
within the organization, business partners and our community. It will be
displayed with prominence throughout the facility and communicated to
vendors and business partners.

Lakeside Casino LLC is committed to achieving success through diversity
by developing and building a diverse workforce and inclusive environment
throughout the organization. We will offer equal opportunities for
employment and advancement to all – at all levels throughout the
organization. We will work with our local vendors to ensure that our
vendors, suppliers and contractors understand our commitment to
diversity and work toward achieving the same goals.
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North Point Casino is devoted to building and nurturing a diverse and inclusive
environment, and Lakeside Casino LLC is committed to equal opportunity
employment and participation by all employees in all employment levels
throughout the organization. This commitment to equal opportunities and
diversity also applies to our vendors, suppliers and independent contractors.
•
•
•

•

We are committed to recruiting, employing, training and advancing
talented people of any protected class.
We will actively search for a diverse pool of candidates to provide us with
the skills, talent and potential to meet our goals in all employment levels
of our operation.
We are committed to offer opportunities and work with diverse vendors,
suppliers, contractors and other service providers from throughout the
Lake County area to enhance the participation of such groups in the
success of our facility.
We would encourage that our contractors and vendors practice equal
opportunity policies when they deal with others who provide goods or
services to us. We believe that when we partner with diverse persons and
businesses, there are endless possibilities of opportunities to share
knowledge and expertise, and to ultimately assist each in reaching their
goals.

If the diversity plan is to be successful, it must be managed from the highest
levels of a company. North Point Casino will appoint a Diversity Officer from
within the leadership team. He or she is responsible for laying out the strategic
planning and the evaluation of each department’s success in the implementation
of the Diversity Plan. With coordination and assistance from Human Resources
staff and department leaders, the Diversity Officer will operate under the
authority of the General Manager to monitor the Diversity Plan and other related
initiatives.
To assist the Diversity Officer in developing and implementing the Diversity Plan
will be the Diversity Committee. The Diversity Committee shall be comprised of
senior-level employees of the following departments: Procurement, Human
Resources, Operations, Finance and Compliance. The Diversity Committee will
meet with the management team on a periodic basis to ensure that North Point
Casino meets the commitments of this Diversity Plan. The Diversity Officer,
together with the Diversity Committee, shall serve as the monitor for
accountability for employees’ involvement in fulfilling the company’s Diversity
Plan.
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The Diversity Officer and Diversity Committee duties shall include:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Developing policy statements and diversity programs to put in motion the
Diversity Plan.
Developing and executing internal and external communications,
including: -- The dissemination of the Diversity Mission Statement
throughout the company, as well as to business partners and prospective
and current employees, contractors and vendors.
Identifying opportunities for improvement of the plan, identifying any
breakdowns in the plan and determine the degree to which objectives
have been achieved.
Assisting all levels of management in implementation of the Diversity Plan
and in arriving at solutions to any perceived weakness or impediments.
Developing a format for documentation and reporting both in-house and
to outside governmental bodies.
Assisting the purchasing department in fulfilling the goal of creating
participation opportunities for diverse groups in the supply of goods and
services to the facility.
The Diversity Officer along with the Human Resources Manager will serve
as the liaison between North Point Casino and work force agencies
focused on developing employment opportunities for minorities and
women, community-based civic organizations and other nonprofit
community service agencies.
Performing periodic reviews of hires, promotions, terminations, job
classifications, management and supervisory practices, work assignments
and training, upward mobility programs, and other terms and conditions
of employment as necessary to ensure adherence to the goals of the
Diversity Plan and in compliance with the governmental bodies and the
Riverboat Gambling Act.

Achieving Success through Diversity Managers and Supervisors
North Point Casino managers and supervisors are responsible for
implementation of the Diversity Plan and the goal of Achieving Success Through
Diversity program. The responsibilities of managers and supervisors include:
•
•
•

Promote an environment that celebrates diversity and foster a
collaborative work effort.
Encourage fair treatment of all employees and discouraging harassment,
intimidation or coercion of any employee.
Encourage all employees, to participate in company provided training
programs that can assist in their advancement.
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•
•
•

Keep senior management and line supervisors informed of the latest
industry developments pertaining to diversity and monitoring best
practices in diversity among gaming companies.
Assisting the procurement department in the development of a diverse
vendor and supplier data base in order to better ensure participation by
minorities, women and disadvantaged business entities.
Assisting in the identification of opportunities for improvement and the
establishment of each unit’s objectives, which will be developed and
reviewed on an ongoing basis.

Achieving Success through Diversity Program-Recruitment
It is the ultimate goal of the Diversity Plan to ensure that diversity is reflected
throughout all levels of management and departments within the company.
Human Resources will notify all Managers on a regular basis of open positions.
Available positions at the company will be posted on the company’s website
with a brief description and minimum requirements; so that all qualified internal
employees and qualified external applicants will have an opportunity to apply.
A list of job openings will be available on a regular basis to recruitment sources
including
workforce
development
agencies
and
community-based
organizations that are equipped to reach disadvantaged populations. A list of
job openings will also be available on a regular basis to local colleges,
universities, community colleges, trade schools and other organizations that are
involved in higher education.
North Point Casino will have an informational employment section on its website
explaining the Diversity Mission Statement and listing available job openings,
and when possible, links to community action agencies with which North Point
Casino has partnered. When advertising for employment opportunities we will
advertise using conventional advertising methods and will attempt to include
advertising in minority publications in Northern Illinois and other publications
designed to reach a diverse pool of applicants.
Human Resources, along with assistance of the Diversity Officer, will take
appropriate measures to identify and coordinate recruitment efforts with
employment sources serving disadvantaged and minority persons. The Human
Resources Department, in collaboration with the Diversity Officer and Diversity
Committee, will review and implement additional ways to improve the pool of
diverse candidates for all openings.

Hiring Process
All employment positions will typically be posted for a minimum of seven (7)
days and maintained on the Careers section of the company’s website and
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posted throughout areas of the casino. All applications, internal and external,
shall be referred to Human Resources. All qualified applicants will be referred
by Human Resources to Department Managers to be interviewed.
Human Resources will identify all qualified internal applicants for positions and
refer them to Department Managers for further consideration.
Human
Resources will identify all qualified external applicants for position openings and
schedule interviews for applicants under consideration.

College Recruitment
The Human Resources department will issue announcements available to career
service departments of colleges and universities on a local, state and national
level, informing them of our Diversity Mission Statement and initiatives to
promote a diverse workforce and will inform them of our interest in interviewing
students and graduates whose educational training and background have
prepared them for opportunities within our industry (e.g., Tuition
Reimbursement, CLC and University Center Schools).

Career Job Fairs
Human Resources and/or the Diversity Officer or their representatives shall
attend career fairs in which minorities and women traditionally participate and
distribute information which describes the job opportunities available and
company sponsored training programs. (e.g., Urban League, NAACP, Chamber
of Commerce, HBCU).

Upward Mobility
North Point Casino will provide internal development opportunities for
employees. Each member of the team has the opportunity to continue to
develop as part of their career path and succession planning for progressive
responsibilities. Each department manager will have the responsibility to
develop employees for advancement within the company and encourage each
employee to take advantage of the necessary training that will enable them the
opportunity to qualify for a current or future open position. The Diversity Officer
will monitor each department to ensure that all employees are given the
opportunity to participate in all programs for advancement.

Diversity Awareness Training
All employees will be required to complete the Diversity Awareness Training
during employee orientation. This Diversity Awareness Training will focus on
building an awareness of the valued differences of fellow employees and guests.
Our diversity training efforts will be designed to ensure that all employees are
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aware of the company’s diversity philosophy and incorporate this philosophy in
their day to day practices within the workplace.

Complaint Resolution Process
If an individual feels that he or she has been a victim of harassment or
discrimination in any form by a manager, supervisor, co-worker, customer, client
or any other person in connection with their employment, they should notify
their supervisor, or the Human Resources Department, with the alleged incident
or problem immediately.
If the complaint involves the employee’s direct supervisor or someone in the
employee’s direct line of supervision, they should contact the Human Resources
Department.
If an employee is uncomfortable with discussing this matter with the designated
manager and/or supervisor, or is not satisfied with the action taken by their
designated manager or supervisor, they may elect to bypass these individuals
and notify the Human Resources Department immediately.
Supervisors
and
managers
should
take
each
complaint
of
harassment/discrimination seriously and should not make judgments or
opinions as to the validity of the complaint. Each complaint brought to the
attention of a supervisor/manager must be reported to the Human Resources
Department immediately.
All allegations will be investigated by the Human Resources Department in a
timely and confidential manner. They will take appropriate corrective action
when warranted.
Any employee who is found, as a result of the investigation, to have engaged in
harassment or discrimination is in violation of this policy, will be subject to
appropriate disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment.
Retaliation in any form against any team member who exercises his or her rights
to file a complaint is strictly prohibited and will itself be cause for appropriate
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.

Diverse Suppliers and Vendors
The Director of Procurement and the Diversity Officer will share the
responsibility for identifying and encouraging the participation of minority,
disadvantaged and women-owned businesses. The Diversity Officer and
Director of Procurement will encourage representation and participation of
diverse groups in the ownership and operation of businesses that will serve the
facility and provide goods and services to the facility. We are committed to
procuring goods, products and services from a diversified pool of vendors and
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professional service providers. Our strategy is to work with a broad range of
suppliers that are competitive in quality, service and price. All suppliers are
encouraged to support diversity efforts through the use of second-tier supplier
programs. North Point Casino will take the following actions:
•

•
•

•

The Director of Procurement and the Diversity Officer will work together
to ensure that a network of Minority/Women/Disabled/Veterans
(“M/W/D/V”) owned enterprises is developed and will maintain a list
available to all managers indicating the goods/services each offers.
North Point Casino will make reasonable efforts to partner with local
organizations in these activities.
North Point Casino will offer assistance to local organizations within the
Northern Illinois region, including itemized procurement needs and
informational assistance, such as certification requirements and
certification bodies.
North Point Casino will participate in industry vendor fairs to identify
qualified businesses to work with.

Auditing and Reporting
To ensure that the goals of the plan are being met, each department will prepare
internal reports, with the assistance of the Diversity Officer, for presentation to
the Diversity Committee. The Diversity Committee will review the reports from
each department for deficiencies and make recommendations for
improvements. These reports will be prepared on a periodic basis and will
contain at a minimum:
•

•
•
•

Employment data, including information on minority and women
representation in the workforce in all job classifications; averages salary
ranges; and recruitment and training information, including executive and
managerial level recruitment and training; and retention and outreach
efforts.
Total value and number of all contracts and subcontracts awarded for
goods and services. This is to include the identification of contracts
awarded to minority business enterprises.
Provide data by category on M/W/D/V business enterprises participating
to the extent such information is available.
Information on minority and women investments, equity ownership and
other ownership or employment opportunities initiated or promoted by
North Point Casino.
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Waukegan First – Our Commitment to Buy Local
We will pledge to buy from Waukegan vendors and suppliers whenever
possible. North Point Casino’s internal purchasing policy will be to always try to
develop bidders – first from Waukegan, then from the Lake County region and
finally from Illinois bidders outside of Lake County. We will choose local or instate bids unless pricing, goods or services from an out-of-state bidder is
superior, or it is a specialized source situation, such as slot machines or other
gaming equipment. For the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino Sioux City, Warner
Gaming’s Iowa First program resulted in in-state purchases of more than 95% in
2018. 33

Continuing a Tradition of Sponsorships and Contributions
Michael Bond has established a tradition of sponsorships and contributions that
will continue with North Point Casino. In a public opinion research poll
conducted by Tulchin Research, a nationally recognized research firm, 79% of
respondents showed a favorable response for a developer that is “known for
their record of charitable giving in Waukegan and Lake County.” 34
“The employment programs that we provide are often essential for people
with criminal histories, and it is inspiring when the community takes an
interest in our programs. Partners like Michael Bond and Tap Room
Gaming have a history of supporting local job training initiatives and are
doing a great service for our community.” – Patricia Jones, Waukegan
Township Supervisor
Whether it’s sponsoring an event for the Waukegan Police Association or
purchasing a commercial cooler for the Avon Cares Food Pantry, Michael has
always been there for community events and sponsorship opportunities. Some
articles are attached as Attachment G to provide just a few examples
of Michael’s charitable giving.
As Executive Chairman of North Point
Casino, Michael will drive our sponsorship and contribution efforts for
Waukegan.
Warner Gaming supports communities in regions around the country. Examples
include pledging financial support for a new youth center for the Mescalero
Apache Tribe, a substantial cash donation made recently to the victims of
the Arkansas River flooding and annual contributions to the Nevada
Council on Problem Gambling. On July 24, 2019, Warner Gaming’s Hard
Rock Hotel &
33 This is from data reported to the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission. It excludes purchases from
gaming machine manufacturers, who are almost exclusively out-of-state, as well as other specialized
equipment, goods and services that cannot be obtained or readily obtained in-state.
34 The Tulchin Research poll results are attached as Attachment E
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Casino Sioux City was honored as the local major business of the year by United
Way. 35
Jeff Parr, Vice-Chairman of Clairvest, and who started Clairvest’s efforts in
gaming over 15 years ago, has been involved in supporting many charitable
organizations and in particular: Parkinson’s Canada, the Shaw Theatre,
University of Western Ontario and Sanctuary Ministries of Toronto. His
commitment of time, donations and effort to these organizations over several
years has recently been recognized by the industry’s prestigious 2019 CVCA
Ted Anderson Community Leadership award. The award honors an individual
Private Equity investor with a strong and inspiring philanthropic commitment to
a charity or cause.
Many of the Clairvest founders and board members have received the Order of
Canada and Order of Ontario, a national and provincial award given each year
to 10-15 Canadians as an acknowledgement and of the recipient’s contribution
to the betterment of Canada’s social wellbeing.
On the gaming front, Clairvest has been an active supporter and advocate of
each of the gaming entities that it has invested in, being operated with a high
engagement with the local communities. As an example, at Casino New
Brunswick, where Clairvest was over a 90% owner, Clairvest initiated and
funded, directly and through Casino New Brunswick, the establishment of
Educational Trust funds for the children for three RCMP officers who were killed
in a shoot-out in Moncton, in 2014.

Million Earmarked for Community Projects
North Point Casino is ready to make a substantial and long-term investment in
the City of Waukegan through the funding of a local charitable foundation. In
this Proposal, we are committing to
.
We would like to consult with the City as to the optimal structure of the
foundation, but our basic proposal is to have an advisory board appointed by
local constituencies -- for example, designated local organizations who are
involved in important causes such as education, literacy or behavioral health
services. The idea would be that the advisory board would recommend to the
City how available funds are to be spent each year, with the City having the
actual decision-making authority.
As one possibility, funds from the foundation could be used to support a local
Learning Center for the development and enhancement of literacy skills. This
35

http://kscj.com/2019/07/24/united-way-announces-focus-grants-awards/
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concept was the most popular type of community project in a recent public
opinion research poll of Waukegan residents conducted by Tulchin Research, a
nationally recognized research firm. 36 Respondents were also asked to
describe, in their own words, what community resources or programs they
would like to see in Waukegan. Afterschool youth programs ranked highest.
If this project were to be selected by the City, such a facility could promote
education, literacy and tutoring programs that help elementary students read at
grade level. Eight potential downtown locations have been identified for siting
such a facility.
To be clear, the Learning Center is offered here as a possible choice for the City,
based upon the community’s expressed desire for such a facility. Under our
proposal, the City would have the ultimate authority to decide how the funds of
this foundation will be spent.

36

The Tulchin Research poll results are attached as Attachment E
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G.
Explain and quantify the benefits for the City of Waukegan and its
residents, including, but not limited to, the estimated economic impacts.
Explain and quantify the benefits to Lake County and the Cities of North
Chicago and Park City.
Please refer to Section 2(F) for details regarding North Point Casino’s plans to
contribute $
million to the City of Waukegan for community reinvestment as
part of our overall $
million in funding to the City.
With the projected annual gaming and non-gaming revenues of over $
million, 37 North Point Casino will deliver material economic benefits to the host
and surrounding communities. Such benefits will be primarily in the form of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

gaming tax revenue (via statutorily mandated distributions of wagering
tax revenues from the State Gaming Fund);
job creation;
direct and indirect expansion of the sales tax base;
direct and indirect expansion of the property tax base;
a boost to local businesses from preferential procurement of supplies and
services;
“spillover” benefits derived from spending by non-local visitors; and
community support plans detailed in 2(F).

Gaming Tax Revenue
Under the Illinois Gaming Act (the “Act”), as recently amended, “a privilege tax
is imposed on persons engaged in the business of conducting gambling
operations … based on the adjusted gross receipts received by such licensee.”
This privilege tax applies on a progressive scale. For North Point Casino the
applicable scale varies from 15% to 50% of annual adjusted gross receipts (with

Projected to be achieved by Year 3 of operation [based on Phase I scope].
Source: Spectrum Gaming Group. Gaming Market Analysis: Proposed Casino in Waukegan, IL prepared
for Lakeside Casino LLC. July 19, 2019.
37

38
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the table games rate maxing out at 20%). These privilege taxes are deposited
into the State Gaming Fund.
Further, Section 13(b) of the Act provides that:
From the tax revenue from riverboat or casino gambling deposited in the
State Gaming Fund under this Section, an amount equal to 5% of the
adjusted gross receipts generated by a riverboat designated in paragraph
(3) of subsection (e-5) of Section 7 shall be divided and remitted monthly,
subject to appropriation, as follows: 70% to Waukegan, 10% to Park City,
15% to North Chicago, and 5% to Lake County.
In its assessment of the market potential of North Point Casino, Lakeside Casino
LLC has substantially relied on a study conducted in 2019 by Spectrum Gaming
Group (attached as Attachment D). Fully ramped up, the [Phase I of the] casino
is projected to generate $119.2 in Adjusted Gross Receipts (AGR) annually. That
amount of AGR will translate into $
million in annual distributions to the host
and surrounding communities. In more detail, annual distributions of wagering
tax revenues from the State Gaming Fund are expected to be as follows:
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Job Creation
Based on the study by Spectrum Gaming Group, the North Point Casino Phase
I is expected to create:
•
•

construction jobs for the two-year development time frame; and
Support
permanent jobs, including
jobs at North Point Casino
and the rest created in the local economy through indirect and induced
economic impacts (jobs down the supply chain).

Many newly created positions – such as those in management, marketing,
finance, accounting, and information technology – will require specialized skills
and offer commensurate compensation.
The expected level of employment at North Point Casino would propel it into
the top
employers in Waukegan. According to Waukegan's 2018
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, the top employers in the city were: 39
#

Employer

1

Lake County

1,718

2

Vista Medical Center East

838

3

Jewel-Osco

515

4

Waukegan Community Unit School District 60

500

5

Bel Resources

450

6

Kiley Developmental Center

423

7

Cornfields Inc.

400

8

Visual Pak

400

9

Walmart Supercenter

350

10 Cardinal Health

39

# of Employees

340

https://il-waukegan2.civicplus.com/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/184
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Expansion of the Sales Tax Base
Currently, the Waukegan sales tax is 8.50%, consisting of 6.25% Illinois state
sales tax and 2.25% Waukegan local sales taxes. The local sales taxes consist of
a 1.50% city (“Home Rule”) tax and a 0.75% special district sales tax (known as
“RTA Tax” used to fund transportation districts, local attractions, etc.).
The Waukegan use tax (for out-of-state purchases consumed locally) is 6.25%,
of which 1.25% is the local portion.
Sale at retail of prepared food and alcoholic liquor in the city is subject to a
special food and beverage tax. The food and beverage tax is imposed in
addition to any and all other taxes at a rate of one percent of the purchase price.
North Point Casino will feature a variety of non-gaming amenities, the revenues
of which will be subject to sales taxes. Once [Phase I of] the facility is fully
ramped up, it is expected to bring in over $ million in annual non-gaming
revenues.
Purchasing of inputs and supplies for North Point Casino will be another driver
of increased sales and use tax collections.

Expansion of the Property Tax Base
Based on the 2018 tax year, the property tax rate applicable to the proposed
location of North Point Casino is 12.461559% of taxable valuation. Taxable
valuation is total assessed value, which is 1/3 of the fair market value, adjusted
by the State Equalization Factor/Multiplier. 40 For 2018, the State Multiplier for
Lake County was 1.0000.
The Lake County Treasurer sends out property tax bills
and collects and distributes funds for all Lake County
taxing districts. While taxpayers pay their property taxes
to the Treasurer, Lake County government receives only
about seven percent of the average tax bill payment.
School districts get the biggest portion (about 69
percent).
The anticipated cost of design and construction of North Point Casino is over
$
million – plus $ million more budgeted for purchases of furniture, fixtures,
equipment, and opening supplies. Improvements to the site of such magnitude
will substantially increase taxable valuation once the permanent facility is open
to the public.

40 The equalization process is intended to bring the three-year average of the median assessment levels
to 33.33% of market value, which is a statutory requirement in Illinois.
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Local Preference in Procurement
It is an established commitment of North Point Casino to source supplies and
services locally whenever possible. The internal purchasing policy will always
be to promote Lake County and Illinois bidders on bid lists, and to go with the
in-state bid unless the item is sole-source; or if pricing, quality, or other material
terms offered by out-of-state bidders are superior.

Other Economic Benefits
In its study (referenced earlier), Spectrum Gaming Group estimated that over
45% of North Point Casino’s gaming revenues will come from patrons visiting
from outside of the immediately proximate market area. 41 These out-of-market
visitors will likely generate incremental revenues for a variety of local
establishments: hotels, restaurants, retail outlets, gas stations, etc. While we
have not yet quantified estimates of such “spillover” benefits, they are expected
to have a meaningful positive impact on the local economy.

H.
Describe, in detail, any expectations or requests the proposal makes of
the City.
In case we move forward with a temporary facility in the vicinity of the
permanent facility site, and not the site itself, we would need the City to rezone
the temporary facility site in a timely manner to accommodate a temporary
casino. Our primary choice for a temporary site is not within the Gateway
District at this time, so we would ask for the City’s help accommodating a casino
site.
We also propose a traffic light for the main entrance to the facility on Lakehurst
Road. Please also refer to Section 1 regarding our proposal for the permanent
facility site.

41

The area defined as “Waukegan” in the study.
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A. Provide disclosures for the Project Team in accordance with 230 ILCS
10/5.1.
Please see Attachment B to this proposal for the 230 ILCS 10/5.1 disclosures
from Lakeside Casino LLC and each of the members of the Project Team.

B. Describe the role of each party managing the proposed casino operation.
Should we be honored by the City of Waukegan to be selected as their preferred
developer, members of the Project Team of Lakeside Casino LLC will form a
Board of Directors of five individuals with Clairvest Group having the right to
appoint two individuals, and each of Prashant Gupta, Michael Bond and Warner
Gaming having the right to appoint one individual. The Board of Directors will
have ultimate authority over the company.
Warner Gaming will manage the development of the entertainment complex as
well as the day-to-day operations of the entire casino and resort facility. The
North Point Casino general manager will be a full-time position on the property
that reports directly to the chief operating officer of Warner Gaming. All
operations will be supported by the Warner Gaming team of accomplished
hospitality and casino industry executives in the fields of gaming operations,
marketing, accounting, food and beverage, regulatory compliance and business
intelligence.
The model for managing resort/casino properties that Warner Gaming has
developed since its inception in 2008 has proven highly successful. The concept
that has stood the test of time is to support casino owners, typically with only
one to three properties, with a level of operational sophistication that rivals the
biggest operators in the industry. Warner Gaming and President Bill Warner
have a longstanding record of operating with integrity and accountability.
Warner Gaming is a Las Vegas-based company with casino operations in four
states. An opportunity to develop North Point Casino would be Warner
Gaming’s first operational business in the State of Illinois. After forming a
relationship in 2009 with the Mescalero Apache Tribe in Ruidoso, New Mexico,
Warner Gaming was engaged to manage the Tribe’s casino and resort property,
which includes a luxury 273-room hotel, a travel center and casino as well as a
ski lift operation. Warner Gaming has managed casinos for the Spokane Tribe
of Indians in the State of Washington since 2010 and recently opened their
brand-new casino property in Airway Heights, Washington. These are some
examples of many long-term successful management engagements and
following in this section is more about Warner Gaming’s achievements and
sustainable management model.
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Michael Bond will have the title of Executive Chairman and will have an office at
the facility. Michael will continue in his lead role for North Point Casino’s ongoing
engagement with the community and the City of Waukegan.

C. Describe the experience of the Project Team. Provide detail for each
member of the team, as well as the experience as a team, including
experience developing and operating casinos and other proposed
operations. Explain why this proposal will result in long-term benefits to the
City and constitute a financially successful overall development.
The members of Lakeside Casino LLC have extensive experience in gaming
operations, including in the State of Illinois. The North Point Casino project is
the vision of member Michael Bond, who also serves as the Chief Executive
Officer of Tap Room Gaming, a terminal operator with over 1,300 Video Gaming
Terminals placed in over 300 local bars, restaurants and truck stops in the state
of Illinois.
Clairvest, in addition to being one of the pre-eminent financial institutions in
North America, also has significant experience with respect to the ownership
and operation of casino properties. More details regarding the experience of
the various partners will be discussed below, starting with Warner Gaming, who
is a partner in Lakeside Casino LLC.
The combined list of gaming licenses for the principals of Lakeside Casino LLC
is extensive and can be seen in Attachment J. Clairvest Group, Prashant Gupta
and Michael Bond have held licenses with the IGB, and Warner Gaming has
submitted an application that is in process with IGB.1

WARNER GAMING CASINO EXPERIENCE
Headquartered in Las Vegas, Nevada, Warner Gaming was founded by Bill
Warner in 2008, after serving as a key executive for Station Casinos. Warner
Gaming signed its first management contract in 2010, and since that time the
company’s portfolio has grown to six casino properties in four states, realizing
gaming revenue in 2018 of more than $300 million.
Bill is very active in the management of Warner Gaming, serving as the
company’s sole Manager and Chief Executive Officer. He leads a talented,
dynamic team of experienced casino executives whose capabilities cover
1 Warner Gaming’s wholly-owned subsidiary WG-Illinois, LLC submitted an application to IGB for
licensure as a Terminal Operator in April 2019. No agreements for the placement of video gaming
terminals have been made as of this submission.
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gaming operations, casino and sportsbook development, regulatory
compliance, non-gaming operations, marketing, food and beverage,
entertainment, finance, information technology, analytics and other areas. Most
of Bill’s team has work experience with large institutional players in the casino
and hospitality space. At Warner Gaming, this group has come together to form
a progressive, agile team that can bring insight, focus and energy to any project.
When the Warner Gaming team commits to a project, neither timeliness nor
quality is sacrificed.
Two of the six casinos operated by Warner Gaming were designed by the
company from the ground up – the Hard Rock Hotel and Casino in Sioux City,
Iowa, which opened in 2014, and the Spokane Tribe Casino near Spokane,
Washington, which opened in 2018. In the discussion below regarding Warner
Gaming’s current portfolio, we’ll include details regarding the rapid pace of
development of these properties, as well as the successful results.

Figure 1: Warner Gaming managed properties
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Warner Gaming’s Current Portfolio

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City (Sioux City, Iowa)
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City, located in Sioux City, Iowa, has quickly
become one of the premier tourist destinations in the state of Iowa since its
opening on July 31, 2014. It is one of only four hotels in the entire state to receive
the coveted AAA Four Diamond rating issued by the American Automobile
Association. In October 2015, the hotel/casino was named as the “Outstanding
Attraction” in the state of Iowa by the Iowa Tourism Office and the Travel
Federation of Iowa.

The property is owned by SCE Partners, LLC, which is a partnership between
Sioux City Entertainment, Inc. (a Warner Gaming subsidiary), and Sioux City
Funding, LLC (a Peninsula Pacific subsidiary). These are the same parent
companies who have teamed up for the Hard Rock Arkansas project. As with
Hard Rock Arkansas, each party holds a 50% interest in the Sioux City
partnership.
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The Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City offers the following amenities:








Approximately 894 slot machines and 28 table games
54 hotel rooms
Three restaurants, highlighted by “Main + Abbey,” an originally
designed steakhouse with upscale cuisine
Three bars/lounges
A retail store selling Hard Rock-branded merchandise
“Anthem,” an indoor music/comedy venue
“Battery Park,” an outdoor music/special events venue

Warner Gaming’s involvement in the project, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary Sioux City Entertainment, Inc. (“SCE”), commenced in 2012. That
year, the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission (“IRGC”) launched a
competitive application process to license a new land-based gaming facility to
replace the riverboat casino that had operated in the area for 20 years. SCE
submitted a proposal for a site in downtown Sioux City, incorporating the 100year-old Battery Building, a historic business building and a train depot, which
would be renovated to serve as the hotel tower. The plan also called for the
design and construction of a new low-rise structure to house the casino, dining
and entertainment amenities that adjoin the Battery Building.
The entire
complex would be finished under the Hard Rock brand, adapting a modern
entertainment theme into a traditional midwestern American setting.
The IRGC selected SCE’s proposal among all competitors in the process, and
awarded the license to SCE in April 2013. In the next few months, the Warner
Gaming team moved quickly to close the acquisition of more than a dozen
downtown real estate parcels; completed architectural design; finalized the
construction contract and other major project contracts; and completed the
construction financing. In mid-August 2013, the construction project broke
ground, with the hotel/casino celebrating its grand opening on July 31, 2014, less
than a year later. The Warner Gaming management team led the process of
construction oversight, staffing, employee training, marketing, and all other
development and pre-opening functions. As of opening, the project totaled
$128.3 million from start to finish and was completed on time and on budget.
The property is currently undergoing its second expansion since opening less
than five years ago.
Amenities at the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City have become regional
favorites, as the property has helped to establish a new entertainment district in
Sioux City’s downtown. The property features a AAA Four Diamond hotel,
various popular restaurants, an indoor venue for live music and comedy, and
Battery Park – an outdoor concert venue featuring world-class entertainment
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such as Chris Stapleton, Willie Nelson, Boston, Journey, the Counting Crows and
Collective Soul. In less than five years, this venue, combined with the indoor
venue, Anthem, has staged 563 shows and sold almost 300,000 tickets, with
ticket purchases tracked from all 50 states in the U.S., six Canadian provinces,
and a variety of countries throughout the world. In 2018, the Global Gaming
Exposition in Las Vegas, Nevada named the Battery Park venue as the
“Outstanding Casino Arena/Amphitheater.” See Section 6 of our Proposal for
various statements from community leaders regarding the positive impacts this
property has delivered to the Sioux City area.

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas (Las Vegas, Nevada)
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas is a premier destination entertainment
resort with a rock music theme. Since its opening to the public in 1995, the Hard
Rock has been one of the most popular and iconic tourist attractions in Las
Vegas, Nevada, serving as the flagship gaming property for one of the world’s
most recognized and valuable entertainment brands.
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The resort features the following amenities:













Approximately 590 slot machines and 49 table games
Three hotel towers with approximately 1,500 rooms (including 450
suites, nine penthouses and 18 pool & multi-level villas)
Six high-quality restaurants with a diverse cuisine including
steakhouse, sushi, Mexican, deli, American and a 24-hour coffee shop
Nine cocktail lounges and bars
“The Joint,” a premier live music concert hall with a capacity of 4,100
persons, which has hosted legendary acts such as the Rolling Stones,
Bob Dylan, and Paul McCartney
“Vinyl,” a live music and comedy venue with a capacity of 800 persons
“Vanity,” a 15,000 square-foot night club with a capacity of 1,400
persons
80,000 square feet of banquet and meeting space
a beach club encompassing nearly five acres, including a sandbottomed tropical theme outdoor swimming pool area, with a water
slide, water fall, a running stream and underwater rock music
1,400 square-foot retail store
21,000 square-foot spa, salon and fitness center, and
8,000 square-foot health club

The Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas was opened in 1995 by Peter Morton,
founder of the Hard Rock brand and chain of cafes, who sold the property in
2006. By 2010, the resort was in a distressed financial condition brought about
by an economic recession, combined with the property’s large debt load
incurred in connection with a large property expansion. The property was also
struggling with regulatory compliance issues, ultimately resulting in a fine of
$650,000 imposed in January 2011 by Nevada gaming regulatory authorities
over allegations that security officers and hosts were facilitating the sale of
illegal narcotics to patrons. At the time, this was the third-largest fine ever
approved by the Nevada Gaming Commission.2
With the property in default on its debt, the resort’s various lenders conferred
in early 2011 to formulate a plan of action, and on March 1, 2011, ownership of the
property transferred to Brookfield Asset Management, one of the property’s
junior lenders. Brookfield engaged Warner Gaming to manage the property.
Within a matter of a few weeks after its application, Warner Gaming was
approved by the Nevada Gaming Commission as the property’s manager, aided
by Bill Warner’s reputation and long history of gaming in Nevada. This fast-track
licensing procedure enabled the property to remain open, without even a
2

Las Vegas Sun, “$650,000 Settlement with Hard Rock Hotel gets OK,” January 27, 2011
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temporary closure or lay-off of employees, during the transition to new
ownership and management.
Upon taking over management of the property in 2011, the Warner Gaming team
promptly overhauled the compliance program and instituted new procedures
and controls for procurement, contracting, hiring and gaming operations. The
property has received no fines or penalties by Nevada gaming authorities during
Warner Gaming’s management.
In October of 2018, Brookfield completed the sale of the property to JC
Hospitality, LLC, who has leased the casino portion of the resort to Harmon
Gaming Company, a Warner Gaming subsidiary. The entire property (including
the casino) is scheduled to undergo substantial renovation in 2020 and re-open
under Richard Branson’s “Virgin” hotel brand.

Inn of the Mountain Gods (Ruidoso, New Mexico)
Situated in the picturesque mountains just outside of Ruidoso, New Mexico, the
Inn of the Mountain Gods Resort & Casino caters to repeat customers in New
Mexico, Texas, and other parts of the southwestern U.S. who have come to
expect high standards of luxury, comfort and service. We believe that this
property is the premier destination in southern New Mexico.
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In 2010, the Mescalero Apache Tribe of Indians engaged Warner Gaming to
manage its tribal gaming facilities, comprised of the Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort & Casino and the Casino Apache Travel Center.
Combined, these two facilities offer the following amenities:










AAA Four Diamond hotel, featuring 273 luxury rooms enjoying scenic
lake and mountain vistas
The Resort and Travel Center, on a combined basis, have more than
1,300 slot machines and 31 table games
Four diverse restaurants, featuring a buffet, fine dining, BBQ and a
casual dining
Three bars, including two sports bars and a piano lounge
A night club with 80 seats for live entertainment and dancing
Three retail outlets
Full-service fitness center and indoor swimming pool
18-hole championship golf course designed by Ted Robinson
The Travel Center features a 2,500-square-foot convenience store, a
20-pump gas station, slot machines, video poker, roulette, blackjack
and three-card poker

Additionally, our team manages Ski Apache for the Mescalero Apache Tribe,
which is the second-largest ski area in New Mexico, featuring 55 trails with 11 lifts
on 750 acres.
Shortly after Warner Gaming commenced management of the properties in
2010, the tribe was able to complete a successful restructuring of the properties’
debt in 2011. Ms. Valerie Red-Horse, an investment banker who assisted the
Tribe in the process, has stated in a written testimonial on our behalf:
I can honestly say in my twenty plus years of banking to the gaming
industry, I have never been as impressed with a performance as I
was with Bill Warner and his entire team at Warner Gaming . . . In
my opinion [Bill Warner] was the single most vital factor in our
completion of the successful culmination of the financial
transaction.3

3

February 12, 2013 testimonial letter from Ms. Valerie Red-Horse
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Avi Resort & Casino (Laughlin, Nevada)
Sited on the Nevada bank of the Colorado River (which serves as the boundary
between the states of Nevada and Arizona), the Avi Resort & Casino is a gaming
resort property owned by the Fort Mojave Tribe of Indians. Avi is the only
tribally-owned casino in the Laughlin, Nevada, area, which is the state’s thirdlargest gaming market.

Avi Resort & Casino features the following amenities:
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A casino gaming floor of approximately 37,250 square feet, with 755
gaming machines and 17 table games
450 hotel rooms and suites
Eight food and beverage venues, and a food court with four quickservice options
A 10,000 square foot entertainment venue featuring both regional and
national acts
An expansive sandy beach on the river front, as well as a lagoon-style
pool area
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An 8-screen movie theater
Two 18-hole golf courses
A 64-seat lounge
A 260-space RV Park

Laughlin’s location on the Colorado River has made it a draw for camping, water
recreation and other outdoor activities, which in turn has attracted major casino
brands such as Harrah’s, Golden Nugget and Tropicana to the market. We began
managing this property in 2016 for the Fort Mojave Tribe of Indians, who had
been operating the casino in the competitive Laughlin market since 1995.
Warner Gaming’s management initiatives have included a successful re-design
of the hotel rooms, a re-structuring of the player rewards programs, and
targeted marketing and promotions campaigns designed to bolster market
share.

Spokane Tribe Casino (Airway Heights, Washington)
The newest property in Warner Gaming’s management portfolio, this casino
opened in January of 2018 with 450 gaming machines, 12 gaming tables, and
multiple food and beverage venues. It represents the first phase of a planned
$400 million mixed-used commercial development by the Spokane Tribe of
Indians.

In 2006, the Spokane Tribe of Indians applied to the U.S. federal government for
approval to operate casino gaming on a 145-acre tract of land that it had
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acquired near Airway Heights, Washington, which is part of the Spokane
metropolitan area. This lengthy and arduous approval process was not
completed until 2016.
In the interim, the tribe sought an experienced casino operator to help plan the
new casino project, as well as evaluate the tribe’s existing Chewelah Casino and
Two Rivers Casino, which were located on the tribe’s historic reservation lands.
Initially serving as a consultant, Warner Gaming was eventually engaged to
manage these two properties in 2010, under management agreements that have
since expired. Also in 2010, the company signed development and management
agreements for the project that eventually became the Spokane Tribe Casino.
With federal and state approvals for the new casino finally received in July of
2016, Warner Gaming immediately got to work on helping the tribe finalize
architectural plans and solicitation and evaluation of proposals for construction
financing. The project broke ground in November of that year. On January 8,
2018, three days after Warner Gaming’s management contract for the casino
was approved by the National Indian Gaming Commission, the property opened
to the public. In between ground-breaking and opening, the Warner Gaming
team oversaw the development process, including procurement, hiring, training,
and pre-opening marketing. Warner Gaming was able to maintain a rapid,
steady pace throughout the process, despite obstacles presented by a nearby
competitor, who sued the U.S. government in an effort to stop the project.
The Spokane Tribe Casino has enjoyed a very strong first year of operations
under Warner Gaming’s management. Shortly after celebrating the property’s
first anniversary, a new gaming space was added to the casino accommodating
50 additional machines. In consultation with Warner Gaming, the Tribe is
actively involved in the design and planning for the Phase II expansion of this
development.

Prospective Projects
Warner Gaming has grown steadily and prudently since its formation in 2008.
As legal gambling has expanded rapidly by geography and by category, new
business opportunities are presented regularly. As a matter of integrity, and in
order to maintain a reputation for improving the financial position of every
casino property under management, Warner Gaming has been very selective
and disciplined in its approach to taking on new business ventures.
The Warner Gaming model for managing resort/casino properties involves
developing a customized relationship and organizational structure to ensure
efficient communication and implementation of management objectives. Every
property under management is overseen by a combination of Warner Gaming
personnel on property daily, members of the team who visit the property
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periodically and a support team that can work remotely. Should Lakeside
Casino LLC win the right to develop a casino for the City of Waukegan, Warner
Gaming will dedicate a team of professionals to ensure successful development
and operation.
Every new business prospect is analyzed with this individualized approach in
mind. Warner Gaming is a partner in a company, Tri-Peaks Entertainment
Group, LLC (“TPEG”), that recently responded to a request for proposals by the
Arkansas Racing Commission (“ARC”) for a casino license in Pope County,
Arkansas. The partners in TPEG are the same partners who own the Hard Rock
Hotel & Casino Sioux City, so if TPEG is successful in its bid to build a Hard Rock
in Arkansas, Warner Gaming would leverage a familiar partnership and support
team from the Hard Rock Sioux City to develop and operate another Hard Rock
property in Arkansas.
The timeline for the Pope County casino license decision is uncertain at this time.
The state constitutional amendment included the requirement that each license
application be accompanied by a letter from the Pope County government in
support of the casino project covered by the application. The Pope County
government has yet to issue such a letter for any applicant. However, five
companies submitted to the competitive application process regardless,
without the support letter, in hopes that the ARC might provide for more time
(after the May 30 application deadline) to obtain the support letter.
At its June 13, 2019 public meeting, the ARC rejected all five applications for the
Pope County gaming license, including TPEG’s, citing the lack of county
government support letter with respect to each application.
The ARC held
open the possibility that a license applicant might be able to obtain the required
county support letter in the future, and if this happens, then the ARC will accept
a new application with the support letter and allow for a 90-day window for
other applicants to also obtain a support letter.
It is our understanding that the Pope County government desires to hold a
special county-wide referendum on the casino issue to help the county
government determine whether to issue a support letter. Such a referendum
has not been scheduled, nor officially announced.
Bill Warner’s Casino Experience Prior to Warner Gaming
Prior to founding Warner Gaming in 2008, Bill served as Executive Vice
President and Chief Operating Officer of Station Casinos (now Red Rock
Resorts), a major U.S. gaming company headquartered in Las Vegas. During
Bill’s 15-year tenure, the company grew from one casino to 14 casino properties,
including seven integrated hotel/casino/entertainment properties. During this
period of significant growth and expansion, Bill held the positions of Director
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and Vice President of Finance, Chief Development Officer, which involved his
oversight of design, construction, pre-opening and opening of all new
properties, and later Chief Operating Officer (COO).
As COO, Bill’s role was expanded to oversight of all gaming operations and all
non-gaming operations, and he managed a workforce of more than 14,000
employees.
Station Casinos was named to Fortune magazine’s “100 Best
Companies to Work For” list twice during Bill’s tenure as COO.

Operations Experience
In his role as Chief Operating Officer, Bill was responsible for operations at all
Station Casinos properties, summarized in the table below:
Restaurant
s

Hotel
Room
s

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

9

815

Movie
Theater/
Convention
Space/
Bowling
Lanes/ Spa/
Ultra-lounge

55

Sportsbook/ Poker room

8

490

Movie
Theater/
Convention
Space/ Retail/
Spa

1,676

49

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

7

1,000

Convention
space/
Retail/
Lounge/
Movie Theater

Boulder
Station

2,885

42

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

5

300

Movie
Theater/ Live
music venue

Texas
Station

2,335

37

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

5

200

Bowling
lanes/
Convention
space

Sunset
Station

2,578

47

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

5

457

Amphitheater
/ Movie
Theater/ Live
music venue/
Retail/
Bowling
Lanes

Santa Fe
Station

3,00
2

47

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook/Poke
r Room

4

200

Movie
Theater/
Bowling
Lanes/

Property

Slots

Table
s

Red Rock
Station

2,954

64

Green
Valley
Ranch

2,687

Palace
Station
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Property

Slots

Table
s

Other Gaming

Restaurant
s

Hotel
Room
s

Other
Amenities
Lounge/
Retail

Fiesta
Henderso
n

1,839

18

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook

3

224

Convention
space/
Lounge/
Movie Theater

Fiesta
Rancho

1,637

14

Bingo/Keno/Sportsbook

3

100

Convention
space/
Lounges

Wild Wild
West

236

6

Sportsbook

1

262

Gift Shop/
Truck Plaza

Wildfire

235

--

Sportsbook

1

--

--

Barley’s

199

--

Sportsbook

2

--

Microbrewery
/ Pizza
kitchen

Renata’s

178

--

Sportsbook

1

--

--

Magic Star

176

--

Sportsbook

1

--

--

Gold Rush
Casino

154

--

Sportsbook

1

--

--

Lake
Mead
Lounge

101

--

Sportsbook

1

--

--

Project Development Experience
Throughout his tenure at Station Casinos, Bill was heavily involved in the
development of new hotel/casino properties.
In Bill’s roles with Station Casinos as a Director, Vice President of Finance, EVP
Chief Development Officer and Chief Operating Officer, Bill was responsible for
varying portions of the development of the following projects, including
negotiating credit facilities for project financing, generating projections and
budgets, monitoring construction costs, and implementing accounting systems
and operations standards, overseeing design and construction, and executing
on the opening and ongoing operation:
Property

Description

Project Cost

Size/Scope

Opening Date

Station Casinos St.
Charles (St. Charles,
Missouri)

Design-Build

$150 - $200
million

130,000-square-foot
facility

May 1994

Boulder Station Hotel
& Casino (Las Vegas,
Nevada)

Design-Build

$103 million

252,000-square-foot
facility with 75,000square-foot gaming
space

August 1994
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Property

Description

Project Cost

Size/Scope

Opening Date

Barley’s Casino &
Brewing Company

Design-Build

$8 million

19,000 square-foot
casino and
microbrewery

January 1996

Station Casino
Kansas City (Kansas
City, Missouri)

Design-Build

$280 million

526,000 square-foot
facility with 140,000
square foot gaming
space

January 1997

Sunset Station Hotel
& Casino (Henderson,
Nevada)

Design-Build

$180 - $200
million

350,000 square-foot
facility with 80,000
square-foot gaming
space

June 1997

Green Valley Ranch
Resort, Spa & Casino
(Henderson, Nevada)

Design-Build

$400 - $450
million

40-acre casino site
was part of 170-acre
mixed-use
development;
50,000 square foot
gaming space

December
2001

Thunder Valley
Casino Resort
(California)

Design-Build

$200 - $250
million

275,000-square-foot
facility with 144,500square-foot gaming
space

June 2003

Green Valley Ranch
Resort, Spa & Casino
(Henderson, Nevada)

Design-Build

$25 million

Added hotel tower,
meeting space, spa,
pool and landscape

2005

Green Valley Ranch
Resort, Spa & Casino
(Henderson, Nevada)

Design-Build

$115 million

Added sportsbook,
casino space,
parking garage and
nightclub

2006
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MICHAEL BOND CASINO EXPERIENCE
Michael Bond’s long-time commitment to our region is best understood through
the various community leaders who have worked directly with him and have a
deep understand of Bond’s personal commitment to our community.

“The Waukegan Chamber of Commerce is grateful for the ongoing
support from Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming. This significant
contribution from Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming will have an
immediate, positive impact in helping the Waukegan Chamber
support local jobs and local employers and keep our community
vibrant.”
– Jack Orlov, Waukegan Chamber of Commerce Chairman, June
2019

“The employment programs that we provide are often essential for
people with criminal histories, and it is inspiring when the community
takes an interest in our programs. Partners like Michael Bond and Tap
Room Gaming have a history of supporting local job training initiatives
and are doing a great service for our community.”
– Patricia Jones, Waukegan Township Supervisor, October 2018

“The future of our competitive program is very bright, and stunt camp
has helped us take our routines to the next level. We are incredibly
grateful for the support that we have received from both the cheer
community and local business leaders like Michael Bond and Tap
Room Gaming.”
– Ebony Wilson, Head Cheer Coach, North Chicago High School,
November 2018

“Waukegan is a very special city with so much civic pride. It is an honor
to work with reliable sponsors like Tap Room Gaming, to bring this
extraordinary event to the people of this city.”
– Cesar Rolon, Managing Director, Waukegan Music Festival, August
2018
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Michael Bond is a successful business owner with over 25 years of leadership
experience in corporate finance, public policy and regulated gaming. Michael
Bond is the CEO and co-founder of Tap Room Gaming. Tap Room Gaming is a
Video Gaming Terminal Operator licensed by the Illinois Gaming Board (“IGB”).
The IGB has issued a gaming license to Bond for the past seven (7) consecutive
years starting since 2012. Tap Room Gaming operates over 1,300 Video Gaming
Terminals in over 300 local bars, restaurants and truck stops. Tap Room Gaming
employs approximately 95 full-time people and is headquartered in Libertyville,
Illinois. Since inception, Bond’s gaming company has captured over $2.8 billion
in player wagering.
Bond’s introduction to slot machine gaming occurred during his time in the
Illinois Senate, where he served the Waukegan region between 2007 to 2011. As
a Senator, Bond toured and met with employees of a local business, WMS
Gaming, in Waukegan. At that time, WMS manufactured one of the only unionmade slot machines in the world.
In an effort to pay for a massive public works infrastructure program, during his
time in office Bond supported the General Assembly’s efforts to take bold action
and regulate a black market that was previously unregulated and untaxed. The
regulation of this market has resulted in nearly one-half of a billion dollars in
annual new tax revenue for state and local governments in Illinois. That
experience gave Bond a front row seat to the benefits of a transparent and
strongly regulated gaming market as opposed to a black market that lacked
rules, transparency and avoided taxation. His time in the General Assembly
helped him become an advocate for strong gaming regulation and better
transparency for state taxpayers.
Since leaving elected office, Bond’s strong support of transparent, regulated
gaming has led to his involvement in multiple initiatives that foster competitive,
transparent, highly-regulated gaming markets that simultaneously benefit local
main street small businesses. Bond is a frequent speaker before state and local
governments and has twice spoken before the National Council of Legislators
from Gaming States to share his experience as a policy maker and gaming
executive.
Having served in public office, Bond uniquely understands the public benefits of
robust gaming regulations. This understanding has encouraged Bond to be a
vocal proponent and supporter of elected leaders who want to ensure a robust,
transparent and regulated gaming industry in the state. Bond believes that
robust regulations must be vigilantly watched by active elected leaders to
ensure gaming does not revert back into the shadows. Those who want to
weaken gaming regulations or those who oppose gaming altogether, will force
a black market to flourish, taking money away from government and putting it
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in the hands of individuals who won’t ensure a public benefit. As such, Bond has
been a vocal community activist and organizer, championing causes that
support economic growth, spur job creation and allow small businesses to
thrive.
Prior to serving in the Illinois Senate, Bond served as Director of Corporate
Finance at Allstate Insurance (1995-2009) in Northbrook, Illinois. Bond’s role at
Allstate included management and leadership positions in Mergers and
Acquisitions, Business Integration as well as various positions in Corporate and
Business Unit Finance functions.
It is clear that the City of Waukegan is seeking a casino developer who will go
beyond simply building a casino, but rather, someone who will be a partner with
the city to achieve strong outcomes for local residents. Bond has proven his
devotion to local objectives over a long period of time through his service in the
Illinois Senate and through his continued personal commitment and charitable
giving to our area during his time as co-founder of Tap Room Gaming. Bond’s
track record demonstrates his commitment to the Waukegan community, his
devotion to partnering with local small businesses to share in success, and his
dedication to philanthropic and civic endeavors.
Serving as Executive Chairman of Lakeside Casino LLC, Michael Bond will remain
fully engaged in both the development and operating phases of the project.
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CLAIRVEST CASINO EXPERIENCE
Introduction
Clairvest was founded as a private equity investment company in 1987 and has
been actively investing in and supporting the development of businesses in the
gaming industry for over 20 years. It is a publicly traded private equity fund
manager (TSX: CVG) having grown to a current level of $2.3 billion in assets
under management. The Senior Investment Team have been investing together
for over 15 years. Clairvest has a proven track record of creating value: 54
platform investments with a pooled internal rate of return (IRR) on realized
investments of 24% for a 3.6x return on capital.
Clairvest has been involved with 33 different gaming assets in four different
countries with a 100% success rate. Clairvest and its principals have been
approved by regulators to participate in the gaming industry in the United
States (Illinois, Indiana, and New Jersey), Canada (British Columbia, Alberta,
Ontario, and New Brunswick), India, Chile and the United Kingdom. In Illinois,
Clairvest has been licensed by the Illinois Gaming Board to participate in the
casino and video gaming terminal segments.
Fund 5
CEP V
$600M pool
$180M or 30%
from Clairvest
8 Deals to Date

Fund 1
Clairvest
$159M pool
100%
from Clairvest
11 Deals

Fund 2
CEP
$219M pool
$55M or 25%
from
Clairvest
9 Deals

Fund 3
CEP III
$300M pool
$75M or 25%
from Clairvest
8 Deals

Fund 4
CEP IV
$467M pool
$125M or 27%
from Clairvest
11 Deals

1994-2001

2001-2006

2006-2010

2010-2015

2016

Fund 6
CEP VI
US$850M pool
US$230M or
27% from
Clairvest

2019

Clairvest is managing over $2 billion dollars in assets, supported by its own
equity approaching $800 million. Clairvest is currently investing from its sixth
private equity vehicle, which is capitalized at $850 million and, thus, has the
wherewithal to support the development and operation of a successful and
appropriately market-sized gaming facility in Waukegan. Clairvest is pleased to
be partnered with and investing alongside Michael Bond, a prominent local
businessman and supporter of Waukegan; Prashant Gupta, who will represent
the 25% minority and 5% female ownership of the enterprise (as required by
State Law); and Bill Warner, leader of Warner Gaming, a successful regional
gaming developer and operator. We anticipate financing the project with a
combination of debt from banks that have a successful history of dealing with
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both Clairvest and Warner Gaming, and equity from the partners noted above.
While it is expected that all partners will fund their share of the equity capital
required to finance the project, Clairvest has both the capacity, experience and
relationships to be the solution for any funding challenges that the business or
our partners may face.
Clairvest Human Capital
Clairvest relies on an investment team of 19 individuals with diverse
backgrounds and a board of world-leading entrepreneurs.

Investment Team




19 full-time investment team members with supporting Legal and
Accounting personnel.
Six of senior-most investment personnel have been working together at
Clairvest for more than 15 years.
Wide-ranging experience from leading investment banks (Rothschild,
Goldman Sachs, Bank of America), Consulting (McKinsey, BCG, MonitorDeloitte) and Accounting firms (PwC, KPMG).

Board of Directors




Eight highly engaged non-executive members of the board of directors,
all of whom built world-leading businesses
All are personally invested in Clairvest and have been with the firm for
many years, many from the start of Clairvest over 30 years ago.
Three members of the board are former investment partners.
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Clairvest Investment Portfolio
Clairvest has been involved with 33 different gaming assets in five different
countries, including 11 mature casinos, 9 “greenfield” projects; 10
redevelopments; a VGT operator; an online platform and a sports betting
platform. In the summary below, orange dots and font denote current
investments:
British Columbia
 Villa
 New Westminster
 Star of Fortune
 Starlight
 Cascades
 Mandarin
 Kelowna
 New Vernon
 Pentincton
 Kamloops

Alberta
 Palace
 Baccarat
 Grey Eagle

Indiana
 Hoosier Park
 Indiana Grand

New Jersey
 New Meadowlands
Racetrack

Chile
 Marina del Sol
 Orsono
 Calama
 Chillan

Ontario
 Mohawk
 Grand River
 Flamboro Slots
 Brantford Casino
 Woodbine Slots
 Great Blue Heron
 Ajax Downs
New Brunswick
 Casino New
Brunswick

Illinois
 Rivers
 Accel

India
 Head Digital Works

UK
 FSB Technology
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Individual Investment Highlights

Gateway Casinos

LARGEST CASINO OPERATOR IN WESTERN CANADA

2000
4

9

748

3,673

Casinos
Slots

Cascades Casino

Starlight Casino

2007

 Invested $24.0 million for 28.4% interest in
Gateway Casinos Inc. in 2001
 Assisted with:
 Acquisition of Baccarat Casino, Edmonton
 Acquisition of the four Lake City Casinos,
Okanagan
 Acquisition of Royal City Star, Vancouver
 Debt and equity raises to fund acquisitions and
organic development
 Creation and IPO of Gateway Casinos Income
Fund
 Business grew from four casinos and $20 million
of EBITDA at entry to nine casinos and $110
million of forecast EBITDA at sale
 Sold to New World Gaming in November 2007
 Sale resulted in return of over 9x invested capital

Starlight Casino

5

Grey Eagle Casino

#1 CASINO IN CALGARY

 $40M greenfield casino in Calgary, Alberta
 Invested $22.5M in participating debentures to
fund build and start‐up of Grey Eagle Casino
 Partners with Sonco Gaming, Navegante and
Tsuu T’ina Band
 Raised $25M in senior debt from BMO for
construction
 865 slot machines and 65 table games in a
84,000 square foot facility
 Design, development, retention of casino
manager and staffing
 Opened December 2007, continual out
performance of original forecast
 July 2011 completed recapitalization that
allowed repayment in full of $31.1M Clairvest
debentures
 In 2014 the Tsuu T’ina Band added a 178 room
hotel and entertainment center

6
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Marina Del Sol

LOCATED IN CHILE’S SECOND LARGEST CITY

 US $140M greenfield casino and hotel
development in Conception, Chile
 Clairvest and co‐investors invested $42M for a
50% interest in the casino, hotel and other
amenities
 Partners with local family in Conception, Chile
 Raised $56M of debt financing for construction
 1,395 slot machines, 50 gaming tables, and a
bingo facility in a 86,000 square foot building.
Project also includes: 140 room hotel, Imax
theatre, bowling alley and convention centre.
 Clairvest involved in design, development,
retention of casino manager and staffing
 Opened November 2009; minimum 15 year
monopoly license

7

Casino Sol Osorno

LOCATED SOUTH OF SANTIAGO , CHILE

 US$32M greenfield casino development in
Osorno, Chile
 Clairvest and co‐investors invested $16M for a
73.8% interest in the casino
 Facility includes: 333 slot machines and 21 table
games
 Opened January 2009; minimum 15 year
monopoly license for the city and surrounding
area

8
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Casino Sol Calama

LOCATED IN CHILE’S COPPER MINING CAPITAL
WITH HIGHER SPEND PER CAPITA

 Greenfield casino in Calama, Chile
 Clairvest and co‐investors invested US$20M for a
73.8% interest
 Facility includes 452 slot machines, 21 tables and
bingo facility.
 Casino opened May 2009
 Minimum 15 year monopoly license for the city
and surrounding area

9

Casino Chillan

GREENFIELD CASINO PROJECT LOCATED 100 KM
NORTHEAST OF CONCEPCION

 MDS awarded license in September 2016
 Facility will include 450 slot machines, 20 tables
and bingo facility, as well as hotel, convention
center and lagoon
 Opening in 2019
 Minimum 15 year monopoly license for the city
and surrounding area

10
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Casino New Brunswick

THE ONLY CASINO IN NEW BRUNSWICK

 Won RFP to develop and operate the only casino
in the Province of New Brunswick in July 2008
 Ten year province wide monopoly, twenty year
monopoly for Moncton
 $94M greenfield project; includes casino, hotel
and convention / entertainment centre in
Moncton
 $35M investment for approximate 90%
ownership interest
 Raised $54 million in senior debt for
development – BMO and TD Bank
 Project includes: 598 slot machine, 22 table
games and 128 room hotel
 Casino opened May 2010; hotel and
entertainment facility opened in July 2010
 Sold to Great Canadian Gaming in October 2015
for 8.6X EBITDA

11

Rivers Casino

#1 CASINO IN THE U.S BY BOTH WIN PER SLOT AND WIN
PER TABLE

 10th gaming license in Illinois, Clairvest initially
bid for Waukegan Project
 $475M greenfield project including $125M
license fee, closest casino to Chicago near the
O’Hare airport (metropolitan population of 10M)
 Equity investors: Clairvest $72M; Bluhm $72M;
minority investors $36M.
 Total $295M debt: $175M of senior secured
bonds, $110M term loan and $10M vendor
financing
 License allows 1,200 positions, plans include 4
restaurants, 2 bars and 4‐story parking garage
 Rivers Casino opened on July 18, 2011‐ 2 weeks
ahead of schedule and below budget
 Initial results surpassed forecast and Rivers is
now the leading casino in Illinois
 In November 2012 and December 2016 the
casino completed two financings, bringing
distributions to over 4.3x invested capital
 In March 2019, sold position to Churchill Downs
Inc for total enterprise value of USD$1.45 billion
for an 11.2x of EBITDA resulting in an 8.4x return
on investment to Clairvest
12
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New Centaur Gaming

OWNS BOTH PROPERTIES SERVING THE LARGE
INDIANAPOLIS MARKET

Hoosier Park
 2,000 gaming positions
 600 person buffet, 2 bars, and 3 casual dining
options
 2,500 parking spaces
 Live horseracing and 3 off‐track betting locations
Indiana Grand
 2,200 gaming positions
 233,000 sq ft. facility
 Acquired US$127M of senior secured first lien
debt
 Partnered with prominent Canadian hedge‐fund
with distressed investing experience (~70%
combined economic interest)
 Centaur Gaming (parent company of Hoosier
Park) emerged from bankruptcy in October 2011
and proceeded with recap of its senior debt.
 In February 2013 Centaur Gaming completed the
acquisition of Indiana Grand, the competing
racino in the market, becoming the owner of both
properties serving the Indianapolis market
 Sold in July 2018 to Caesars for $1.7B for a
multiple of 12x EBITDA
13

New Meadowlands
Racetrack

NORTH AMERICA’S PREMIER STANDARDBRED HORSE
RACING TRACK

 Located in East Rutherford, New Jersey
 Opened in 1976, the track hosts 81 live days of
harness racing and is home of the Hambletonian,
the preeminent race in the standardbred (AKA
harness) racing season
 Clairvest made a commitment to invest US$20
million by way of debt. The commitment also
grants Clairvest and CEP IV warrants as well as
future co‐investment rights
 The construction of a brand new off‐track‐betting
facility in Bayonne, New Jersey was completed in
July 2012
 As part of the transaction, New Meadowlands
shares in the economics of 4NJBets.com – the
only legal on‐line web portal for New Jersey
residents to place pari‐mutuel bets
 Meadowlands well positioned for potential
gaming expansion in new jersey

14
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Accel Entertainment

LARGEST VGT OPERATOR IN ILLINOIS

 Headquartered in Lemont, Illinois
 Accel is the largest operator of video gaming
terminals (“VGTs”) in Illinois
 Operates 7,659 VGTs across 1,654 locations
such as restaurants and bars across the State
 4 main facilities & over 210 employees
 Co‐founded in 2009 by the CEO and his brother
 Clairvest invested $40.3M in pref. shares for
30.7% ownership stake

15

Head Digital Works

OPERATOR OF INDIA’S LARGEST ONLINE RUMMY SITE
AND GROWING INTO AN INDIAN GAMING LEADER

 Headquartered in Hyderabad, India
 Clairvest invested a total of $74M USD
partnering alongside management in taking
out venture capital and angel investors
 Largest online rummy site (mobile, desktop) in
India with emerging social games business
 Over 8 million players across India since start of
company in 2006 with significant tailwinds
from growing awareness, incomes and smart‐
phone penetration
 Over 200 employees with in‐house game
development and marketing
 Immediate priorities to accelerate growth in
core rummy business, further professionalize
operations, and diversify into new growth
areas and revenue streams

16
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FOUR GAMING OPERATIONS LOCATED WEST OF THE
GREATER TORONTO AREA

GTA Gaming
Mohawk Casino

Grand River Casino

 In December 2017, Clairvest, in partnership
with Great Canadian Gaming, won the GTA
West Bundle under the Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corp’s privatization process
 The bundle includes 4 properties with a
combined 2,500 slot machines and 60 tables
Flamboro Slots

Brantford Casino

 Exclusive management agreement to operate
the properties for 20 years
 Forecast is for approximately $300M in capital
invested to generate stabilized EBITDA of
approximately $55M for a 5.5X entry multiple

17
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PRASHANT GUPTA CASINO EXPERIENCE
Prashant Gupta, CFA, is a Chicago based private investor who, along with his
investor group, is active in gaming, real estate, energy and technology sectors.
Prashant’s investor group has recently committed approximately $100 million
to his casino efforts in Japan in partnership with Clairvest Group. Prashant most
recently served as the Chief Financial Officer of LAMB Partners, a Chicago based
Forbes 400 family office with significant investments in gaming, hedge funds
and real estate.
Prashant oversaw all aspects of investment financing,
structuring, accounting, taxation and estate planning. While an employee of
LAMB Partners, Prashant was invited to invest in the Rivers Casino in Des
Plaines, Illinois. Prashant held his investment in the Rivers Casino from 2009
until successfully selling his position to Churchill Downs in March 2019.
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NORTH POINT CASINO LLC EXPERIENCE AS A TEAM
Each member of the North Point Casino Project Team brings to this opportunity
specialized expertise and a successful track record in its respective role
involving project development, finance, community partnership and casino and
hospitality ownership and management. Team members have worked together
previously in certain investments, business arrangements and on proposed
development projects.
As a Chicago based private investor who, along with his investor group, is active
in gaming and real estate ventures, Prashant Gupta held a casino investment,
together with Clairvest Group, in Rivers Casino. Prashant is currently pursuing
casino efforts in Japan in partnership with Clairvest Group.
Clairvest Group has known Bill Warner for many years and became intimately
familiar with Bill’s team at Warner Gaming when making a joint bid for one of
the groups of casinos semi-privatized by the Government of Ontario in 2017.
This engagement involved an extensive multi-stage process of pre-qualification
and request for proposals relating to five casino properties, of which, two were
new ground-up developments and one involving a relocation of the facility. The
process included multiple in-person presentations, as well as the submission of
detailed development plans and an in-depth analysis of existing operations
covering every aspect of the five casino markets and businesses.
The Government of Ontario established a procedure for evaluating proposals,
first using an elaborate scoring system, and second by comparing taxation bids
of proponents who passed the minimum scoring requirements. The team, led
by Warner Gaming in coordination with Clairvest, scored 94% of the total
possible points available – far exceeding the minimum 60% of points required
to pass.
Since the Ontario project, Clairvest and Warner Gaming have been seeking other
opportunities to work together and are excited for the potential opportunity to
partner and collaborate on a casino development in Waukegan.
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A. Provide three (3) years of Annual Reports intended to give information
about the activities and financial position of each member of the
organization, such as audited balance sheet, income statement, disclosure of
management fees, statement of cash flows, Form 10-K.
Please find enclosed three (3) years of Annual Reports on Clairvest. Clairvest is
the Project Team’s largest equity investor and has over $1 billion of capital
available, comprised of $850 million of committed capital available in Clairvest
Equity Partners Fund VI, over $300 million in treasury funds, plus an undrawn
credit facility of over $75 million.
The City of Waukegan can responsibly depend on Clairvest’s strong balance
sheet to support the development of North Point Casino and Clairvest’s financial
capacity and expertise to fund any unexpected shortfall from other Project
Team members.
No other member of Lakeside Casino LLC is subject to formal financial reporting
requirements and none prepares audited financial statements.
B. Provide information and documentation on existing projects and those
underway in other locations, including, at a minimum:
i.
Cost of project
ii.
Financing associated with project
iii.
Disclosure of management fees

Clairvest Group – Existing Projects
Since inception, Clairvest has maintained a near-constant pipeline of
investments in various operating and development projects. At no time has the
ability to fund and focus on an individual project been compromised due to
maintaining such a large investment portfolio.
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Warner Gaming – Existing Projects
Warner Gaming has grown steadily since its inception in 2008, thoughtfully
managing every new opportunity with dedicated resources and careful
planning. Currently, Warner Gaming has no other active business commitments
in the State of Illinois.
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City is a fully-integrated resort/casino property
developed and managed by Warner Gaming. Warner Gaming is a 50% partner
in the Hard Rock in Sioux City.
ITEM
RESPONSE
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City; developed on a “greenfield” site; opened to
the public in 2014
Cost of project
$128 million.
Financing associated with
$61 million term loan; $15 million FF&E credit facility;
$22 million TIF financing from host municipality; and
project
$30 million in equity.
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Disclosure of management
fees
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RESPONSE
Project complete. No further financing requirements.
2016 =
2017 =
2018 =
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C. Financial reports for other similar projects managed by the Project Team.
Financial reference from the principal lender(s) or investor(s), representing
at least 51% of the interest, and associated with at least one existing project,
that may speak to the financial responsibility and stability of each of the
organizations submitting the proposal, based on direct and long-term
working relationship with the organization and/or its principals.
Attached as Attachment L and Attachment K are financial reports for similar
projects managed and/or invested in by the Project Team.
Financial reports for Clairvest investments include:
•
New Meadowlands
•
Elements Casino
•
One Toronto Gaming
•
Grey Eagle Casino
•
Chilean Gaming Holdings its affiliates /subsidiaries
Financial reports for Warner Gaming include:
•
SCE Partners, LLC dba Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City
Please also see Attachment F for reference letters on Project Team member
Clairvest, from Wells Fargo and CIBC.
Provide information and documentation on financing for this proposed
Waukegan development, including:
i.
Expected cost of project
ii.
Financing associated with the project
iii.
Incentives, including desired levels and types of incentives that
may be requested from the City, along with any rationale that
demonstrates that any such incentives may be in the City’s best
interests, including associated EAV projections to support the
request.
iv.
Preliminary pro forma showing anticipated revenues generated
v.
Disclosure of all management fees
D.

Expected Cost of Project
The development cost summary detailed below
• draws on the Project Team’s extensive multi-jurisdictional experience with
“greenfield” casino developments;
• right-sizes North Point Casino to align with the revenue projections
supported by the Spectrum Gaming market study; and
• provides for a prompt phased expansion when warranted by the early
results of operations
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Phase I
The Project Team expects that the cost of what is contemplated to be Phase I
of the North Point Casino development will be $
million, broken out as
follows:
1.

Section 4 - 6
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Phase II
Based on our collective experience and proprietary market analysis, we believe
that there is potential to exceed the Spectrum Gaming forecast. As an
expression of our confidence in such potential, North Point Casino will reserve
2,000 gaming positions to ensure that we have the required position licenses to
develop Phase II. Detailed planning for Phase II will commence during the first
year of operations of the permanent facility.
As presently contemplated, Phase II project cost is estimated at over $
million.

Financing Associated with the Project
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North Point Casino’s sources of equity will satisfy all Minority and Female
Investor requirements as noted earlier in this response, a requirement for IGB
approval.
.
With respect to debt finance, the Project Team engaged with experienced
“greenfield” casino lenders Wells Fargo and CIBC. Wells Fargo and CIBC
reviewed the Spectrum Gaming revenue forecast and the Project Team’s
financial forecasts, have indicated their excitement to provide financing, and
issued highly confident letters of support to provide up to
million of debt
to fund Phase I development costs (see Attachment F). Clairvest’s portfolio
companies have raised over $9.5 billion in debt and equity, and Clairvest has
worked extensively with both Wells Fargo and CIBC.
Our forecasts assume that 100% of post-tax cash flow generated prior to the
year 3 reconciliation payment is used to fund development costs. Further,
available cash flow generated is used to fund the
million payment to the
City.

%

Incentives requested from the City
None

Preliminary Pro Forma Showing Anticipated Revenues Generated
North Point Casino Phase I is a
-position facility, expected to generate runrate revenue of $
million:
million from slots and tables,
million
from sports wagering, and the remainder from non-gaming revenue. This runrate revenue is expected to be achieved by Year 3. Year 1 revenue will be driven
exclusively by the temporary facility and limited to
slots and
tables, while
year two will consist of 2 months of temporary facility operation and 10 months
of ramping up the permanent facility to its full potential. Revenue forecasts are
aligned with a market study (see Attachment D) conducted by Spectrum
Gaming, a highly respected gaming industry consultant.

Section 4 - 8
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Sports wagering revenue of $
million includes both onsite and online/mobile
play. Given Waukegan’s proximity to Wisconsin which has not yet legalized
sports betting, Spectrum Gaming expects North Point Casino to be a significant
draw for out-of-state players.

Phase II, with
slots and
tables, is forecast to generate $
million of
revenue, with $
million from slots and tables. This phase will be developed
should the market be available to support expanding capacity.

Disclosure of All Management Fees
Warner Gaming will receive a
management fee per annum and a
profit interest equivalent to approximately
of Lakeside Casino LLC
distributions to shareholders in excess of
. This structure highly aligns
Warner Gaming with maximizing performance of the North Point Casino.
Management fees are exclusively to Warner Gaming.
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5. Application Fee
A non-refundable application fee in the amount of $25,000 is required as part
of this submission. A certified check or money order, made payable to “City
of Waukegan” and enclosed in the submittal package.
Please find enclosed with the original submission a cashier’s check payable to
the City of Waukegan in the amount of Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000) as payment of the application fee for Lakeside Casino LLC’s proposal
for North Point Casino.
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Gambling is a form of entertainment. We want our guests to have a fun, positive
experience each time they visit North Point Casino, but the experience ceases
to be fun for individuals who are subject to certain types of addiction. We
strongly believe that the State of Illinois and the City of Waukegan should
expect casino licensees to have effective measures in place designed to address
what has become known in the industry as “problem gambling” and to ensure
adherence to the Illinois Gaming Board’s Voluntary Self Exclusion Program.
Also, of course, every casino should devote appropriate training and resources
to the prevention of gambling by persons under the age of 21.
In this section, we address the prevention of problem gambling and underage
gambling under the topic of “Responsible Gaming.” To us, Responsible Gaming
means providing the right environment for adults who choose to gamble to do
so without losing control.
This is important both in terms of creating a
sustainable business, as well as being a good community partner.
DEVELOPING A SUCCESSFUL RESPONSIBLE GAMING PROGRAM
At the corporate level, Warner Gaming has set Responsible Gaming as a high
priority, participating in industry groups and programs designed to provide
education and resources on this issue. At the property level, our property
management teams have successfully launched a variety of measures that we’ll
discuss in further detail below.
It is our philosophy that the success of a casino business relies on the cultivation
of healthy and sustainable relationships with players, the surrounding
community, employees, neighboring businesses and local stakeholders. At the
core of nurturing these relationships is safeguarding respect for the player and
the symbiotic relationship between a casino and its player base. 1 This is
accomplished by:
•

Growing a Community Support Network

•

Establishing a Culture of Responsible Gaming Among Employees

•

Responsible Gaming Training Protocol

•

Innovative Design

•

Innovative Technology

1 “Sustainable players” are people who can gamble in a healthy manner over the course of their adult life,
and whose behavior does not adversely affect their individual financial situation, mental and physical
health, or personal relationships. (Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation Responsible Gaming Program
Directives)
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Growing a Community Support Network
Our initial steps, when introducing a new casino to any region, include
contacting local counselors and mental health providers. Our goal is to establish
a mutual respect and working relationship so that we can collaborate to
strengthen our responsible gaming program. Local treatment facilities can be
very valuable to our efforts in awareness campaigns and employee training.
When the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission awarded Warner Gaming the
license to develop the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City, we immediately
contacted the local gambling addiction treatment provider (the Jackson
Recovery Center). The program in Sioux City, which is described in greater
detail in this section, is a model we are proud of and would emulate when
implementing a program in Waukegan.
"They [Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City] don't want to have problem gamblers on their
casino floor any more than we want people with problem gambling on the casino floor….
They're really sensational and help us quite a bit." -- Nick Brown, Clinical Supervisor for
Jackson Recovery Center in Sioux City. 2

Establishing a Culture of Responsible Gaming Among Employees
Ensuring leadership involvement and demonstrating commitment on every level
is central to promoting a culture of responsible gaming among employees.
Demonstration of commitment is established when leadership takes a strong
position validated by corporate core values and codes of conduct. We are
dedicated to incorporating responsible gaming principles into the corporate
culture, from top to bottom. Senior level commitment provides assurance to
the staff that they are supported in their efforts to identify problems. We
consider this to be a condition of our success.
The positions a casino operator takes regarding corporate responsibility are
echoed through the organization and reflect on the business throughout the
community.
Programs to address problem gambling and to promote
responsible behavior are an integral piece of a comprehensive group of
accountability initiatives (e.g., alcohol service training and certification, tobacco
sales training, sexual harassment policies and procedures, etc.). To that end, we
set the tone for all new employees, at all levels, by including responsible gaming
training in new-hire orientation for all employees.

2

As reported by Nick Popham on Siouxland News – KMEG 14 and Fox 44, August 1, 2016.
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Responsible Gaming Training Protocol
We have established a training protocol comprised of initial and follow-up, or
“reinforcement,” training modules. These protocols are customized to each of
our properties. Our training is held for all employees, including nongaming
departments and management.
This training model will instill a deep
understanding and respect for responsible gaming throughout the organization.
Our new-hire orientation takes place before every employee begins working in
his or her department. Orientation training includes these components:
•

Understanding the effects of problem gambling

•

Recognizing signs of problem gambling

•

Treatment resources

•

Employee assistance program

•

Self-limitation policies and procedures

•

Policies and procedures for identifying minors

Innovative Design
Contemporary casino design has evolved from the days of dark, enclosed
spaces with low ceilings and limited sight-lines. Old philosophies that rejected
natural lighting and exposure to nongaming amenities are out of touch with
modern design concepts.
We favor casino design that integrates the entire property in a way that appeals
to all the senses, embraces the diversification of revenue centers, allows in
natural lighting, eliminates dark corners and hidden entrances and controls
access to the casino floor to prohibit minors. Our preferred design concept
places the resort amenities in the most accessible locations with organized
pathways and clean sightlines to facilitate vision and movement. This principle
encourages healthy enjoyment of a more diverse recreational experience.
We advocate for a balance of entertainment activities not solely focused on
gambling. A fully integrated entertainment resort offers options beyond
gambling that result in players breaking from gambling more frequently to
partake in some of the non-gaming attractions. Successful modern casinos
create open, accessible spaces that allow gambling patrons to interact with the
nongaming activities surrounding the casino floor.
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According to a study titled Servicescapes: The Impact of Physical Surroundings
on Customers and Employees published in The Journal of Marketing, 3 the
physical surroundings of the interior of a casino (or “servicescape”) can
“influence the nature of social interactions between and among customers and
employees.”
A more diverse servicescape, with open spaces and essentially more
distractions, reduces the likelihood of player isolation. A separate study
prepared by the Responsible Gambling Council (“RGC”) for the Saskatchewan
Liquor and Gaming Authority asked gamblers to compare a variety of gambling
spaces, including one space that was like an office cubicle. The study found:
Of those who thought that EGM [electronic gaming machine] arrangement could contribute to
excessive gambling, 74% identified the cubicle arrangement as being most problematic. Notably,
problem gamblers preferred the cubicles because they were isolating, contributed to anonymity, and
were less distracting. They also recognized, however, that the arrangement facilitated loss of control
and resulted in excessive gambling. 4 [emphasis added ]

According to open-ended responses by counselors, researchers and specialists
in the RGC study, certain venue features contribute to problem gambling. These
include:


Gambling areas that can be accessed directly from car parks and the
street, as players can then access gambling in secret



Gaming machines secluded in quiet corners of gaming establishments
limit interaction with others including staff

Working with our architect, the arrival experience is a carefully considered part
of resort/casino design. Secret or hidden entrances are not only bad design,
but they add a level of difficulty for surveillance and security to monitor entries
and make it easier for minors to access the casino. Design plans should
incorporate good access control to the casino floor to monitor who comes and
goes – allowing the security team to identify minors attempting to enter the
casino. Sustainability requires the respect of the surrounding community, and a
casino that does not take seriously the responsibility of protecting minors will
not gain the respect of its community.
Our plans for North Point Casino will include a diverse set of revenue streams,
including food and beverage spaces surrounding the gaming floor, to the extent
possible, avoiding the existence of quiet, secluded gambling spaces. Our goal
is to energize as many areas of the casino as possible and provide social
Mary Jo Bitner, The Journal of Marketing, Volume 56, “Servicescapes: The Impact of Physical
Surroundings on Customers and Employees” April 1992
4 Responsible Gambling Council for the Saskatchewan Liquor and Gaming Authority “Electronic Gaming
Machines and Problem Gambling” December 2006
3
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gathering spaces, such as a feature restaurant or casino bar, for viewing
broadcast sporting and other events.

Innovative Technology
Warner Gaming embraces innovation through proprietary management
systems and reporting tools. We have developed our own internal resources
for business intelligence to design automated procedures and facilitate or
enhance how existing systems are utilized.
At the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, we were ahead of the industry
trend when we introduced an advanced reward program that gives guests more
options for controlling how they earn and spend their rewards points. By linking
our gaming rewards system with our nongaming point-of-sale system, guests
can earn rewards points by either gambling or spending on nongaming
entertainment. Points can be redeemed in the casino or at any other nongaming
venue. These options empower the guest to control their activities and make it
easier to make responsible choices.
Through an indirect affiliate, Warner Gaming’s owner is a partner in a system
called Zamination, a training and communication software. In our Hard Rock
casino properties, where we brand the system as “Hardwired,” we use this
software to communicate daily to the entire property, take surveys, hold team
contests and other participatory activities, and manage mandatory training.
The Zamination suite of training and communication tools includes:


Tutorials



Exams



Checklists



Surveys



Video and Document Library



Messaging and News Feed



Rewards



Managerial Analysis and Tracking

Responsible gaming messaging, informational material, surveys, and training
applications can be targeted by department, position or even by employee. The
versatile reporting module allows the identification of specific areas of strength
and weakness, which aids management in the creation of action plans to address
weaknesses and take advantage of strengths, for both individual employees as
well as for larger groups of employees.
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Employees of the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas use Hardwired for
training and information gathering.
In addition to mandatory training,
employees voluntarily explore the system and take many optional training
tutorials and exams. Approximately 80% of the 2,100 employees at Hard Rock
Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas opt-in to receive regular messaging from
Hardwired, which can be pushed to email or mobile telephones via text.
Compliance training and testing is completed by 100% of the staff, and as many
as 1,500 employees regularly respond to occasional surveys seeking employee
feedback.
We are committed to ensuring continuous improvement of our responsible
gaming program. Advances in how employees interact with each other, with
management, and with patrons would play a significant role in how North Point
Casino would accomplish this goal.
RESPONSIBLE GAMING PROGRAMS AT CERTAIN PROPERTIES
Following is a discussion of Responsible Gaming programs at certain properties
to provide examples of how we implement these programs.

Iowa – Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City
Iowa law requires each licensed casino to adhere to a statewide “self-exclusion”
program – in other words, a program whereby patrons who feel they are prone
to problem gambling may effectively exclude themselves from entry into a
casino. 5 Since its opening in 2014, the Hard Rock Sioux City has intervened
approximately 300 times to prevent self-excluded persons from gambling at
the casino. North Point Casino will work with the IGB and develop systems to
ensure that any patron that wishes to be avail themselves of the IGB Voluntary
Exclusion Program will be assisted promptly.
Below is a summary of the key components to the Hard Rock Sioux City
responsible gaming program, which exceeds the uniform standards
promulgated by the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission (“IRGC”), which is
the state’s principal casino regulator:
Awareness
Problem gambling materials, Iowa Gambling Treatment Program cards and
pamphlets, and signs are prominently displayed throughout the casino and near
casino entrances and exits. Awareness cards and pamphlets are available at the
cage and players club, in the retail store, near the ATMs, in casino restrooms, in
the employee break area, at the hotel front desk and in multiple locations
throughout the gaming floor.
5

Iowa Code 99F Section 4(22)
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Electronic messages on monitors throughout the casino and posters displayed
in the casino and in back of house areas, such as near the employee restrooms,
display the “1-800-BETS-OFF” number and website address, as well as the local
Jackson Recovery Center problem gambling provider phone number and
website address.
The Hard Rock Sioux City website includes a page dedicated to Responsible
Gaming that explains the warning signs of problem gambling and has a link to
connect to the “1-800- BETS-OFF” website.
Staff Development and Training on Problem Gambling
A discussion of problem gambling is incorporated into orientation of all new
Hard Rock Sioux City employees. The presentation, followed by a quiz, is used
for initial training purposes as well as for annual refresher training.
An Employee Assistance Program (“EAP”) is available to all employees of Hard
Rock Sioux City. The EAP includes a toll-free hotline for employees and their
family members to receive counseling services to assist them in coping with
issues that can have a negative impact on their job performance.
Hard Rock Sioux City has incorporated the Problem Gambling Awareness Week
events with a staff development event in the employee dining area where
representatives from Jackson Recovery Center are present on-site to answer
questions.
The Hard Rock Sioux City Employee Handbook includes a section on Promoting
Responsible Gaming that explains the following:
•
•
•
•
•

The meanings of responsible gaming and problem gambling
The warning signs of problem gambling
How to find help for someone requesting it
How to prevent underage gambling
Disciplinary actions for not enforcing the prevention of underage
gambling and employee responsibilities

Contact information is provided in the Employee Handbook for multiple
resources, including the National Problem Gambling Hotline, Gamblers
Anonymous and the Iowa Gambling Treatment Program hotline.
Procedures Established to Address Specific Problem Gambling Situations
Procedures are in place to verify the age of customers at each entry to the
gaming floor. Customers who appear to be under the age of 30 years old must
provide valid identification to enter the gaming floor. Management works with
the Iowa Department of Criminal Investigation to assist in the prosecution of
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self-excluded individuals or minors who provide false identification in attempts
to gain access to the gaming floor.
Additional training is completed for the Security department to address
employee or patron inquiries regarding the Iowa self-exclusion program, how to
provide a detailed explanation of the program and how to complete the Iowa
self-exclusion process. A self-excluded player’s account is flagged in the Patron
Management System so employees are alerted, and marketing material is not
distributed to the patron.
Hard Rock Sioux City has implemented a procedure for voluntarily barring
access to cash or credit. Any patron may request to be excluded from access
to credit card advances, check cashing services or ATM services. Further, check
cashing procedures are in place to limit the types of checks that can be cashed.
Hard Rock Sioux City does not cash welfare checks, child support checks or
energy assistance checks.
Active Participation with the Iowa Gambling Treatment Program and Within the
Community
Hard Rock Sioux City hosts the Jackson Recovery Center staff during problem
gambling education awareness weeks in March and August. The center
provides counselors on-site to answer employee and patron questions and
provide additional information as needed to anyone. The Hard Rock Sioux City
Compliance Manager works closely with the local Jackson Recovery Center
representative to continually look for ways to improve awareness.

Nevada – Hard Rock Casino (Las Vegas) and Avi Resort & Casino (Laughlin)
The Nevada Council on Problem Gambling (“NVCPG”), which is the state
chapter affiliate of the National Council on Problem Gambling, offers a training,
awareness and treatment referral program known as “When the Fun Stops”
which includes sponsorship of a toll-free help line.
The hotline offers
representatives who speak English and Spanish, or translators in many
languages in case a multi-lingual representative is not available. Founded in
1984, the NVCPG is funded by membership dues, revenue from training fees and
donations. Warner Gaming is a Diamond-level voting member of the NVCPG. 6
In accordance with Nevada gaming regulation, 7 both the Hard Rock Las Vegas
and the Avi Resort & Casino have enacted the following procedures to deal with
problem gambling:
1. Each licensee shall post or provide in conspicuous places in or near
gaming and cage areas and cash dispensing machines located in gaming
6
7

https://www.nevadacouncil.org/who-we-are/members-donors/
Nevada Gaming Commission Regulation 5.170
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areas written materials concerning the nature and symptoms of problem
gambling and the toll-free telephone number of the National Council on
Problem Gambling or a similar entity approved by the Board Chair that
provides information and referral services for problem gamblers.
2. Each licensee shall implement procedures and training for all employees
who directly interact with gaming patrons in gaming areas. That training
shall, at a minimum, consist of information concerning the nature and
symptoms of problem gambling behavior and assisting patrons in
obtaining information about problem gambling programs. This subsection
shall not be construed to require employees of licensees to identify
problem gamblers. Each licensee shall designate personnel responsible for
maintaining the program and addressing the types and frequency of such
training and procedures. Training programs conducted or certified by the
Nevada Council on Problem Gambling are presumed to provide adequate
training for the period certified by the Nevada Council on Problem
Gambling.
3. Each licensee that engages in the issuance of credit, check cashing, or the
direct mail marketing of gaming opportunities, shall implement a program
containing the elements described below, as appropriate, that allows
patrons to self-limit their access to the issuance of credit, check cashing,
or direct mail marketing by that licensee. As appropriate, such program
shall contain, at a minimum, the following:
a. The development of written materials for dissemination to patrons
explaining the program;
b. The development of written forms allowing patrons to participate
in the program;
c. Standards and procedures that allow a patron to be prohibited from
access to check cashing, the issuance of credit, and the
participation in direct mail marketing of gaming opportunities;
d. Standards and procedures that allow a patron to be removed from
the licensee’s direct mailing and other direct marketing regarding
gaming opportunities at that licensee’s location; and
e. Procedures and forms requiring the patron to notify a designated
office of the licensee within 10 days of the patron’s receipt of any
financial gaming privilege, material or promotion covered by the
program.
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UNDERAGE GAMBLING
At North Point Casino, our efforts to combat underage gambling will involve
more than pro-active screening of patrons at the property. We must also
coordinate with local law enforcement and other stakeholders in the community
who are concerned about the issue. At our Sioux City property, for example,
we report certain violations to local police and help arrange for them to make
arrests or issue citations where warranted.
Staff training at the casino is also key. Preventing minors from attempting to
gamble must be the responsibility of every employee at the casino. At our
properties, every team member is trained to not simply presume a given patron
has already been screened by security. Following is a discussion of how we
have addressed this issue at the other Hard Rock branded properties that we
manage.

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City (Sioux City, Iowa)
Under Iowa law, persons under the age of 21 are considered minors with respect
to casino gaming and may not be permitted to place wagers 8 and are not
permitted to enter the gaming floor. 9 It is the responsibility of all employees to
request identification from guests who appear to be under the age of 30 who
are attempting to enter the gaming floor or are gambling, drinking or making
change. Employees are trained to not assume that all guests on the gaming
floor have already been properly identified by Security staff at the entrance
podiums. At Hard Rock Sioux City, the standard operating procedure manuals
for all departments (not just security; not just beverage servers) contain the
company-wide policies and procedures for preventing minors from gambling or
consuming alcohol.
At Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City, prevention of underage gaming was
addressed at the design stage, just as it will be for North Point Casino. The
design of the gaming floor must take into account the possibility that minors
will sometimes pass through the casino en route to other non-gaming facilities
while accompanied by an adult. Designated permitted paths that pass through
the gaming floor must be clearly marked with adequate signage directing
customers to their destination.
Procedures established for Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City clearly define
what types of identification are adequate. Forms of identification must include
name, age, and residence address, should be government-issued with a
photograph, and cannot have expired. To prevent minors from entering the
casino floor at the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City, we use high-tech
8
9

491 Iowa Administrative Code 11.2
Iowa Code 99F.9
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identification scanning systems at all entrances to the casino floor; we use highdefinition surveillance cameras to provide a second set of eyes; and we employ
a web-based training system to keep our team proficient and informed on the
topic of responsible gaming.

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas (Las Vegas, Nevada)
Identification and removal of underage persons has been an essential part of
training (starting with new-hire orientation) since Warner Gaming began
managing the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas. We have updated the
training program periodically over the years. Our training emphasizes that
everyone on the team must assist with compliance when it comes to minors.
The current version of the property’s employee handbook provides, in relevant
part: “All Team Members are expected to ask any individual who looks under 30
years of age for identification before that individual is allowed to make change,
gamble, drink or loiter in gaming areas or areas where alcoholic beverages are
served.”
Every day, the date that is 21 years prior to the current date is prominently
posted throughout the casino, to easily and readily identify the latest birthdate
that someone must have in order to be in gaming areas or bars. We also refresh
and post this date every day via Hardwired (our online employee
communication dashboard), and in our team member newsletter.
In these
forums, we also provide helpful tips to assist with identifying valid forms of
identification, including ID checking guides and information.
The training regimen for identifying minors in gaming and bar areas begins at
new hire orientation. Following orientation, team members have two weeks to
complete the full Minors in Gaming and Bar Areas package on Hardwired. All
team members repeat completion of the Hardwired training packet annually.
Every six months, we send a refresher training packet to the property team with
a request to managers to discuss the material with their departments in a preshift meeting. All team members, including directors and executives, are
required to take the full course load.
We test our team members on a regular basis to ensure that they are
knowledgeable of the law and how to verify the age of our guests. In 2016, we
increased the signage throughout the casino, including traditional and digital
signage, that notifies guests of the minimum age requirement.
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Public confidence in casino gaming operations has been critical to the industry’s
robust growth over the past few decades. Casino patrons want to know that
the games they are playing are being honestly conducted. State and local
governments want accurate and transparent financial statements to ensure that
they are receiving the full amount of tax revenue due to them. And everyone
involved – law enforcement, area residents, customers, as well as the casino
owners – wants to keep casino operations free of criminal or other unsuitable
elements.
The economic benefits of casino entertainment can not be realized without this
public confidence, which, in turn, requires stringent state regulation of casino
operations. With our long history of operations in many jurisdictions, and key
members of Lakeside Casino LLC having operated in the State of Illinois, we are
extensively familiar with the regulatory framework for casino gaming in Illinois
as established by the Illinois Gaming Board (“IGB”).
In addition, successful operation of a casino requires careful attention to all of
the following elements, which must be thoughtfully designed and enforced with
consistency and discipline:
 A detailed system of internal controls governing gaming machine
operations, table games operations, handling of cash, surveillance,
accounting and various other matters
 Meticulous recording and reporting of cash transactions in full compliance
with the casino anti-money-laundering rules of the U.S. Bank Secrecy Act
 Thorough coverage of gaming and non-gaming areas of the facility with
state-of-the-art surveillance technology
 A professionally trained and managed on-site security staff
 Coordination and cooperation with local law enforcement agencies

GAMING COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
In addition to the IGB Minimum Internal Control Standards (“MICS”) and other
standard internal control procedures, Lakeside Casino LLC will implement a
special compliance program for North Point Casino, just as we have at other
Warner Gaming properties. At each property, this program provides for a
compliance committee comprised of the general manager, the director of
finance, and an independent expert in casino gaming compliance. These
existing programs are not required by law. We have voluntarily enacted them,
as we have found it very helpful to have recurring review of the regulatory and
compliance aspects of our operations.
Each calendar quarter, the compliance committee meets to review matters and
incidents occurring on property during the prior quarter – major transactions,
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major new hires, any errors or variances in following protocols, etc. These
meetings provide an invaluable forum for senior property management to
review these matters and also receive input and guidance from an independent
compliance expert.
SYSTEM OF INTERNAL CONTROLS
While the compliance program provides for a continuing high-level review of
how the property is performing from a compliance perspective, the details of
day-to-day gaming operations are governed by a system of written internal
controls. IGB Rule 3000.320 sets forth the Minimum Standards for Internal
Control Systems which each licensee must adhere to. IGB rules 3000.300-350
require each casino licensee to submit for approval its system of internal
controls to the Administrator of the IGB.
An applicant for the City of Waukegan casino license should be able to
demonstrate a history of developing systems of internal controls and a thorough
understanding of the components. We have done this in jurisdictions that
prescribe MICS, and those that do not. We will draw from this experience to
establish a comprehensive and compliant system of internal controls for North
Point Casino to meet the standards established by the IGB.

Components of an Effective Internal Control System
Generally, a system of internal controls should include a detailed written
narrative describing operational and accounting procedures and controls. The
controls must be carefully tailored to the particular casino. As a couple of
examples:
 In cases when internal controls require that a procedure be completed by
an employee independent of the department conducting a given
transaction, the controls should specifically identify the position title of
the independent employee. For example, one common control is that a
minimum of two employees must transport cash to the counting room.
The written controls should specify the title (example: security officer) of
the employee who is independent of the department responsible for the
transaction (example: slot department).
 For controls related to automated systems used in the gaming operation,
the narrative should conform to characteristics, capabilities and
configuration of the system. In other words, if an internal control states
that a certain procedure will be performed using an automated system,
then the relevant system must be capable of the procedure. Manual
procedures should also be delineated in the internal controls for critical
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functions that are usually performed by automated systems to be
prepared for system failures.
The above concepts sound simple enough, but casino operators can run into
trouble by simply adopting a “canned” set of controls from a different casino.
Time and attention must be devoted to customizing the controls for the
particular casino, reflecting the particular systems, technologies and personnel
of that property.
IGB Rule 320 requires internal controls to include a detailed narrative
description of the casino’s gaming, administrative and accounting procedures
and to address the following topics: 1
1) Submission, Approval, and Amendment of Internal Control System
2) General and Administrative (organization chart, job duties
management information systems)
3) Sensitive Key Controls
4) Live Games (Table Games)
5) Rules of the Game – For Each Authorized Game Played
6) Electronic Gaming Devices (EGDs)
7) Live Games and EGD Drops and Counts
8) Casino Cashiering and Credit
9) Casino Accounting
10) Admissions
11) Currency Transaction Reporting
12) Internal Audit
13) Surveillance
14) Security
15) Purchasing and Contract Administration
16) Forms

and

Internal control systems typically include a written narrative section for each
functional gaming department (cage, slots, table games, etc.). A comprehensive
system will also include internal controls specific to information technology
(“IT”). The IT section details, among other procedures, how sensitive data is
safeguarded, system activity logs that are recorded and reviewed by employees
independent of system use, the protection of IT equipment – both physically
and against cyber-attacks, the management of user accounts and the control of
vendor access for support and maintenance.

1

IAC §3000.320(c)
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Implementing and Maintaining a System
Warner Gaming has extensive experience in drawing up and launching new
internal control systems, including the important task of training casino teams
in preparation of grand openings. We also have training systems and practices
in place to ensure newly-hired employees are also prepared before working
independently.
Systems of internal controls are not static and require frequent review and
periodic updating. Controls should be re-examined whenever adding new
technology, upgrading existing automated systems or changing out one system
for another. Changes to the physical characteristics of the casino can
necessitate revisions to internal controls. For example, adding a new type of
casino game offering, such as keno or bingo, would not only require controls for
operation of the new game, but would also require controls to ensure that count
room procedures prevent the commingling of funds from different revenue
centers.

The Importance of an Independent Auditor Review
A written narrative explaining procedures provides documentation for auditors
to review for conformity with the IAC. Independence of the auditors provides
assurance that interpretation of the written controls is clear and unambiguous.
As employee turnover inevitably occurs, which is inevitable for any business,
employees can be put in interim capacities and sometimes duties are shared or
changed. Clear and concisely written controls help new employees understand
and follow procedures without deviation. Succinct controls also promote
consistent application of procedures in a business that is open 24 hours, seven
days a week. Independent audits can reveal whether procedures are not
followed consistently among all three shifts (day, swing and grave).
An independent auditor should also evaluate whether a casino’s organization
effectively separates duties and responsibilities. The primary concern in the
organizational structure of a casino workforce is to divide responsibilities to the
extent that it will minimize collusion and fraud. 2 We have applied skills
structuring the organization of staff for large, integrated resort casino facilities
and formulating job descriptions that define duties and responsibilities for every
position on property. 3

DeFranco, Agnes and Worhnan, James, "Internal Control Practices in Casino Gaming," Journal of
Hospitality Financial Management: 1997, Vol. 5 : Iss. 1 , Article 5. Available at:
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/jhfm/vol5/iss1/5
3 Since 2011, Warner Gaming has managed the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada, which has
employed as many as 600 casino team members and more than 2,200 employees in total.
2
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING AND COUNTER-TERRORISM
“Money laundering” is a process whereby cash proceeds from criminal
enterprises may be “cleaned,” which is achieved by channeling the cash through
some third party, institution or business. Criminal organizations rely on the
ability to launder cash in order to operate. As Juan Zarate, a counter-terrorism
official with the George W. Bush Administration, said in 2015:
Whether it’s North Korea producing the world’s best US $100 counterfeit bills, Al
Qaeda paying pensions to the families of its deceased operatives, or Mexican
drug cartels in Ciudad de Juárez dispensing bribes to gain access to lucrative
plazas, or smuggling routes into the United States, money is what fuels the
operations of the world’s rogues. 4

In response, governments and law enforcement agencies across the globe
require financial institutions to prohibit organized crime groups from using the
banking network. The United States enacted the Bank Secrecy Act (“BSA”) in
1970 to fight drug trafficking, money laundering, and other financial crimes.
After the terrorist attacks of September 11 in 2001, the USA Patriot Act was
enacted to strengthen the prevention of terrorism. The Patriot Act, which was
later reauthorized in 2005, is codified across 10 separate chapters of the US
Code of Federal Regulations (“CFR”), including Title 31. The codification of the
BSA regulations was transferred in 2011, in part, to Chapter X of Title 31 of the
CFR (referred to here as “Title 31”).
While it is commonly understood that banks must report cash transactions of a
certain size, it less well-known that casinos are also subject to Title 31 rules. IGB
MICS also contain minimum standards for complying with Title 31. 5

Compliance with the Bank Secrecy Act
Casinos have developed unique tools and methods to comply with Title 31 antimoney laundering (“AML”) requirements and countering the financing of
terrorism (“CFT”). With the goal of providing a resource for the casino industry
and law enforcement to protect the gaming industry and the broader financial
system, the American Gaming Association (“AGA”) published the Best Practices
for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance in 2015, which it updated in 2017. 6
The AML/CFT procedures for North Point Casino will be consistent with the
AGA guidance, as are the procedures established by Warner Gaming (referred
to as the “Warner Gaming AML/CFT Program”). Below is a list of requirements

4

Zarate, Juan Carlos. Treasury's War: the Unleashing of a New Era of Financial Warfare. PublicAffairs,
2015
5 MICS SECTION J - CURRENCY TRANSACTION REPORTING AND SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY REPORTING
http://www.igb.illinois.gov/FilesRiverboatLaw/SECT-J.pdf
6 American Gaming Association, 2017, Best Practices for Anti-Money Laundering Compliance.
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for casinos pursuant to Title 31 of the CFR, together with a brief description of
how the Warner Gaming AML/CFT Program addresses each obligation.
Title 31 Requirements

Warner Gaming AML/CFT Program

Internal controls, policies and
procedures
(31 CFR Chapter X §1021.210(b)(2)(i)
and (v))

Our program is outlined in a 62-page system
of internal controls that includes policies and
procedures for each relevant department.

Independent testing for compliance
(31 CFR Chapter 10 §1021.210(b)(2)(ii))

Properties under our management are
audited at least annually by a third-party CPA
firm with casino AML experience.

Employee Training
(31 CFR Chapter X §1021.210(b)(2)(iii))

All relevant employees are trained and tested
before they can work independently, and
annual refreshers and mandatory testing
ensures they retain the information.

Designated AML Compliance Officer
(31 CFR Chapter X §1021.210(b)(2)(iv))

Casinos we manage have a manager level
compliance position that is responsible for
day-to-day compliance with Title 31.

Reporting of large currency
transactions
(31 CFR Chapter X §1010.306)

Systems in place to record, aggregate and
report currency transactions include a
proprietary reporting tool we created to
capture cash transactions from multiple
separate systems and sources.

Reporting of suspicious activity
(31 CFR Chapter X §1021.320(a))

Our AML compliance program includes a
committee to meet periodically to review
suspicious activity and determine as a team
whether additional investigation is necessary
and if reporting or other action is warranted.

Customer identification and due
diligence
(31 CFR Chapter X §1010.312)

Customer databases are reviewed frequently
to ensure “know your customer” procedures
are updated, and compliance managers are
trained to perform enhanced due diligence
when necessary.

Record keeping and retention (5
years)
(31 CFR Chapter X §1010.410 and
§1021.410)

Compliance managers are responsible for
keeping and retaining records, which are all
replicated on a backup system.
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Compliance with United States Sanctions Policy
The United States Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(“OFAC”) administers and enforces economic and trade sanctions that are
imposed upon targeted foreign countries and regimes, international narcotics
traffickers, human traffickers, those engaged in activities related to the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terrorists, as well as other threats
to national security, foreign policy, or the economy of the United States.
Pursuant to Presidential national emergency powers, as well as authority
granted by specific statutes, OFAC has the authority to prohibit transactions
and freeze assets subject to United States governmental jurisdiction.
To carry out its mission, OFAC publishes a list of targeted countries, including
those funding state-sponsored terrorism, and periodically publishes names on a
list referred to as the Specially Designated Nationals (“SDN”) and Blocked
Persons List to enforce sanctions aimed at individuals and entities. All United
States entities, including casinos, must take reasonable steps to prevent illicit
transactions being conducted with targeted countries and SDNs.
The goals of our OFAC compliance program are to promote awareness of
countries that are blocked by United States economic and trade sanctions and
to establish procedures for searching the SDN List that are commensurate with
the level of risk associated with the business and geographic location. Our
OFAC program, which is incorporated with our AML compliance program,
includes designation of a compliance officer, periodic risk assessment, training,
and due diligence of vendors, employees and players.

Risk Assessment
A critical process in developing and maintaining an effective AML/CFT program
is the conduct of a risk assessment. A variety or risk variables are considered,
including geographic location of the casino and potential related factors. For
example, the 2017 annual average daily traffic count on Interstate 94 at the
interchange with IL 120 was 121,400 7 – this presents a material terrestrial feature
to consider when assessing risk.
Any responsible gaming operator should
anticipate the possibility that drug traffickers or other criminals will also use this
thoroughfare from time to time, and may stop at a nearby casino in an attempt
to launder funds derived from illicit activities. North Point Casino will coordinate
with local law enforcement in monitoring any such activities.
Other regional factors to assess are the prevalence of criminal activities
involving large amounts of cash, such as counterfeiters or the presence of
particular organized crime groups.
The risk assessment also considers
7

Illinois Department of Transportation Annual Average Daily Traffic Counts.
http://www.gettingaroundillinois.com/gai.htm?mt=aadt
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characteristics of the casino operation, such as the types of games offered, the
size of jackpots and betting limits, the financial products offered by the cashier’s
cage and the volume of revenue. A North Point Casino AML/CFT program
customized for Waukegan will address all of these risk factors and present
mitigating procedures.
SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITIES
Surveillance systems and skilled surveillance operators play a critical role in
safeguarding casino assets and overseeing the conduct of gaming.
Technological advances have flourished in the field of surveillance, due in large
part to demand and implementation in the casino industry. Surveillance
technology developed in casinos has benefited other sectors, including
government agencies and banks, helping them surveil more effectively. Las
Vegas casinos have been called the “incubators of the world's most advanced
surveillance tech.” 8
While assembling the right technology to design a surveillance system is
important, developing an effective operational plan is at least as valuable. A
surveillance operational plan specifies, among other things, departmental
organization, training of game rules and system configuration and maintenance.
We develop well-trained teams in surveillance departments who have proven to
substantially contribute to risk management and loss prevention.

System Design
Developing the vital surveillance function begins with smart system design.
With so many innovative tools available in the market, careful design and
planning is necessary to pick the right system. We have worked with
professional surveillance installers and integrators to build new systems and
replace existing systems in multiple gambling jurisdictions for multi-faceted
entertainment properties.
Surveillance technology has made tremendous advancements in recent years.
Cameras can now read license plates, track subjects from zone to zone, focus
on multiple subjects at different distances simultaneously and recognize faces.
Digital recording devices have shrunken to a fraction of the size they used to
be. When designing a modern surveillance system, it is easy to find powerful
technology; however, it is more of a challenge to assemble the right technology
to form an efficient and functional system that will not overwhelm its operators.
Camera placement and system design begins with understanding the overall
vision and architectural placement of amenities for an integrated resort property
8 Kaplan, Michael. “How Vegas Security Drives Surveillance Tech Everywhere.” Popular Mechanics, 1 Jan.
2010
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like North Point Casino. As one example, the effect of speaker placement, which
is typically pulsating and reverberant, can vibrate cameras and disrupt the
picture definition if the design phase does not account for proper planning and
camera mounting. Coordinating the placement of surveillance cameras should
be done with attention to the proximity of speakers and lighting to limit camera
vibration and the effects of glare.
System design does not stop after plans are drawn. Monitoring construction to
be sure the plans are followed and to enforce high standards will pay long-term
dividends. For instance, improper technique for installation of cables used for
surveillance cameras can cause camera failures and reduction of cable lifespan.
Bundles of cables can become very heavy and require suitable support that
does not stretch or scratch the cable coating. Compromised cables will
eventually cause camera failures.
Having a team of casino professionals who have worked together on new casino
development projects, like our team, also helps with surveillance planning.
Camera views can be obstructed by a number of obstacles: the location and
height of signs atop slot machines; the placement and size of lighting features;
or the placement of way-finder signage. The fluidity of communication and
cooperation during casino development reduces mistakes and oversights that
can be costly.

System Components
Assembling a surveillance system that fits the type and scope of an operation
starts with the selection of the video management system (“VMS”). When we
develop a new casino, we are practical in our approach to selecting a VMS that
offers state-of-the-art technology and integration capabilities compatible with
other game protection components, 9 while also considering the availability of
technical talent in the region. It is essential that the casino have convenient
access to a technician certified by the manufacturer.
Modern VMS technology allows surveillance operators to rapidly transition from
camera to camera with dynamic floor mapping, to quickly narrow down a search
to identify a known event, and to multi-task concurrently with live feeds and
recorded footage. A VMS should also assist the operators with managing
bandwidth and monitoring system health.
We use VMS software with open architecture, which means it is capable of
integrating other brand components into the system – even if they are a

The term “game protection” refers to the critical surveillance department function of protecting the
integrity of games by monitoring games, mostly table games, to ensure rules are followed and cheating
does not occur.

9
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different manufacturer.
systems include 10:

Other components often found in our surveillance

•

ONVIF compliant IP cameras – supporting the open architecture concept,
the Open Network Video Interface Forum (“ONVIF”) is a global and open
industry forum with the goal of facilitating the development and use of a
global open standard for the interface of physical IP-based security
products. 11
“ONVIF compliant” simply means the cameras meet
interoperability standards and can be used with other brand network
products.

•

RAID 6 Network Video Recorder – redundant array of independent disks
(“RAID”) is a data storage virtualization technology that combines
multiple physical disk drive components into one or more logical units for
the purposes of data redundancy. RAID 6 is a level of redundancy that
ensures no data loss with up to two drives failing at once.

•

GPS Network Server for Time Synchronization – to precisely sync
accurate time to video recording.
When surveillance is used for
investigation or to assist law enforcement, even a few seconds can make
a material difference. Time at a casino can be recorded to an incident
report by multiple clocks, including computer networks, cell phones and
smart watches, time stamps used by casino operations, and by other
independent systems, such as a surveillance system. When there are
differences between all of these systems, it is important to know which
system can be trusted and is unchanged.

Video retention can be achieved with good camera management, and it is
imperative to get an accurate retention calculation when budgeting for storage
capacity. Video retention for a system for the North Point Casino will meet or
exceed the standards adopted by the IGB. 12 Retention calculations are based
on the camera type, resolution, video quality, stream type, and frame rate.
Effective bandwidth management involves adjusting these configurations to
accommodate the area and activity covered by each camera. Certain areas may
be less active, so for zones that are not sensitive to gaming, cameras can be set
to record when motion is detected to save storage space.
Below are supplemental software and subscriptions we utilize to make our
surveillance departments more effective and efficient:
The components shown here are offered as examples of certain components and technologies that we
have used, largely to illustrate how these systems work and the issues involved in selecting them. For
North Point Casino, we will customize an optimal surveillance system specific to that property, which may
or may not include all of the components described here.
11 Refer to https://www.onvif.org/
12 IAC §3000.840
10
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•
•
•

Incident Tracking Software – allows incidents and events to be logged,
reported, tracked, and data mined; can also be used to track and monitor
perpetrator history.
Point-of-Sale Monitoring – integrates the surveillance system with the
point-of-sale system to monitor and data mine transactions to identify
anomalies and identify theft.
Subscription to Monitor Cheats and Advantage Players – gives the casino
access to known cheaters and advantage players so the casino can make
educated decisions about hosting players.

System Security
Securing the surveillance system is accomplished with sound decision making,
property design and protective equipment.
Access to the surveillance
observation room and server room should be restricted to surveillance
department personnel, regulators and compliance personnel. Ideally, the fire
suppression system for the server room should be a dry chemical agent system
that does not destroy the servers in the room like a wet suppression system
would.
Installing a dry suppression system requires modifications to
construction to allow the room to be sealed from the ventilation system and
doors to be automatically sealed when a fire is detected. If this option is not
available, then a traditional wet suppression system should be designed to have
dry standpipes in the zones covering the server room. A dry standpipe system
does not fill the pipes with water unless the water is needed, which eliminates
the damage that can be caused by simple accidents like bumping a sprinkler
with a ladder.
There are other factors that can also make the surveillance system more secure.
Modern digital cameras have IP (internet protocol) addresses and communicate
over networks, so certain camera brands have been known to contain exploits
that leave the cameras vulnerable to hacking. These concerns are mitigated
when system design is run by experienced gaming professionals.

Operational Plan
In addition to system design and development, there are other critical factors to
running an effective, efficient surveillance department.
Developing and
implementing an operational plan should include training on game protection,
conducting investigations and compliance reviews, understanding technical
aspects of the system and managing emergency situations.
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The Nevada model for surveillance operations is one we are intimately familiar
with and standardizes the essential components of an operational plan, which
includes: 13
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System access restrictions and equipment standards
Minimum coverage of gaming operations and cash handling areas
Minimum coverage, retention, and audio requirements for processing
rooms
Minimum retention and record keeping standards
Malfunction and repair logging and procedures
Digital video recording access and capabilities
Diagram/casino schematic showing camera and game locations
Policies and Procedures

Departmental policies and procedures are an indispensable part of every
gaming department, but they will serve little purpose if they are not concise,
accurate and comprehensible. We build surveillance policies and procedures
for casinos we develop that cover, at a minimum, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational structure
Duties and responsibilities by position
Room staffing schedule and break policy
Room location and access restrictions
Camera operation
Determining and documenting alternate coverage
Dedicated coverage
Large progressives (“carrousels”)
High limit areas
Table Games (surface, patrons, dealers, and progressive/jackpot meters)
Card games, Keno, BINGO, and race and sports
Cage and vault
Count room 14
Kiosks and ATMs
Detention rooms
Records
Retention periods by location
Recording and archiving standards
Evidence locker storage

NGC Regulation 5.160 and Nevada Surveillance Standards for Nonrestricted Licensees
This must include all doors, safes, surfaces for counting/sorting/stacking of cash, sorters, and drop box
storage.

13

14
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Repair logs
Use of video verification encryption code (“watermark”)
Notification of failure
System specifications
Auxiliary back-up power source and coverage
Maintenance and repair standards

Drawing from our proven history and leveraging the talent in our organization,
we will develop a surveillance system and operational plan for North Point
Casino that meets or exceeds standards adopted by the IGB.
ON-SITE SECURITY
Securing a fully integrated resort casino is a significant, demanding
responsibility. A coordinated, well-organized effort is necessary to keep guests
and staff safe while simultaneously adhering to the demands of gaming
regulatory compliance. All security team members at casinos under our
management are background screened, drug screened and undergo a rigorous
training protocol before working independently. We have a long track record
overseeing security of multi-faceted destination resorts, and we design security
systems and an operational plan that take a holistic approach to security
management.

Systems
The right combination and use of modern security components can have the
effect of amplifying productivity and efficacy. Often referred to as “force
multipliers,” the right tools will enhance a security team’s capabilities. These
tools include software, devices and other equipment used separately or in
concert to support a security department’s mission.
The following are fundamental elements of a comprehensive security platform,
all of which are tools we use to support our security departments:


Incident Tracking Software – allows incidents and events to be logged,
reported, tracked and data mined; can also be used to track and monitor
perpetrator history.



Identification Scanners – used by security personnel in the front-of-house
to identify guests and restrict underage gambling; capable of saving
images of identification and validating credentials; can often be integrated
with other systems, as described below, or linked to lists of undesirables
(e.g., individuals on a property trespass list or on global sanctions lists).
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Electronic Key Management System – controls sensitive keys by
restricting and monitoring access; and produces usage reports and realtime alarms (e.g., overdue keys or keys returned by different individuals).



Key Fob Proximity System – alerts Security when sensitive keys are taken
out of the casino by attaching radio-frequency identification tags, or fobs,
to key rings that are detected by scanners placed at the employee
entrance.



Fire Alarm Monitoring Station – is typically located with the security
dispatcher and identifies the location and type of emergency so a
dispatcher can assess and communicate the proper response.



Two-Way Radio System – uses an FCC-licensed digital ultra-high
frequency (“UHF”) band for short-range communication among security
personnel on a dedicated channel; includes a base command center with
a transmitter and receiver, which is typically controlled by the security
dispatcher, and can include a repeater if necessary. 15

Guest safety should factor into casino design and game placement, creating
clear pathways and visible exits. Guests and team members alike should feel
comfortable and have a sense of security presence. Points of entry for team
members and vendors should be noticeable, and security personnel should
monitor traffic and prohibit unauthorized entry and removal of assets.

Operational Plan
Technology, systems and devices can be impractical without a well-organized,
trained and professionally managed security team. An organized team is the
most valuable asset of any organization, so we invest heavily in preparing our
security departments with complete plans for operation.
Security departments need to be assembled with transparent organizational
structure, duties and responsibilities, clear expectations for ethical and
professional conduct and a thorough training program. Training is a critical
component of the security operational plan. Our security training manual is 140
pages long, and completion of the new-hire training program typically takes four
weeks to complete. These are some of the subjects covered:





15

Self-defense and awareness
The tactical communication art of de-escalation
Alcohol awareness
Identifying minors
Problem gambling awareness/Illinois Self-Exclusion Program

A repeater is a receiver and transmitter that amplifies and re-broadcasts a signal to expand coverage
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Gaming compliance and internal controls (drop, soft count, table games
fills and credits, escorts, sensitive key control, etc.)
Life safety
Emergency and threat response (including “active shooter” response)
Severe weather and natural disasters
Hazardous material spills
Power failures and utility disconnect
Evacuation planning and fire alarm response management
Crowd control
Traffic control
Communications (radio channels, radio codes, public address
announcements, etc.)

As a department that is independent of revenue transactions, the security
department fulfills many key roles in gaming compliance, such as assisting with
transportation and handling of cash. The security department administers other
important programs within a casino, such as:








Lost and found
Vendor access control
Safety Committee
Emergency Action Plan
Emergency Reaction Team
Liaison to local law enforcement
Dispatch command center

We have organized and led security teams in a variety of jurisdictions, tribal and
non-tribal, and we would design a best-in-class security plan for North Point
Casino that safeguards assets and human capital.
COOPERATION WITH LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
Operating a fully-integrated resort and casino is, in some ways, like managing a
small town contained within the premises. It’s a community within a community.
As with our commitment to total transparency and complete cooperation with
gaming regulators, we place high priority on cooperation and communication
with local law enforcement.
Our approach begins with establishing a dialogue and an open line of
communication with local and surrounding law enforcement agencies. Typically
before a casino development project breaks ground, we begin reaching out to
local agencies to discuss how we approach security at our properties and ways
we can work together to ensure guest and employee safety.
As the casino licensee and owner of the Hard Rock Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada
and the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Sioux City, Iowa, Warner Gaming
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supplements security forces by contracting independently with law
enforcement officers at both Hard Rock locations, as well as at other properties
we operate. Police officers and Sheriff deputies are engaged to work on
property weekly during peak hours and during special events. We hire as many
as 10 to 12 officers or deputies for some special events in Sioux City, which is
approximately the same count we expect would be needed for special events
at North Point Casino.
To comply with Title 31, casinos collect and track data related to cash
transactions and identify and report suspicious activity. Cash transaction
tracking methods, combined with our extensive security and surveillance
protocols for recording and logging incidents and certain customer interactions,
make for substantial resources to assist law enforcement in identifying criminal
activity and substantiating prosecutions. We are willing partners in the effort to
fight crime and share our records with appropriate agencies to the extent
allowed by law.
Below are some examples of ways we have assisted regulators and law
enforcement in other jurisdictions where we operate:
•

Rapid response to subpoenas with detailed records

•

Detailed incident reports and surveillance records

•

Alerting law enforcement of subjects with warrants and “be on the
lookout” suspects

•

Traffic control coordination for major events 16

•

Advance notification for potential intoxicated drivers

•

Unrestricted facility access (subject to gaming regulation)

•

Designated parking

•

Radio access when on property

16 References are available from law enforcement officials who can attest to our organization and
professionalism during new casino grand openings in Iowa and Washington
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Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Las Vegas
Managed by Warner Gaming since 2011.

Waukegan Casino Request for Qualifications and Proposals
EXHIBIT C
NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF ////110 IS)
) ss
j
COUNTY OF Ltt Ke.. )
This Non:Collusion Affidavit is made as of the 2..� day of flu.£ ?{Sf
, 2019 by
(sole
(the "Undersigned"), being e ?aR-1--ne,c,
/l?,chae/ bond
(the
� i.e.51 de- <!t:<.S I/JCJ1 L Li{!.
owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of
"Project Team"), in connection with its submission to the City of Waukegan (the "City") pursuant to the
Request for Qualifications/Proposals issued by the City of Waukegan. The Undersigned states that he or
she has personal knowledge of the matters contained herein, and has been authorized by the Project
Team to make the statements contained herein.
The Undersigned, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he or she is the -+P:_'t1
, _R.;:;...,..f,-'-"'/J,_e='-'�==---(sole owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of the Project Team; that the submission was not made
in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed person, partnership, company, association,
organization or corporation; that said submission is genuine and not collusive or a sham; that said
Project Team has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other party to submit a false or sham
response or bid in response to the RFQ/P, and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired,
connived, or agreed with any party to put in a sham bid pursuant to the RFQ/P, or that anyone should
refrain from bidding pursuant to the RFQ/P; that said Project Team has not in any manner, directly or
indirectly, sought by agreement, communication or conference with anyone to fix any element of such
submission, or of that of any other Project Team, or to secure any advantage against the City or anyone
interested in the RFQ/P or any agreement contemplated thereby; that all statements contained in the
submission are true and not misleading; and, further, that said Project Team has not, directly or
indirectly, submitted its proposal or any breakdown thereof, or the contents thereof or divulged
information or data relative thereto, or paid and will not pay any fee in connection therewith to any
corporation, partnership, company, association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or
agent thereof, or to any other individual except to such person or persons as have a partnership or other
financial interest with the Project Team in its general business.

2 r1d

Title:

pcoe/17 eJe
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this ___-_ day of___,_A__,__H.-=-J�U...a.=5--=l:..______, 2019.
(SEAL)
OUENTON GALVIN
Official Seal
Notary Public • State of Illinois

, My Commission Ellpir� � Sep 30, 2020

Notary Public
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EXHIBIT C
STATE OF ///Jno1 $)
) ss
couNTY oF LA
)

NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT

lc.e

, 2019 by
�JU Sf
This Non-Collusion Affidavit is made as of the ,2 n£i day of
.
/7�hchctel l3ond
(the "Undersigned"), being the l/7d1 t/1dua_/ (sole
(the
owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of
5 an 11?dI vldu a../
"Project Team"), in connection with its submission to the City of Waukegan (the "City") pursuant to the
Request for Qualifications/Proposals issued by the City of Waukegan. The Undersigned states that he or
she has personal knowledge of the matters contained herein, and has been authorized by the Project
Team to make the statements contained herein.

a

nd/1/

Ci/

Id U..
The Undersigned, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he or she is the /
(sole owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of the Project Team; that the submission was not made
in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed person, partnership, company, association,
organization or corporation; that said submission is genuine and not collusive or a sham; that said
Project Team has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other party to submit a false or sham
response or bid in response to the RFQ/P, and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired,
connived, or agreed with any party to put in a sham bid pursuant to the RFQ/P, or that anyone should
refrain from bidding pursuant to the RFQ/P; that said Project Team has not in any manner, directly or
indirectly, sought by agreement, communication or conference with anyone to fix any element of such
submission, or of that of any other Project Team, or to secure any advantage against the City or anyone
interested in the RFQ/P or any agreement contemplated thereby; that all statements contained in the
submission are true and not misleading; and, further, that said Project Team has not, directly or
indirectly, submitted its proposal or any breakdown thereof, or the contents thereof or divulged
information or data relative thereto, or paid and will not pay any fee in connection therewith to any
corporation, partnership, company, association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or
agent thereof, or to any other individual except to such person or persons as have a partnership or other
financial interest with the Project Team in its general business.
Signed:

Title:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

2 n_dday of

1-d/tJ

//7 d/✓1 dt-ta /

ky ti. .sf

(SEAL)
OUENTON GALVIN
Official Seal
Notary Public • State of Illinois
My Commission Expires Sep 30, 2020

Notary Public

, 2019.

Waukegan Casino Request for Qualifications and Proposals

EXHIBITC
NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF
COUNTY OF

) ss
)

3�

This_ �on-Collusion Affidavit is made as of the
day of
�IAL-'-/
, 2019 by
W1lltam W. Warner
President
and
CEO
(the "Undersigned"), being the
(sole
owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of Warner Gaming, LLC
(the
"Project Team"), in connection with its submission to the City of Waukegan (the "City") pursuant to the
Request for Qualifications/Proposals issued by the City of Waukegan. The Undersigned states that he or
she has personal knowledge of the matters contained herein, and has been authorized by the Project
Team to make the statements contained herein.
The Undersigned, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he or she is the President and CEO
(sole owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of the Project Team; that the submission was not made
in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed person, partnership, company, association,
organization or corporation; that said submission is genuine and not collusive or a sham; that said
Project Team has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other party to submit a false or sham
response or bid in response to the RFQ/P, and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired,
connived, or agreed with any party to put in a sham bid pursuant to the RFQ/P, or that anyone should
refrain from bidding pursuant to the RFQ/P; that said Project Team has not in any manner, directly or
indirectly, sought by agreement, communication or conference with anyone to fix any element of such
submission, or of that of any other Project Team, or to secure any advantage against the City or anyone
interested in the RFQ/P or any agreement contemplated thereby; that all statements contained in the
submission are true and not misleading; and, further, that said Project Team has not, directly or
indirectly, submitted its proposal or any breakdown thereof, or the contents thereof or divulged
information or data relative thereto, or paid and will not pay any fee in connection therewith to any
corporation, partnership, company, association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or
agent thereof, or to any other individual except to such person or persons as have a partnership or other
financial interest with the Project Team in its general business.

Signed: �

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

'J ()

Title:

President and CEO

T_�_/-+y-----�· 2019.
I

day of__

(SEAL)

t<ERRV RANDOL.PH
C01■1881()N MWA I011C8M
HarNWP\a.lC
SIMlafldlho
�Conmilllonerplm
05/07/2Q2S

William W. Warner

Notary Public
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EXHIBITC
NON-COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT
STA TE OF Province of Ontari�
) ss
COUNTY OF City of Toronto)
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day of
This Non-Collusion Affidavit is made as of the
, 2019 by
partner
Clairvest Group Inc.
(sole
(the "Undersigned"), being the
O
L(..(.,
�1..J
I
l)e
L,,6,e,Ce"!.
(the
owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of
"Project Team"), in connection with its submission to the City of Waukegan (the "City") pursuant to the
Request for Qualifications/Proposals issued by the City of Waukegan. The Undersigned states that he or
she has personal knowledge of the matters contained herein, and has been authorized by the Project
Team to make the statements contained herein.

July

\

is the Partner
The Undersigned, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that it
(sole owner, partner, president, secretary, etc.) of the Project Team; that the submission was not made
in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed person, partnership, company, association,
organization or corporation; that said submission is genuine and not collusive or a sham; that said
Project Team has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other party to submit a false or sham
response or bid in response to the RFQ/P, and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired,
connived, or agreed with any party to put in a sham bid pursuant to the RFQ/P, or that anyone should
refrain from bidding pursuant to the RFQ/P; that said Project Team has not in any manner, directly or
indirectly, sought by agreement, communication or conference with anyone to fix any element of such
submission, or of that of any other Project Team, or to secure any advantage against the City or anyone
interested in the RFQ/P or any agreement contemplated thereby; that all statements contained in the
submission are true and not misleading; and, further, that said Project Team has not, directly or
indirectly, submitted its proposal or any breakdown thereof, or the contents thereof or divulged
information or data relative thereto, or paid and will not pay any fee in connection therewith to any
corporation, partnership, company, association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or
agent thereof, or to any other individual except to such person or persons as have a partnership or other
financial interest with the Project Team in its general business.
Signed::- �
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

l

&4°' day of

s�----

Title: Chief Financial Officer

July

2019.

Notary Public �

Inn of the Mountain Gods Resort & Casino
Managed by Warner Gaming since 2010.
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Illinois statutory disclosures for Lakeside Casino LLC:
(1) The name, business address and business telephone number of any applicant or licensee.
Lakeside Casino LLC
PO Box 903
Waukegan, IL 60079
847-912-3031
(2) An identification of any applicant or licensee including, if an applicant or licensee is not
an individual, the names and addresses of all stockholders and directors, if the entity is a
corporation; the names and addresses of all members, if the entity is a limited liability
company; the names and addresses of all partners, both general and limited, if the entity is
a partnership; and the names and addresses of all beneficiaries, if the entity is a trust. If an
applicant or licensee has a pending registration statement filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, only the names of those persons or entities holding interest of 5% or
more must be provided.
Lakeside Casino is a Delaware limited liability company. Lakeside Casino is owned 42.92% by
Clairvest Group Inc., 30% by Prashant Gupta, 13.73% by Michael Bond, and 12.35% by Warner
Gaming, LLC. This is a newly-formed entity, and managers have not yet been appointed.
(3) An identification of any business, including, if applicable, the state of incorporation or
registration, in which an applicant or licensee or an applicant's or licensee's spouse or
children has an equity interest of more than 1%. If an applicant or licensee is a corporation,
partnership or other business entity, the applicant or licensee shall identify any other
corporation, partnership or business entity in which it has an equity interest of 1% or more,
including, if applicable, the state of incorporation or registration. This information need not
be provided by a corporation, partnership or other business entity that has a pending
registration statement filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Lakeside Casino LLC has no ownership or equity interest in other businesses.
(4) Whether an applicant or licensee has been indicted, convicted, pleaded guilty or nolo
contendere, or forfeited bail concerning any criminal offense under the laws of any
jurisdiction, either felony or misdemeanor (except for traffic violations), including the date,
the name and location of the court, arresting agency and prosecuting agency, the case
number, the offense, the disposition and the location and length of incarceration.
No.
(5) Whether an applicant or licensee has had any license or certificate issued by a licensing
authority in Illinois or any other jurisdiction denied, restricted, suspended, revoked or not
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renewed and a statement describing the facts and circumstances concerning the denial,
restriction, suspension, revocation or non-renewal, including the licensing authority, the date
each such action was taken, and the reason for each such action.
No.
(6) Whether an applicant or licensee has ever filed or had filed against it a proceeding in
bankruptcy or has ever been involved in any formal process to adjust, defer, suspend or
otherwise work out the payment of any debt including the date of filing, the name and
location of the court, the case and number of the disposition.
No.
(7) Whether an applicant or licensee has filed, or been served with a complaint or other notice
filed with any public body, regarding the delinquency in the payment of, or a dispute over
the filings concerning the payment of, any tax required under federal, State or local law,
including the amount, type of tax, the taxing agency and time periods involved.
No.
(8) A statement listing the names and titles of all public officials or officers of any unit of
government, and relatives of said public officials or officers who, directly or indirectly, own
any financial interest in, have any beneficial interest in, are the creditors of or hold any debt
instrument issued by, or hold or have any interest in any contractual or service relationship
with, an applicant or licensee.
There are no individuals currently holding public positions or officers of any unit of government,
or any of their relatives, who hold any interest in equity or debt of Lakeside Casino LLC nor who
have any kind of contractual or service relationship with Lakeside Casino LLC.
(9) Whether an applicant or licensee has made, directly or indirectly, any political
contribution, or any loans, donations or other payments, to any candidate or office holder,
within 5 years from the date of filing the application, including the amount and the method
of payment.
None.

(10) The name and business telephone number of the counsel representing an applicant or
licensee in matters before the Board.
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Terence M. Dunleavy
OROURKE LLP
55 West Wacker Drive
Suite 1400
Chicago, Illinois 60601
312 849 2020
(11) A description of any proposed or approved gambling operation, including the type of
boat, home dock, or casino or gaming location, expected economic benefit to the community,
anticipated or actual number of employees, any statement from an applicant or licensee
regarding compliance with federal and State affirmative action guidelines, projected or
actual admissions and projected or actual adjusted gross gaming receipts.
Lakeside Casino is a limited liability company formed to pursue the gaming license for a landbased casino gaming facility to be sited in Waukegan, Illinois. In connection with this, Lakeside
Casino LLC is submitting a proposal to the City of Waukegan that will discuss projections of
revenues, number of employees, and economic impact.
(12) A description of the product or service to be supplied by an applicant for a supplier's
license.
Not applicable

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City

Developed, owned and operated by Warner Gaming since 2014.

PROPOSAL TO DEVELOP, OWN AND OPERATE
A CASINO IN WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS
SUBMITTED AUGUST 5, 2019 BY LAKESIDE CASINO LLC
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following capitalized terms, when used in our Proposal, have the meanings described below:
“Actual Hold” (typically expressed as a percentage) is the ratio of the amount of wagers retained
by the casino divided by the total amount wagered (for slots) or total drop (for table games).
“AML” is an acronym referring to anti‐money laundering.
“BSA” means the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970, as amended from time to time.
“CFR” means the Code of Federal Regulations.
“CFT” is an acronym referring to countering the financing of terrorism.
“Clairvest” means Clairvest Group Inc., an Ontario corporation that is publicly traded on the
Toronto Stock Exchange, or, where appropriate to the context, subsidiaries of Clairvest Group
Inc.
“EAP” means Employee Assistance Program.
“Game Mix” refers to the selection and variety of games offered and can be broken down by
many features and performance indicators, including: manufacturer, game theme,
denomination, cabinet type and theoretical hold.
“Gaming Positions” has different meanings depending on the context. Unless noted otherwise,
the industry‐standard definition is used in this Proposal: each slot machine counts as one
position and every gaming table, regardless of the type of gaming table, counts as six (6)
positions. When used in the context of licensing with the IGB or Title 86 of the Illinois
Administrative Code §3000.606: each slot machine counts as nine‐tenths (0.9) positions, each
craps table counts as ten (10) positions and gaming tables for all other types of games count as
five (5) positions.
“Gupta” means Prashant Gupta or his family trust. Five‐sixths (5/6) of Gupta’s investment vehicle
will be owned by qualified minority investors and one‐sixth (1/6) will be owned by qualified
female investors. Since members of Gupta’s investment vehicle may be approved over time,
Prashant Gupta’s family trust may initially invest all of the Gupta capital and subsequently
transfer units in the Gupta vehicle as other members are found suitable by the IGB at later dates.
“Handle” means the total amount of money wagered by a player or players.
“IAC” means Title 86 of the Illinois Administrative Code.
“IGB” means the Illinois Gaming Board.
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“Illinois Gambling Act” means the Public Act 101‐31 signed into law on June28, 2019 that
amended the Riverboat Gambling Act; sometimes referred to as the “Gaming Expansion Act” and
includes the Sports Wagering Act.
“Lakeside” means Lakeside Casino LLC and its members; also referred to as the Project Team.
“MICS” is an acronym for “Minimum Internal Control Standards,” which is a reference to
minimum standards promulgated by regulatory agencies.
“NCPG” means the National Council on Problem Gambling.
“NVCPG” means the Nevada Council on Problem Gambling.
“OFAC” means the Office of Foreign Assets Control, which is a division of the U.S. Department of
Treasury responsible for enforcing U.S. sanctions against foreign governments, companies and
individuals.
“ONVIF” means the Open Network Video Interface Forum, which is a global and open industry
forum with the goal of facilitating the development and use of a global open standard for the
interface of physical IP‐based security products.
“Participation” is a reference to a gaming device that is leased by the casino operator from a slot
machines manufacturer. The actual hold on the device is split between the casino operator and
the slot machine manufacturer based on an agreement (typically 80‐20% or a fixed daily fee).
Many of these devices are based on popular themes from TV shows, movies, etc.
“Progressive” is a reference to a jackpot which increases each time the game is played but the
jackpot is not won. A percentage of the handle is added to the jackpot. When the progressive
jackpot is won, the jackpot for the next play is reset to a predetermined value, and resumes
increasing under the same rules. A local progressive refers to a jackpot that is linked within a
specific casino. A wide‐area progressive refers to a jackpot that is linked between multiple casinos
in the same state. All progressives must comply with and receive approval from the respective
gaming board.
“Project Parcel” means the parcel described in the RFP as the “casino site,” which is the parcel
owned by the City and located on Lakehurst Drive, such parcel designated by the Lake County
Assessor’s Office as PIN 07‐36‐104‐001; also referred to herein as the “Project Site.”
“Project Team” means Lakeside Casino LLC or any combination of its members.
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“Proposal” means this proposal submitted August 5, 2019 by Lakeside Casino LLC to the City of
Waukegan.
“RAID” means a redundant array of independent disks, which is a data storage virtualization
technology that combines multiple physical disk drive components into one or more logical units
for the purposes of data redundancy.
“RGC” means Responsible Gambling Council.
“SDN” is an acronym referring to specially designated nationals, which means businesses and
individuals designated by the U.S. federal government as being suspected of acting on behalf of
countries targeted by the U.S. in its anti‐terrorism or other law enforcement efforts.
“Slot Bank” means a group or row of gaming devices beside each other. These devices may share
a common name or theme, or they may be entirely different.
“Slot Base” is the equipment on which the slot cabinet is placed for interaction with the player.
“Slot Cabinet” is a reference to the innerworkings of a slot machine, inclusive of computer parts,
currency storage, card readers, etc. and is the interface between the player and the device.
“Theoretical Hold” (typically expressed as a percentage ) is the mathematically expected value
of the ratio of the amount of wagers retained by the casino divided by the total amount wagered.
This measure is typically used in slot analysis and, in this context, is equivalent to the "house
advantage."
“Title 31” is a reference to Title 31 of the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, which contains rules
and regulations that banks, casinos and other institutions must follow to combat money‐
laundering.
“VMS” means video management system when referring to a casino surveillance system.
“Warner Gaming” means Warner Gaming, LLC, a Nevada limited liability company, or, where
appropriate to the context, subsidiaries of Warner Gaming, LLC.
“Warner Gaming AML/CFT Program” is a reference to the procedures for anti‐money laundering
and countering of financing of terrorism adopted by Warner Gaming at certain properties it
currently operates.
“WPUD” is an acronym referring to win per gaming unit per day.
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Grey Eagle Casino in Calgary, Alberta

Developed with funding from Clairvest Group and opened in 2007.
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North Chicago High School

Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming.” – Ebony Wilson, Head Cheer Coach,

have received from both the cheer community and local business leaders like

take our routines to the next level. We are incredibly grateful for the support that we

”The future of our competitive program is very bright, and stunt camp has helped us

community.” – Patricia Jones, Waukegan Township Supervisor

supporting local job training initiatives and are doing a great service for our

programs. Partners like Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming have a history of

criminal histories, and it is inspiring when the community takes an interest in our

“The employment programs that we provide are often essential for people with

Commerce

community vibrant.” – Jack Orlov, Chairman of the Waukegan Chamber of

Waukegan Chamber support local jobs and local employers and keep our

Bond and Tap Room Gaming will have an immediate, positive impact in helping the

Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming. This significant contribution from Michael

“The Waukegan Chamber of Commerce is grateful for the ongoing support from
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Local Employer Helps Send North Chicago High School Cheer
Team to Stunt Camp

Jon Kozlowski

12/4/2018

North Chicago – Last month, Tap Room Gaming and CEO Michael Bond helped send twelve members of the
North Chicago High School Cheer Team to stunt camp, where they sharpened their skills in preparation for the
upcoming competition season.
Each team prepares for several months in advance of a competition where judges evaluate routines based on
difficulty, technique, and performance. Stunts are complex and require many hours of practice to be ready for

competition. As a newcomer to the world of competitive cheer, the North Chicago team has been embraced
by neighboring teams, and has quickly developed a reputation as a tough and fearless program.
“The future of our competitive program is very bright, and stunt camp has helped us take our routines to the
next level,” said head coach, Ebony Wilson. “We are incredibly grateful for the support that we have received
from both the cheer community and local business leaders like Michael Bond and Tap Room Gaming.”
Tap Room Gaming is known for its history of charitable giving and commitment to the local community. They
are regular sponsors of community events and high school athletics. As an important small business partner,
and employer to over 95 local people, they have a deep interest in building stronger communities across Lake
County.
In addition to stunt camp, Tap Room Gaming is providing sweatshirts for the entire team. For more
information about the cheer program, upcoming schedules, or supporting student athletics in North Chicago,
contact North Chicago School District 187 at 847-689-8150 or visit http://ncchs.d187.org.

COALITION TO REDUCE RECIDIVISM RECEIVES SUPPORT FROM
TAP ROOM GAMING
Jon Kozlowski

10/9/2018

Waukegan – On October 12th, the Coalition to Reduce Recidivism will host its 15th annual luncheon, with
keynote speaker Victor B. Dickson, President of Safer Foundations. The event will be sponsored in part by Tap
Room Gaming and CEO Michael Bond. The proceeds from the luncheon will help fund the Coalition’s
important anti-recidivism programs.
Recidivism refers to the tendency of a person convicted of a crime to re-commit another crime. The Coalition
to Reduce Recidivism aims to diminish re-offending by helping people with criminal records become more
productive members of the community. To accomplish this, they provide their clients with employment and
supportive services including job training, and interview and resume preparation programs. Last year, over 87
clients from Waukegan Township alone were served by these programs.
“A job is the best anti-crime and anti-recidivism tool that our community has,” said Patricia Jones, Waukegan
Township Supervisor. “The employment programs that we provide are often essential for people with criminal
histories, and it is inspiring when the community takes an interest in our programs. Partners like Michael Bond
and Tap Room Gaming have a history of supporting local job training initiatives and are doing a great service
for our community.”
Tap Room Gaming is a proud local job creator. They provide careers to over 95 people directly, and as a small
business partner they have helped improve the financial reality for numerous small business throughout the
area.
The luncheon will begin at 11:30am at Park Place, 414 S. Lewis Ave., Waukegan, IL. For more information, or to
purchase tickets, call 847-244-4900 or email coalition2rr@waukegantownship.com.

TAP ROOM GAMING CO-SPONSORS WAUKEGAN POLICE
ASSOCIATION GOLF OUTING
By COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR J.KOZLOWSKI
JUL 31, 2018

Waukegan – In a continuation of their support for law enforcement and the local community, Tap Room
Gaming will co-sponsor the Waukegan Police Association’s annual Golf Outing on August 6th.
“Police Officers work incredibly hard to keep us all safe, and we should celebrate the work that they do,” said
Michael Bond, Tap Room Gaming CEO. “We are thrilled to sponsor this event and honor our brave Waukegan
Police Officers.”
Tap Room Gaming operates many of the video gaming terminals in the greater Waukegan area, and employs
85 members of the local community. As an important small business partner, Tap Room Gaming is deeply
engaged in the health and vibrancy of the area, and has a history of charitable giving around the community.
In addition to being a co-sponsor, Tap Room Gaming will be providing giveaways such as golf towels and golf
tees.
The annual Golf Outing will be held at the Glen Flora Country Club, in Waukegan. Registration is $125 per
golfer or $500 for a foursome. Registration starts at 8am and includes green fees, cart rentals, goodie bags,
prizes, raffles and a lunch buffet. Shotgun start is at 9am and lunch starts at 2pm. For registration and more
information, contact Gabe Guzman at 847-774-0271, or gabe.guzman@waukeganil.gov.
###

Tap Room Gaming Co-Sponsors Superhero Themed 5K
to Benefit Seniors
By COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR J.KOZLOWSKI
SEP 18, 2018

(Posted by j.kozlowski, Communty Contributor)

Waukegan – Tap Room Gaming is co-sponsoring Waukegan Township’s Superhero 5K and 1 Mile Kids Fun
Run. The event will take place on Saturday, September 22. All proceeds from the event will go directly to
funding services for seniors.
Organizers of the race are encouraging participants to dress up as their favorite superhero, and are expecting
several hundred people to turn out. Participants are not required to run, but the first place finisher in each
category will receive a medal. Awards will also be given to those who have the best superhero costumes.
The Waukegan Township provides a number of different services to local seniors, including medical
transportation, preventive health services, wellness programs, lifelong learning opportunities, recreational
programs, and lawn and snow maintenance services. The Township is also a resource for non-senior specific
programs as well, such as voter registration projects, the Coalition to Reduce Recidivism, Art Mobile, and the
Historically Black Colleges and Universities Tour.
“Many people don’t realize just how many vital services that the Waukegan Township provides,” said
Township Supervisor Patricia Jones. “It is important for us to have strong partners in the community who are
committed to helping us bring these important services to the Waukegan community. We are thankful for Tap
Room Gaming’s Support.”
Tap Room Gaming is a local company known for its history of charitable giving and commitment to the local
community. They regularly sponsor community events and donate to area not-for-profits. As an important small

business partner, and employer to over 95 local people, they have a deep interest in making Waukegan a
stronger community.
The Superhero 5K will begin at Waukegan Sports Park, 3391 W Beach Rd., Waukegan, IL. Registration will
begin at 7am and the race will start at 9am. For more information call 847-244-9242, or email
lpable@waukegantownship.com.
###

Tap Room Gaming Helps Bring Weekend of Music
and Culture to Waukegan
By COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR J.KOZLOWSKI
AUG 21, 2018

Waukegan – This coming weekend, a diverse crowd of thousands is expected to descend on Waukegan for two
major festivals, one classic and one brand new. Both festivals will be co-sponsored by area employer Tap
Room Gaming.
The timeless AfroFest will be holding its 33rd annual celebration on Waukegan’s Lakefront. AfroFest is a family
friendly event that celebrates African culture and music. The festivities will include a car and motorcycle show,
pony rides, fashion show, steppers show, music, and food. There will also be a backpack and school supply
giveaway to help usher in the new school year.
“AfroFest means so much to the people of Waukegan and we are very proud of this event,” said event
organizer, Commissioner-elect Angelo Kyle. “People look forward to this festival all year long, and we are
grateful for our community partners who are helping to make this event bigger and better than years before.”
Admission to AfroFest is free and it will be held at the Waukegan Lakefront on August 25, from 11am to 7pm.
For more information, and sponsorship opportunities, contact Angelo Kyle at 847-404-1591.
Travel up from the lakefront and you will see downtown Waukegan alive with its first ever Waukegan Music
Festival. It will feature concerts, carnival rides, classic cars, music workshops, cooking demonstrations, beer
and wine tastings, a cigar lounge, and many food options. The festival aims to become the main summer event
in Lake County, as part of the city’s vision to rebrand itself as an important business and cultural destination.
“Waukegan is a very special city with so much civic pride. It is an honor to work with reliable sponsors like Tap
Room Gaming, to bring this extraordinary event to the people of this city,” said festival Marketing Director,
Cesar Rolon.
With their headquarters in the heart of Lake County, Tap Room Gaming has strong local ties and is known for
its history of charitable giving. They regularly sponsor community events and donate to area not-for-profits.
Tap Room Gaming operates many of the video gaming terminals across Lake County and employs over 95
members of the local community. As an important small business partner, Tap Room Gaming is committed to
making Waukegan a stronger community.
Admission to the Waukegan Music Festival is free, and will be held in downtown Waukegan, on Genesee
Street, from Grand Avenue to Washington Street. The hours are Friday from 3pm – 11pm, Saturday from
12pm – 11pm, and Sunday from 12 pm – 11pm. For more information contact Cesar Rolon at 773-251-3329.

TAP ROOM GAMING PURCHASES REFRIDGERATOR
FOR FOOD PANTRY IN AVON TOWNSHIP
By COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR J.KOZLOWSKI
AUG 13, 2018

Round Lake Park – In continuation of their commitment to the local community, Tap Room Gaming donated a
$1,000 commercial cooler to the Avon Cares Food Pantry. The energy efficient unit was delivered early last
week and is expected to reduce the food pantry’s power consumption.
The Avon Cares Food Pantry is open four days per week and provides balanced meals to families that need a
little extra support. Each family is welcome to the center twice per month and can shop just as they would in a
typical grocery store. Last month they served over 550 families. The food pantry is often a vital lifeline for
families in need, and is one of the many different community support organizations under the leadership of
Avon Township Supervisor, Terry Wilke.
“Just like many non-profits, our food pantry is expected to do more with less. This cooler will help us continue
to provide nutritious meals to families, but in a more cost effective manner,” said Terry Wilke. “We always
love working with community partners, like Tap Room Gaming, to solve pressing problems.”
Tap Room Gaming is known for its community investment and history of charitable giving. They operate many
of the video gaming terminals in Lake County, and are an important partner to many small businesses in the
area. Tap Room Gaming employs over 95 people from the local community and is committed to improving the
lives of families across Lake County.
The Avon Cares Food Panty is located in the Avon Township Center at 433 E. Washington St., Round Lake Park,
IL 60073. For more information, including volunteer opportunities, contact Candy Leatherman at 847-5461446, or visit http://www.avontownship.us.

TAP ROOM GAMING SPONSORS GOLF OUTING SUPPORTING ‘SHOP
WITH THE SHERIFF’ CHARITY PROGRAM

Jon Kozlowski

9/5/2019

Waukegan – On September 8th, the Lake County Sheriff’s Association will be hosting its Annual Charity Golf
Outing. In continuation of their commitment to being a positive force in the local community, Tap Room
Gaming will sponsor the event and provide giveaways such as golf towels, golf tees, and t-shirts. Proceeds
from the event will fund the Shop with the Sheriff program, where Sheriff’s Officers take local children
shopping for toys and clothes during the holiday season.
“The Lake County Sheriffs do a great job keeping us all safe, and they deserve our thanks for the difficult work
that they do,” said Michael Bond, Tap Room Gaming CEO. “This is our second year sponsoring this event, and
we are thrilled to help provide children with the opportunity to buy toys and clothes during the holiday
season.”
Tap Room Gaming is an important small business partner that operates video gaming terminals across Lake
County. As a local company, that employs over 95 people, Tap Room Gaming is committed to improving Lake
County for all residents.
The Annual Charity Golf Outing will be held at the Chevy Chase Country Club, in Wheeling. Registration starts
at 11am, shotgun start is at 1pm, and dinner and awards start at 6pm. If you’re interested in donating to the
Lake County Sheriff’s Association please visit www.lakecosa.org or email Mark Vice at lcsa9400@gmail.com.

July 29, 2019
Dear Waukegan City Council,
I am the owner of Austin’s Saloon and Eatery in Libertyville. My team and I are thrilled to join
in the creation of a new steak house concept for the Waukegan casino. We are incredibly grateful
to be selected for this opportunity by Michael Bond and his North Point Casino partners, who are
committed to supporting and growing with local small businesses.
I have worked in the local restaurant and entertainment industry for the nearly 40 years. Ever
since I can remember, it has been my dream to open a restaurant of my own. I fulfilled those
dreams by opening multiple successful restaurants in Lake County, Chicago, Wisconsin and
Denver, Colorado. In 1989 my whole world turned upside down when I got in a severe accident
that left me unable to walk for the rest of my life and took me away from the restaurants for two
years. Although, my life as I knew it was forever changed, the only thing it changed for me
professionally, was an even greater determination and focus on my career.
I was forced to get more creative and cut new paths. It ignited an even greater passion and
mission to break barriers in the restaurant business. I was adamant to expand my vision and
master my craft. I became more mindful of customer satisfaction and authenticity.
I opened Austin’s Saloon and Eatery in Libertyville in 1990. My vision was to create a space that
had everything; live entertainment, great sports viewing, and a beautiful patio that could be used
365 days a year and could host professional and personal events. The music venue, the Fuel
Room, holds 800 people and has won People’s Choice Awards for Best Music Venue for 7 years
in a row. The Fuel Room has held shows like The Band Perry, Derks Bentley, Gavin Rossdale,
Rob Zombie, Justin Moore and hundreds more.
We are now embarking on a journey with Michael Bond and his North Point Casino partners to
create an exciting and modern steak house that will be located in the Waukegan casino. I can
share with great confidence that this will be the most cutting edge and innovative dining
experience with an eccentric ambiance. A place that will be worth traveling to from across the
Chicagoland region.
I respect and appreciate Michael Bond and North Point Casino for partnering with local small
businesses to give them an opportunity to reach a larger audience. While some casino operators
would seek to maximize corporate profits by offering chain dining options, Michael Bond and
North Point Casino are doing the right thing by looking for existing small businesses with which
to partner.
The choice before the City of Waukegan will have an economic impact for generations to come.
This city needs a developer who partners with the community, its citizens, and small businesses
to once again show why Waukegan is the City of Progress.

CONFIDENTIAL – Chapter 5 ILCS 140/7(1)(g)

When making this decision, let’s take fate into our own hands. Let’s choose the one developer
who has already made commitments to build Waukegan for the future. I urge this City Council to
allow me and the North Point Casino team to build something special that will grow the City of
Waukegan.
Best regards,

Mark Khayat
Owner
Austin’s Saloon and Eatery
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July 31,2019
Dear Waukegan City Council,
My name is John Hall and I am the owner ofJonny D Tees, LLC, a veteran owned. Lake County
based company. We screen print and embroider all forms of apparel including hats, shirts Jackets
and more. We also create custom floor mats and countless other marketing and promotional items.
We provide personalized, custom items to a number of local businesses, schools and sporting
teams. As a veteran owned company, my team and I take great pride in our work.

We are thrilled to be part of the casino project proposed by Michael Bond and the North Point
Casino team. I've known Michael for several years and I can personally attest to his commitment
to supporting veteran owned businesses like mine. I recall meeting Michael years ago at his office
while we discussed one of the largest t-shirt orders my company had ever received. Michael asked

that we please include "Printed by a Veteran" with an American flag on every piece of apparel we
create for his company. He continues to be one of our largest and most reliable customers.

I personally appreciate Michael's efforts to help local businesses grow during a time when small
town providers continue to be erased by big box stores and internet providers. On behalf of the

employees at Johnny D's Tees, I want to wish Michael and his North Point Casino partners great
success during the process. We are rooting for the local guy. Their success will be our success and
we are hopeful for the future.

My Best Re

L Hall
Johnny D Tees, LLC
Veteran Owned Business
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August 2, 2019
Dear City of Waukegan Elected Officials,
I know that the development of a casino and entertainment destination in Waukegan will have
a profound impact on our city's future. It will be an attraction that will draw people from miles
away and be a major source of revenue, with which our city can do great things.
However, the biggest issue facing our community is the pollution of our neighborhoods by a
known cancer causing chemical, ethylene oxide (EtO). Ever since I became aware, I have been
fighting hard against this carcinogen and for clean air for all of our families. As I battle against
corporate polluters, I have found Michael Bond to be extremely helpful. Unlike any other
developer he has accepted local environmental meetings, listened to the science presented to
him, and offered his support. He has shared his knowledge and experience of taking on
polluters and has offered significant resources to help make our community safer.
Michael's concern for the environment is nothing new. As a State Senator, he was endorsed by
the Sierra Club all four years of his term and sponsored and passed some of the most
progressive environmental legislation of the time. Included among these was the Net Metering
Act, which gave Illinois families and businesses who generate wind or solar energy the right to
access the electrical grid.
I commend Michael Bond for his steadfast commitment to our environment. As an
environmental activist, I would prefer the Waukegan City Council select Michael Bond's
proposal for the Waukegan casino, based on his history, further commitment to clean air in our
neighborhoods, and closeness to the community.
Sincerely,
Tea Tanaka

W o o d b u r y C o u n t y S h e r i f f’ s O f f i c e
LAW ENFORCEMENT CENTER
P. O. BOX 3715 SIOUX CITY, IOWA 51102
DAVID A. DREW, SHERIFF

PHONE: 712.279.6010
E-MAIL: ddrew@woodburycountyiowa.gov
FAX: 712.279.6522

21 May 2019

To Whom it May Concern:
As Sheriff of Woodbury County since January of 2013, I have become well acquainted with the operations of
the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Sioux City. It is my pleasure to give this letter of recommendation to Warner
Gaming for their ownership and management oversight of security and guest safety of the Hard Rock.
Leading up to the grand opening of the Hard Rock property in 2014, management was very proactive and
organized in planning for traffic volume and the large crowds. In a matter of minutes, the casino reached
maximum capacity, and the security team quickly and efficiently coordinated crowd control to hold back the
entrance while maintaining the integrity of the line and the facility exits. Warner Gaming and the casino
team managed the entire opening with professionalism and proficiency.
Under Warner Gaming’s management, we have had a collaborative and successful relationship with the Hard
Rock. We have worked together every summer to secure large outdoor events, and year-round to keep safe
the downtown area around the casino. The Hard Rock in Sioux City has also been a generous supporter of
our Reserve Deputy Program and a gracious host to many of our events. Warner Gaming and the Hard Rock
are model partners in our community, and I recommend them without reservation.
Sincerely,

Sheriff, Woodbury County Sheriff’s Office
Cc:

file

